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SitOCK TUNNEL STUDIES OF SCRAM JET PHENOMENA 1992
NASA GRANT NAGW 674 - SUPPLEMENT 8
Following the format of previous reports, this consists of a series of reports on specific
projects, with a brief general introduction commenting on each report. The project reports
follow the introduction in the order of the headings in the introduction.
The projects are considered under the headings "Program A", corresponding to work
funded jointly by NAGW 674 and Australian sources, and "Program B", funded from
Australian sources alone.
PROGRAM A
(i) Expansion Tube Studies
(a)
(b)
(c)
Flow near the Diaphragm of an Expansion Tube
_R.J. Stalker, P. Hollis, G.A. Allen)
This started out to be a numerical study of expansion tube operation, with the aim
of determining the minimum length of driver required. It soon became clear that
the delay occasioned in opening the secondary diaphragm was a very important
factor, and that this could not be estimated accurately, because of the flow through
the opening diaphragm. Therefore this became the main objective of this project.
The conclusion reached by the study was that the flow was extremely difficult to
model accurately, consisting of a mixed steady and unsteady expansion. It suggests
that new emphasis be given to techniques for pre-opening the diaphragm.
Influence of Seconda_" Dia hp_h___gm on Flow Quali_" in Expansion Tubes
(G.T. Roberts)
An experimental study of the effect of diaphragm mass on the flow. It showed that
increasing diaphragm thickness may be expected to cause pitot pressure
disturbances at the test section to occur earlier, as well as causing larger upstream
static pressure disturbances. A somewhat surprising result was that allowing pre-
deformation of the diaphragm has a beneficial effect on both the downstream pitot
pressure and the upstream static pressure.
Mass Loss of Te.st Gas in the Boundary Layer of an Expansion Tube
(R.J. Stalker)
What has been described as the "fountain effect" in expansion tubes is analysed
here. This effect involves removal of gas from the test region by the boundary
layer, thereby inducing an extra mass flow in the downstream direction to
compensate for the mass loss. It is found that the effect is not likely to be
important for practical flow conditions.
(iii)
Thrust Balance Development
(Sean Tuttle)
This )'ear was spent in perfecting the "twisted sting" configuration for removing the
transverse bending modes and allowing thrust to be measured. A nozzle has been
constructed, and subjected to satisfactory bench testing.
Comparative Studies in T4 and lt,,_pu!se
Effects of Oxygen Dissociation on Hypen'elocity Combustion Experiments
(R.J. Bakos, R.G. Morgan & J. Tamagno)
A comparative experimental study involving combustion in T4 and in ttypulse was
continued. An identical combustor model was tested in both facilities and, by
appropriately choosing test conditions, it could be arranged that measured
combustor duct pressure:: were sensitive to dissociation enhanced heat release alone.
The diffcrence betxveen the two facilities was small, but this was due to the
relatively high combustor inlet temperature used. Lower inlet temperatures are
expected to yield a greater difference.
Axisymmetric Sc_ramjet Thrust Production
(R.J. Bakos and R.G. Morgan)
An axisymmetric scramjet combustor and nozzle were tested in T4. It was found
that the measured thrust agreed v,ith computations.
PROGRAM B
Scaling and Jgnilion Effects in Scram'el£_
(M.V. Pulsonetti)
This is a more considered report on experiments which were conducted in 1991 on
combustion in a large duct (48 mm x 100 mm x 1300 mm). Results were in
qualitative agreement with theory,, although at low pressure ignition delays were an
order of magnitude less than predicted.
lt_ersonic Ignition in a Scramjet
(A. Paull)
Combustion of Hydrogen and of Ethane in a 27 mm x 54 mm x 800 mm duct were
compared. Ethane yielded the same pressure rise as Hydrogen at high stagnation
enthalpies (_ 12 Mj kg"), but fell below it at low stagnation enthalpies (_ 9 Mj kg
1). Ethane may suffer more from mixing limitations than Hydrogen.
Modelling of a Scramjet Flow using various Turbulence Models
(C. Brescianini and R. G. Morgan)
Testing of three turbulence models, of increasing degree of sophistication, by
predicting the flow in a scramjet combustor. None of the models predicted the
experimental results accurately over the entire length of the combustion duct.
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Shock Interactions ,_ith Hypersonic Mixing Layers - Stead)' Flow Analysis and
Experiments
(D.R. Buttsxvorth and R.G. Morgan)
A stud)' of the interaction of a shock wave vdth the variable Mach number flow
field produced by a mixing layer.
A Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometer for High Speed Flows
(K. Skinner and R.J. Stalker)
Results with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer are presented. The example studied
is the detection of driver gas in a shock tunnel, and the development of driver gas
concentration. However, the method can be applied to measurement of species
concentration during the test flow period.
Measuring the effect on Drag Aaroduced by Nose Bluntness
_Hyperveloci_" Flow
(L. Porter, D. Mee and J. Simmons)
on a Cone in
This reports work on the extension of the stress wave balance to measure the
effect of nose blunting on the drag of a slender cone.
A Studx of Re_.nold's Analog in Hypersonic Boundary Laver using a new
Skin Friction Gaug£
(G. Kelly, A. Paull and J. Simmons)
A comparison betv,een skin friction and heat transfer measurements on a flat plate,
using the skin friction gauge ,xhich has been reported previously.
Ener_" Redistribution of Non Equilibrium Hvpervelocity Flow in a Scramjet
Duc____!
(N. Ward and R.J. Stalker)
Flow visualisation of nitrogen flow in a two dimensional intake and comparison
with calculations.
Flow Measurements and Calibration of a Superorbital Expansion Tube
(A. Neely and R.G. Morgan)
This is a pilot stud)' of an expansion tube in a configuration aimed at producing
flow speeds in excess of 10 km.s". Though the response of pressure transducers
limits the value of the diagnostics used, it appears that a usable test flow has been
produced at speeds of 13 km.s _.

FLOW NEAR THE DIAPHRAGM OF AN EXPANSION TUBE
(_ R.J. Stalker, P. tlollis and G.A. Allen)
1. Introduction
In the classical analysis of expansion tube flow, it is assumed that the secondary
diaphragm is instantaneously removed from the flow upon arrival of the primary shock,
and the supersonic flow behind that shock is subjected to a simple wave unsteady
expansion which produces the test flow.
It is known that the finite mass of the secondary diaphragm must cause the flow to be
different to this, and a more sophisticated model treats the diaphragm as a piston, which is
set in motion by the arrival of the primary shock. Since the diaphragm is initially
stationary, the shock reflects as from a rigid wall and propagates upstream. Then, as the
diaphragm accelerates, expansion waves are generated which also propagate upstream.
These co_ntinually overtake the shock wave and weaken it until, after a sufficiently long
time, the reflected shock wave disappears. If the time to reach this state is sufficiently
short with respect to the overall operating time of the expansion tube. then the flow in the
tube approaches that produced by the classical model, with the differences that there is a
delay' occasioned by' the need to accelerate the diaphragm, that the test gas close to the
diaphragm suffers an increase in entropy due to the reflected shock, and that this gas may
also suffer a change in composition due to the same cause. The importance of these
effects depends on how much of the test gas is affected, and this can be minimised by
minimising the mass of the diaphragm.
The purpose of the present investigation is to make a preliminary exploration of the
consequence of bringing the model a step closer to physical reality. When the diaphragm
is impacted by the primary shock, it not only moves but also ruptures, so that during the
process of acceleration, it is also opening. This may take the form of the "petalling" of
the diaphragm, or the gradual separation of the pieces of shattered diaphragm. Either way
the diaphragm allows flow through itself - it becomes a "leaky'" diaphragm, and it is this
situation that we analyse.
2. Hueristic .A.nal,'sis
It is convenient to begin by considering the motion of a free diaphragm (or a piston)
accelerating into a vacuum under the action of a pressure p. The diaphragm moves in a
tube of constant area, which is infinitely long in both directions. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 1., there is an unsteady expansion of gas upstream of the diaphragm from the
undisturbed pressure and speed of sound ,o, and u,. This is a good approximation to the
situation which prevails for a time after shock reflection if the diaphragm is not leaky.
i Stalker, R.J. "An approximate theory of gun tunnel behaviour". Joum. FI.
Mech., Vol. 22, pp 657-670, 1965.
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Thus the pressure at the diaphragm is given by the unsteady simple wave relation
P/PR = (1 y - 1 u)2Y/(v - 1)2 a R
where u is the velocity of the diaphragm, and 3' the ratio of specific heats.
of motion for the diaphragm may therefore be written as
The equation
du (y-lu) :vdt- Pr 1 -- 2 a r
/(v - i}
and this can be solved (eg. ref. !) to yield the co-ordinates of the diaphragm trajectory as
X --
2 aar 1 - 1 y + 1 u 1 --Y - 1 u
y * 1 PR 2 a r 2 a R j
(1)
t _
2 a a R
y+l Pr )_(,¢ "
j y -1 u
2 a R
1) / (y - i) (2)
To yield a gain in stagnation enthalpy across an unsteady expansion it is necessary to use
quite high values of u/as. Thus with u/as-- 2.0 and 3' = 1.4 there is only a 16% gain in
stagnation enthalpy - for a gain by a factor of two, u/a R = 3. Since the gain in stagnation
enthalpy is the prime reason for choosing the expansion tube mode of operation, it seems
reasonable to assume that tt/aR = 3 or greater. With a diaphragm of mylar 25 # thick
(0.001"), a = 6.0 x 10.2 kg.m "2, and with as = 2000 ms t and Ps = 10 MPa, equations (!)
and (2) indicate that u/aR = 3 at distance x = 12.4 m from the initial position of the
diaphragm, at time t = 2.4 x 10 .3 sec.
We now consider the flow through the diaphragm if it is leaky. In the early stages of the
diaphragm motion, u/as _ 1, so that the pressure and speed of sound, upstream of the
diaphragm may be taken as the undisturbed values PR and as. The "leakiness" of the
diaphragm is represented as a single orifice in the diaphragm, of area b(t) A, where A is
the area of the tube, and b(t) is a factor which generally varies with time, but for the
present purpose is assumed to be constant. The flow at the orifice will be sonic and, with
3' = 1.4, the mass flow rate through the diaphragm will be
6
ria = 0.578 laR a a b(t) A, (3)
where Pa is the density in the undisturbed region.
The mass of gas in the test region of the expansion tube is p,AL, where L is the length of
the slug of gas constituting the test region, and p, is the density in the test region, given by
)2/(y - I)
pt/ pa = 1 y-1 /J,
2 a R
and the time for this mass to pass through the diaphragm is
Ar 1.73 (1 y - 1 u ]z`(v-I)
-- -- e/a a b(t)
2 aa)
If f = 2 m, aR = 2000 ms 1, U/aR = 3, and we take the diaphragm as 10% open (i.e. b(t) =
0.1) then At = 177 x 10 's see.
These examples are fairly typical, involving values of diaphragm thickness, test slug length
and other parameters which may be used in practice. They suggest that the behaviour of
the diaphragm as it accelerates and ruptures may have an important influence on the state
of the test gas. The turbulence induced by the fragments of diaphragm may affect the
quality of flow produced as the test gas passes through the diaphragm, although the high
quality of heat transfer records obtained in expansion tubes suggest that this is probably
not the case.
The fact that an amount of gas sufficient to constitute the test flow passes through the
diaphragm in a time which is an order of magnitude shorter than that required for the
diaphragm (or fragments thereof) to reach the test velocity suggests that it may be
necessary to think in terms of a different model for producing the test flow. Instead of
being processed by an unsteady expansion, the test gas may first pass through a quasi-
steady expansion before it is accelerated to the test velocity by the action of the gas which
follows it. This could change the chemical state of the test gas, though it should be
remembered that the quasi-steady expansion takes place from a stagnation enthalpy which
is less than that of the test flow, and this will tend to reduce the effect of the history of the
test flow on its chemical state.
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To explore this effect in somev,hatmore detail, a numericalmodelhasbeenconstructed.
Due to the natureof thephysicalprocessesinvolved in theburstingof the diaphragmand
the subsequentcomplexflow pattern, simple modelsof the bursting processhave been
developedwhich,,,,illprovidesomeestimateof the flow duringthis process.
The model for the bursting of the diaphragm itself is just to allow the area of the
diaphragm to reduce from full)' covering the tube to some minimum area in an exponential
fashion. The mass of the diaphragm remains constant and it is assumed that the
diaphragm remains in one plane throughout the process, i.e. the diaphragm fragments all
travel at the same velocib. The time for the burst process to occur and also the reduction
in area that occurred due to the diaphragm burst could be specified.
To calculate the velocity and acceleration of the diaphragm, the pressure on either side of
the diaphragm must be found. This was found by an iterative procedure. The average
velocity of the gas on the upstream and downstream sides of the diaphragm were
calculated by assuming that sonic flow occurred through the open area of the diaphragm
and the remainder of the flow (over the diaphragm itself) moved ,,_ith the velocity of the
diaphragm. These two velocities were then averaged taking into account the appropriate
areas. From this average velocity, the average pressure on either side of the diaphragm
could be calculated using simple wave relations and then the velocity of the diaphragm
could again be estimated.
The flow upstream of the diaphragm was calculated using the wave model developed and
solved by G. Allen. Bursting of the diaphragm was included in the model by forcing the
velocity of the gas at the diaphragm to be the average velocity calculated by the above
procedure.
Two simple models were developed to examine the location of the interface between the
intermediate and acceleration section fluids. Both assumed that the mass flow passing
through the diaphragm in any given timestep is known because sonic velocity is assumed
to exist at the diaphragm. The models then considered two extreme situations, thus:-
1. Model 1
By assuming an isentropic expansion back to the original area of the tube, the density of
the expanded mass can be found hence the length which this fluid parcel vdil take up can
be calculated. These lengths were summed sequentially and an estimate of the location of
the fluid interface can be found. No correction was made for variation of the length of
each mass parcel as it progressed away from the diaphragm, i.e. each mass parcel is
assumed to have constant volume.
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2. Model 2
The isentropic expansion was continued until the density of the gas was equal to the
density of the test flow. Then, knowing the mass v,'hich had passed through the
diaphragm, the volume and therefore the length of the tube which was taken up by this
mass could be calculated.
Test Conditions
Test conditions were chosen to match a well documented experimental case with Helium
as the driver and test gases (NASA Tech. Paper 1317 "Experimental Perfect - Gas Study
of Expansion-Tube Flow Characteristics". J.L. Shinn & C.G. Miller lII)
Sonic velocity Pressure Gamma
(m/s) (Pa)
Driver 1068.87 33 x 106 1.6667
Intermediate 1019.3 690 1.6667
Acceleration 1019.3 16 1.6667
Primary diaphragm location:
Seconday diaphragm location:
Test section location:
Pipe radius:
Secondary diaphragm thickness:
Secondary diaphragm density:
2.44 metres
9.93 metres
24 metres
0.0762 metres
38 x 10 .6 metres (Mylar diaphragm)
8.52 x 10.3 kg/m 3
PROGRAM OUTPUT
The main outputs of the program are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
The path of the shockwave reflected from the secondary diaphragm
The path of the secondary diaphragm
The path of the interface between the intermediate and acceleration section fluids,
for models 1 and 2.
The mach line generated from the intersection between the shockwave transmitted
from the primary diaphragm and the reflected shockwave from the secondary
diaphragm.
The simulation has been nan for burst times of 0.15 ms with area reductions of 10, 25, 50
and 75%. One further simulation was performed for a burst time of 0.30 ms and 25%
area reduction for comparison. The results of these simulations are shown in the figures.
The final figure is a simulation of the diaphragm acting as a frictionless piston, i.e. it does
not burst but is allowed to move.
9
FigureNotation
Burst times
Sincethe areareductionis exponential,the burst time usedin the calculations is the time
for theareato reach90% of its maximumreduction.
Area ratio
The areareductionfigure quotedin the atlachedfiguresis the amount by which the area
of the diaphragmhasbeenreducedby the burstingprocess,(A,,,,u_-AnJ/A,,,,j_. Thus, a
75%reductionindicatesthat the final diaphragmareais 25%of the initial area.
4. Results
The outstanding feature of the results is the wide disparity between the position of the
acceleration gas - test gas interface as predicted by Model 1 and Model 2. Both models
are apparently unrealistic. Model 1 because it does not allow for what is clearly a massive
expansion to the test conditions, and Model 2 because it does not allow for large anaounts
of gas which have passed through the diaphragm but are not expanded to the test
conditions. (This is witnessed by the velocit2, ." of the interface predicted by this model,
which is far in excess of any reasonable value). It follows that the unsteady expansion
after the diaphragm, which has been neglected in both models, is of prime importance.
The motion of the diaphragm tends to slow down as the opening increases. This motion
depends on the velocity of the gas at the opening, and is calculated by assuming a simple
wave compression from the undisturbed state in the acceleration tube on the downstream
side of the diaphragm. It will therefore be unaffected by the choice be_'een Model 1 and
Model 2.
The overall picture which the results present are of a mixed steady and unsteady expansion
of the test gas, with the accelerating remains of the diaphragm located somewhere in the
unsteady expansion. It is difficult to analyse such a flow, and a new analysis would be
required for each diaphragm thickness and each set of test conditions. To avoid the
uncertainties associated with this, it may be better to think of means of removing the
diaphragm before the shock wave arrives.
lO
XWave Diagram for Diaphram Acceleration
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INFLUENCE OF SECONDARY DIAPHRAGM ON FLOW QUALITY IN EXPANSION TUBES
G.T.ROBERT$
Lecturer, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
University of Southampton, U.K.
SEPTEMBER 1992
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ABSTRACT
Experiments were performed in the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Queensland free-piston driven expansion tube facility TQ in
which the influence on flow quality of secondary diaphragm mass, location and
pre-deformation was investigated. In these experiments, the facility was
operated in shock tube mode (i.e. equal pressures either side of the
secondary diaphragm) with argon as both the driver and test gases.
The results obtained indicate that the secondary diaphragm exerts a
considerable influence not only on the test gas flow conditions but also on
its duration. In general, the greater the inertia of the diaphragm (compared
with the momentum of the test gas), the greater is the reflected shock
strength and the shorter is the flow duration before the arrival of
disturbances attributed to wave interactions with the driver-test gas
interface. Pre-deforming the diaphragm was shown to have a beneficial effect
by reducing the reflected shock overpressure and delaying the arrival of the
interface disturbances.
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NOMENCLATURE
-i
a - sound speed, ms
f - frequency, Hz
M - Math number
p - pressure, kPa
-i
U - incident shock speed, ms
s
x - distance from priraary diaphragm, m
- ratio of specific heats (1.67 for argon)
- period between shock and test gas arrival (expansion tube only)
z - steady run period, _s
Subcripts:
t - total (Pitot)
Shock tube region nomenclature:
1 - initial test gas
2 - post incident shock
3 - post primary unsteady expansion
4 - initial driver gas
5 - post reflected shock (reflected shock tunnel only)
- post secondary unsteady expansion (expansion tube only)
6 - post steady expansion (reflected shock tunnel only)
I0 - initial acceleration gas (expansion tube only)
n
20 - post incident shock in acc tube (expansion tube only)
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1. INTRODUCTION
This report describes work undertaken during the period July-September
1992 whilst the author was visiting the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Queensland (UNI0) on sabbatical leave from the Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of Southampton, U.K. The work
involved perform/ng a number of experiments in the UNIQ free-piston driven
expansion tube facility (TQ) in order to investigate the influence of the
secondary d/aphragm on the quality of test gas flow. The topic was suggested
by the head of the Shock Tunnel group at UNIQ, Prof. R.J.Stalker.
2. THE EXPANSION TUBE: PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION.
An expansion tube is an impulse-type wind tunnel facility that is capable
of producing high enthalpy test gas flows suitable for aerothermodynamic
testing of models of reentry vehicles or spaceplanes and also for perform/ng
supersonic combustion studies under reasonabl} well simulated operating
conditions. Like the shock tunnel, it is basically a modified shock tube, in
which a shock wave is propogated into a quiescent test gas after the rupture
of a (thick) primary diaphragm separating the initially high pressure driver
gas and the relatively low pressure test gas.
As described by Stalker et al If|, the essential d/fference between a
reflected shock tunnel and an expansion tube is that, in the former, the
shock heated test gas is further processed by a reflected shock, followed by
steady expansion through a contoured nozzle from essentially stagnant
reservoir conditions, to attain hypervelocity conditions in the test section,
whereas in the expansion tube the shock-heated gas undergoes an unsteady
expansion centred at the location of a (thin) secondary diaphragm which
initially separates the test gas from a lower pressure acceleration gas.
Figure I shows typical wave diagrams for both types of facility. Note
that, in the reflected shock tunnel, region 5 is the stagnant region behind
the reflected shock whereas, in the expansion tube, region 5 is itself the
high velocity test gas region. In both, the primary shock Mach number (and
hence flow enthalpy) in the shock tube is maximised by employing a high
driver-test gas pressure and sound speed ratio. The latter normally d/ctates
the use of a light test gas (hydrogen or helium) although increasingly common
is the use of a free-plston driver [2] to raise transiently both the pressure
and sound speed of the driver gas above levels that could normally
obtained or tolerated under steady conditions.
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In the expansion tube, the test flow velocity is also dependent on the
pressure ratio across the secondary diaphragm, it being usual to employ the
same test and acceleration gases. Subject to restrictions due to poor flow
quality (described later) it is best if this pressure ratio is also large.
The expansion tube concept was first proposed by Trimpi [3], who showed
that the unsteady expansion is theoretically superior to a steady expansion
for producing high enthalpy flows. However, the primary advantage over the
reflected shock tunnel is that the flow is never stagnated so that the levels
of dissociation in (say) air flows, which are caused by the high temperatures
in the stagnant reservoir, are not experienced in the expansion tube flow,
which thus provides a better simulation of the flight conditions of a typical
reentry vehicle or the conditions inside the combustor of a supersonic
combustion ramjet (scramjet) engine (e.g. see Figure 2).
Their main disadvantage is that the run duration of such facilities is
exceedingly small, typically being of O(10-4)s, which is about an order of
magnitude less than that offered by most reflected shock tunnel facilities.
The reason for this can easily be observed by reference to the wave diagrams
illustrated in Figure i. In the reflected shock tunnel the period of steady
flow is limited by the disturbance (shock or expansion) reflected from the
driver-test gas interface or, if (as is often the case) the tunnel is
operated in tailored-interface mode where the interface is transparent to the
reflected shock, by drainage of the stagnant reservoir gas through the
nozzle. In the expansion tube, however, the run duration is limited by the
arrival at the test section of either the tail of the unsteady expansion or
the head of the expansion reflected off the driver-test gas interface. Paull
and Stalker [4] have shown that the run duration is optimised when both of
these events occur simultaneously.
Unfortunately, even the short run times predicted theoretically often
considerably overestimate the actual run times observed in tests in expansion
tubes. One reason for this is the attenuation of the incident shocks due to
viscous effects: as noted by Mirels [5], the boundary layer growing from the
foot of the shock wave not only attenuates the shock speed but also causes _
the test gas (and the interface between it and the driver gas) to accelerate.
In a shock tube of sufficient length the shock and test gas speeds would
eventually equalize and the period of uniform test gas flow behind the
incident shock would then remain constant with further increase in length.
The acceleration of the driver-test gas interface causes the reflection of
the unsteady expansion to occur much earlier than would have been the case in
inviscid flow and therefore causes the run duration to be truncated early.
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Nevertheless it is possible to make use of the short test times offered
and currently facilities are being developed and tested at a number of
establishments [e.g. 6,7] in the hope of realising their theoretical
advantages over the reflected shock tunnel. What has tended to inhibit the
wide acceptance of expansion tubes within the aerodynamic co,unity is the
rather narrow range of operating conditions for which steady test conditions
have been observed even during the short run durations predicted taking
viscous effects into account.
Early tests conducted with expansion tubes concluded there was either no
steady test period at all [e.g. 8,9] or, at best, there was only a single
operating condition during which the flow unsteadiness was acceptably low
[10]. However, more recent tests [4,11] have indicated that, for any given
facility, there ought to be a number of acceptable operating conditions,
depending on the driver and test gases employed. In addition, recent studies
have also indicated that the disturbances observed (particularly in pitot
pressure) during the run are related to the transmission of transverse
acoustic waves [12,13].
3. TEST FLOW QUALITY IN EXPANSION TUBES: TYPICAL RESULTS
In work performed to date, including that reported here, pitot pressure
measurements have provided the main diagnostic method for determ/ning flow
quality during the expansion tube run period. Figure 3 shows an ideal pitot
pressure signal for an expansion tube' The initial rise is due tO the arrival
of the low density acceleration gas; this is soon followed by a further
increase as the test gas arrives. As described above, the run is terndnated
either by the arrival of the tail of the unsteady expansion or the reflection
of the head of the expansion from the driver-test gas interface. In either
case the run term/nation is indicated by a further rise in pitot pressure.
Figure 4 (taken from [13]) indicates the signals obtained in practice for
various operating conditions. In each case, the small increase in pitot
pressure corresponding to the acceleration gas arrival is smeared out by the
larger increase due to the test gas arrival (this is probably caused by the
finite response rate of the pitot pressure probe). In figures 4a and 4b there
are periods of steady flow (of approximately 75 and 40 @s, respectively)
before the arrival of the terminating disturbance. However, in 4c there is no
steady period indicated; instead, the pitot signal has a periodic fluctuation
of sufficiently large magnitude to render the operating condition unusable.
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Paull and Stalker [12,13] have shown that these fluctuations are due to
transverse acoustic waves, probably originating from the primary diaphragm
rupture process. They argue that these disturbances are always present in the
driver gas, but whether (or not) they are propogated into the test gas (prior
to secondary diaphragm rupture) depends on the ratio of the sound speeds
across the driver-test gas interface: whenever the test gas sound speed is
greater than that in the driver gas, the interface acts as a low frequency
filter with a tendency to attenuate the disturbances, whereas in the converse
situation the disturbances are transmitted through the interface
unattenuated. The cut-off frequency for the filtering effect is shown to be
Mach number, as well as sound speed ratio, dependent.
Inspection of the flow properties for the runs illustrated in Figure 4
support this hypothesis. Furthermore, Paull and Stalker show that, if the
test gas is subsequently processed (by, for example, an unsteady expansion,
as in the expansion tube) the residual noise present will be focussed to a
particular frequency by a Doppler shift effect. The appearance of
disturbances of regular frequency in expansion tube flows has been observed
in many experiments in different facilities and has caused the major
limitation on the range of satifactory conditions under which the facilities
can be operated.
Another feature which has been a cause for concern in expansion tube
developments has been the influence of the secondary diaphragm (and its
rupturing process) on t_e test gas quality [14]. In the ideal case, the
diaphragm should behave as though it were massless and should rupture
i,,nediately after impact of the incident shock wave or else the test gas will
be processed by an unwanted reflected shock, leading to increased levels of
dissociation and stagnation pressure loss. Clearly, the ideal behaviour of
the diaphragm will not occur in practice, but commonly a diaphragm that is as
thin as possible (but capable of supporting the necessary pressure difference
across it initially) is used to minimise any reflected disturbance.
Alternatively, a mechanical fast-acting valve arrangement may be employed
instead of a diaphragm.
Additionally, with the evidence that many of the disturbances causing
early truncation of the run period are caused by transverse acoustic waves,
it is reasonable to question the role of the secondary diaphragm in their
production. Despite the possible importance of the secondary diaphragm on
flow quality in expansion tube flows, a systematic experimental investigation
of this had not been carried out prior to the work described here.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
4.1 TO expansion tube facilty.
Figure 5 is a schematic of the TO expansion tube facility used in this
study. It comprises a free-piston driver section, in which the driver gas is
compressed by a heavy (approx. 3 kg) piston, itself accelerated by high
pressure air behind it, a shock tube section in which the test gas initially
resides at pressures of order 1-10 kPa and a section containing the
acceleration gas (usually, but not necessarily, the same as the test gas) at
pressures of order 1-100 Pa. Downstream of the acceleration section is the
test section/dump tank with a rotary and diffusion pump attached. A full
description of the facility appears elsewhere _e.g.[6|).
The usual arrangement is to use helium or argon as the driver gas and air
as the test/acceleration gases. The bursting pressure of the aluminium or
steel primary diaphragms normaly employed is in the range 19.5 to 34.5 _Pa.
The secondary diaphragms are usually either 13 _n polyethylene or 25 _m
cellophane; prior to this study both were thought to offer a reasonable
approximation to the ideal massless condition. Shown in Figure 5 is the
forward location of the secondary diaphragm (at x - 2.111 m downstream of the
primary diaphragm); in this study most of the experiments were conducted with
the secondary diaphragm in its aft location (x - 3.736 m).
The measurements taken were of pitot pressure (P2,t) and the sidewall
pressure (p2) at various locations along the shock and acceleration tubes;
the latter were also used to determine the variation in shock speed (U). All
s
pressures were measured using PCB piezo-electric transducers, which were pre-
calibrated. The data were recorded on a Physical Data Inc. multichannel
transient recorder operating on some channels at sample rates of 2MHz, whilst
on others at 40 kHz.
4.2 Operating conditions.
As the primary aim of these experiments was to explore the influence of
the secondary dlapragm on the flow quality and, in particular, to determine
whether pre-deforming the diaphragm has any adverse influence, it was decided
to operate the facility in shock (rather than expansion) tube mode in order
to simplify the flow and its analysis. Also, since the thin diaphragms
required a finite pressure difference (< I kPa) across them to maintain their
deformed state, it was necessary to operate at reasonably high shock tube
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filling pressures (pl) in order to ensure that any unsteady expansion that
results is weak.
Finally, according to the analysis of Paull and Stalker [13], it was
necessary to operate at conditions where the test gas sound speed was greater
than the driver gas sound speed (i.e. a 2 > a 3) if the driver-test gas
interface was to act as an effective filter to disturbances originating in
the driver gas due to primary diaphragm rupture.
These criteria led to the choice of argon driving argon as the test gas
(the latter was preferred to air to avoid causing vibration and dissociation
real gas effects). A s_ry of the run conditions employed is given in
Table I.
Table I: Typical Run Conditions
Pl
(kPa)
20
4
1
U
s_ 1
(kms )
1.65
2.25
2.75
a2/a 3
2.0
3.7
7.3
Air reservoir pressure: 1.85 MPa
Primary diaphragm: 0.6 mm. mild steel, burst pressure P4 " 19.5 MPa
Driver reservoir pressure: 75 KPa (argon)
4.3 Secondary diaphragm variables
Besides the shock tube operating conditions, the main variables in the
experiments concerned the secondary diaphragm. Parameters that were varied
included:
- thickness (or mass)
- deformation (prior to the run)
- location within the shock tube
The diaphragms tested were 13 _uu thick polyethylene, 25 gm and 50 _u
thick cellophane, 102 _uu and 191 _m thick mylar. When tested in their
undeformed state, care was taken to ensure that the pressures either side of
the diaphragms were equalised during the pump-down process.
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5. RESULTS
5.1 Without secondary diaphragm.
Figure 6 shows typical pitot signals obtained at the three nominal
operating conditions listed in Table i without any secondary diaphragm. The
signals are similar to those obtained in expansion tube mode, except that one
would not, of course, expect to see any initial rise due to the arrival of
acceleration gas and the run is terminated by the arrival of the driver-test
gas interface, which manifests itself as an abrupt rise in pitot pressure. It
can be seen that this rise in pressure becomes comparatively larger at higher
shock speeds as both the gas velocity and the density ratio across the
interface increases.
As expected, the run period (T) decreases with increasing shock speed;
also shown in Figure 6 is the predicted time of arrival of the interface
according to the theory of Mirels [5], assum/ng turbulent boundary layer
growth behind the incident shock. It can be seen that the theoretical
run time is slightly less than that observed experimentally, the discrepancy
becondng greater at the higher shock speeds. This is attributed to the
unrealistically high post-shock temperatures (> 7000 K) predicted by ideal
gas shock wave theory, which will cause the viscous effects to be
overestimated.
After the arrival of the interface, the pitot signals exhibit large scale
periodic fluctuations (of approximate frequency 25 < f < 45 kHz) which were
also observed by Paull and Stalker [13] and were attributed by them to
disturbances arising from the non-ideal primary diaphragm rupture process.
The periodicity of the disturbances is due to frequency focusing caused by
the steady expansion undergone by the driver gas during the area ratio change
at the diaphragm location. One m/ght expect the focus frequency to change
with different driver gas expansion ratios, but this does not seem to be
occuring in a systematic manner: the disturbance frequency illustrated in
Figure 6(b) {Pl " 4 kPa) is greater than that for either of the runs
illustrated in 6{a) or 6{c) (Pl " 20, I kPa, respectively, the driver
pressure being nom/nally constant throughout all of these tests).
The pitot pressure during the run period remains fairly steady, although
the signal illustrated in Figure 6(a) exhibits some [small) fluctuations
occuring at a slightly higher frequency than those observed after the driver
test-gas interface has arrived {34 kHz vs. 28 kHz, respectively}. This may be
a manifestation of the weaker filtering effect occurring at this run
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condition, where the sound speed ratio across the interface is comparitively
low, since these fluctuations are not evident on the signals obtained from
runs at higher shock speeds where the sound speed ratio is greater.
At the lower test gas pressures, in particular, the pitot pressure tends
to increase slightly with time, a phenomenon normally attributed to viscous
effects which cause the gas arriving towards the end of the run to have been
processed by a stronger shock than that at the beginning. However, the
measurements of the shock speed profile along the shock tube (Figure 7)
indicate that, contrary to expectations, the shock actually tends to
accelerate along the length of the tube as the test gas pressure is lowered,
which should cause the pitot pressure to fall with time. [ n.b. In Figure 7
the shock speeds have been normalised with respect to that measured furthest
upstream (x - 2.0 m) ]. Despite the uncertainty in the shock speed
measurements (due to the 2.5 _s data sampling interval) being rather large,
there appears to be no obvious explanation for the observed acceleration of
the shock.
Table 2 compares the measured pitot and static pressures with those
predicted by I-D, ideal inviscid gas theory, taking into account the non-
ideal driver gas behaviour for this piston-driven facility [6]. It is clear
that, at high Pl (or low Us), the theoretical pitot pressure is very similar
to that measured whilst the static pressure is slightly greater. However, at
low Pl (high U s ) the theoretical pitot pressure is much less than that
measured whilst the static pressure is in good agreement with measurements.
Table 2: Post shock conditions
THEORY
RUN Pl Us P2 M2NO. P2,t P2,t
(kPa) (k/as-1 ) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa)
279 20 1660 1788 665 1.22 1783
280 4 2200 678 234 1.27 843
289 1 2570 234 79 1.28 387
EXPERIMENT
P2 " M2
(kPa)
583 1.32
243 1.44
81 1.64
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The post shock Mach numbers were calculated using the Rayleigh pitot formula:
T+I 1
1-T
P2, t M 2= [ _+I _ --[P2 i.
The values obtained are, however, somewhat greater than predicted, with the
discrepancy becoming progressively worse at higher shock speeds. Again, this
is attributed to the unrealistically high temperatures predicted by ideal gas
theory, which would cause the predicted test gas density (and hence pitot
pressure) to be lower than the experimental values.
5.2 Effect of diaphragm thickness.
Figure 8 shows the effect on pitot pressure of varying the diaphragm
thickness for the operating conditions in Table I. For each condition it
appears that fluctuations on the pitot signal occur before the theoretical
time of arrival of the driver-test gas interface (except when there is no
secondary diaphragm) and arrive earlier the thicker the diaphragm. The effect
becomes more pronounced at the lower pressures (or higher shock speeds) where
a rise in pitot pressure is also observed ahead of the theoretically
predicted time of arrival of the interface; the rise becomes steeper the
thicker the diaphragm. Thus it is clear that the prescence of the diaphragm
is having a marked influence on the available test time.
Figure 9 shows the effect of the diaphragm thickness on the sidewall
pressure measured 15 mm upstream of the diaphragm (i.e. at x - 3.721 m). The
pressure level is observed to increase markedly with increasing thickness at
all operating conditions. Also shown on the figures are the theoretically
predicted incident and reflected shock pressures: it is clear that, for the
thickest diaphragms (particularly at low pressure) the pressures recorded are
considerably in excess of the reflected shock pressure and it has been shown
[15] that, when the diaphragm inertia is large, the test gas is processed by
multiple shocks reflecting between the diaphragm and contact surface, the run
conditions being overtailored.
Clearly these reflections are detrimental to the flow quality, since they
would lead to increased levels of dissociation in a diatomic test gas. Of
those tested, only the 13 _m polyethylene diaphragm had apparently negligible
effect on sidewall pressure under all conditions tested.
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Figure 10 shows the effect of diaphragm thickness on the measured shock
speed (normalised with respect to the value obtained nearest the primary
diaphragm, x - 2.0 m) along the length of the shock tube for Pl " I kPa. The
data obtained suggest that the shock speed decreases in the vicinity of the
secondary diaphragm and then rapidly overshoots before decaying towards the
no-diaphragm value near the end of the shock tube. Both the decrease and the
susbsequent overshoot in shock speed become more pronounced the thicker the
diaphragm. Figure Ii shows the effect of shock tube fill pressure on the
shock speed profile for a fixed diaphragm thickness (191 gm mylar): it is
clear that the decrease in shock speed and the overshoot are greater at
lower pressures.
The apparent decrease in shock speed is probably an artifice caused by
the finite rupture time of the diaphragms, which can be estimated by
extrapolating the shock speed profiles either side of the diaphragm and
calculating the delay between them. The results are shown in Table 3.
AS may be expected, the rupture time increases as both the diaphragm
thickness (or mass) increases and test gas density (or momentum) decreases.
However, it is clear that the rupture times obtained for the 13 _m
polyethylene diaphragm are unrealistic and illustrate the approximate nature
of the estimation.
Table 3: Estimation of diaphragm rupture time.
Diaphragm
material
Burst time (_s)
Pl " 20 kPa Pl " 4 kPa Pl " 1 kPa
191 _un mylar 61 112 207
I02 _m mylar . . 50 53 120
50 _m cellophane 15 23 44
25 _m cellophane 13 16 37
13 _m polyethylene 6 5 - 4
The overshoot in shock speed illustrated in Figure I0 is, however, believed
to be genuine and probably arises as a result of the increased pressure and
temperature of the test gas behind the reflected shock driving a stronger
shock into the acceleration section of the tube. The reflected shock is
weakened (eventually to a Mach wave) by the unsteady expansion that occurs
after diaphragm rupture [6]; as this will occur more rapidly the thinner the
diaphragm, the overshoot in shock speed will be greater for the thicker
diaphragms, as observed.
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5.3 Effect of diaphragm pre-deformation.
Experiments were performed with the 25 _m cellophane diaphragm material
deliberately deformed prior to initiation of the shock tube run. The
deformation was caused by maintaining a pressure differential of about 80% of
the burst pressure (i.e. about 80 kPa in this case) for approximately 20 mins
prior to pump-down of both sections of the shock tube. Inspection of
diaphragms subjected to this loading indicated that they had deformed to
about 25% of the shock tube diameter (i.e. approx. I0 mm) at the centre after
this period of time and maintained their shape even after the pressure
differential had been removed. Tests were conducted at Pl " I, 4 kPa only.
Figure 12a shows the effect of the deformation on the sidewall pressure
measured 15 mm upstream of the diaphragm. Apparently the deformation reduces
the pressure after shock reflection considerably. Indeed, the results
at PI" 4 kPa (Figure 12b) show no increase in pressure above that behind the
incident shock. However, it was not certain whether the deformation had
actually influenced the shock reflection process significantly, or had merely
shifted the effective position of the diaphragm far enough downstream to
prevent the reflected shock from returning upstream over the transducer
before being attenuated to a Mach wave.
In order to test this, the diaphragm location was moved downstream by
4.5 mm (this being the estimated effective centre of reflection for the
deformed diaphragm) and tests repeated with both planar and deformed
diaphragms. The results are shown in Figure 12c for PI" I kPa and indicate a
similar level of reduction in sidewall pressure in the deformed case as was
obtained with the diaphragm located further forward.
It is thus concluded that deformation of the secondary diaphragm weakens
the reflected shock. This could be brought about by a reduction in the
diaphragm burst time, allowing the unsteady expansion wave resulting from the
diaphragm rupture to reach the reflected shock sooner. The diaphragm burst
time (estimated in the manner described in 5.2) is approximately 29 _s for
Pl -_i kPa and 12 _s for Pl &::4:kPa; both are slightly less than the
corresponding values for the planar diaphragm (37 _s and 16 Ds,
respectively), although the degree of uncertainty in this estimation is
probably greater than the differences calculated. It is not yet clear whether
such reductions in burst time (if they are real) are sufficient to cause the
observed reduction in reflected shock pressure, or whether the shock
reflection process is itself modified due to the curvature of the diaphragm.
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In either case, however, pre-deform/ng the diaphragms does appear to have
a beneficial effect on flow quality, since weakening the reflected shock
should reduce both the level of molecular dissociation and stagnation
pressure loss. Figure 13 shows the pitot pressure signals obtained and
indicates that deformation also has a beneficial influence on the steady
run period (compared with the planar diaphragm); again this is probably a
consequence of the weakened reflected shock. The curvature of the diaphragm
does not seem to enhance the production or transmission of lateral acoustic
wave disturbances, as was originally thought possible.
5.4 Effect of diaphragm location.
Figure 14 shows the effect of moving the diaphragm location on the
recorded pitot signals; the diaphragm material used in these experiments was
102 _m mylar and tests were conducted at Pl " I, 4 and 20 kPa.
Moving the location of the diaphragm upstream from x - 3.736 m to
x - 2.111 m delays the arrival of disturbances associated with the driver
gas; the effect becomes more pronounced at the lower pressures, where the
driver-test gas interface arrival is indicated by a sharp rise in pitot
pressure (as in experiments under the same conditions with no diaphragm
present). Thus it would appear that these disturbances are affected by the
interaction of the incident shock with the secondary diaphragm and the
resulting reflected waves.
6. CONCLUSIONS
From the results described above it is clear that the influence of the
secondary diaphragm on the flow quality in shock tubes (and therefore, by
inference, also in expansion tubes) is considerable. The thickness (or mass)
of the diaphragm _aterial affects its rupture time which, in turn, affects
the magnitude of the reflected shock pressure, particularly if the time to
rupture is sufficiently long for multiple shock reflections to occur between
the diaphragm and the driver-test gas interface.
The shock reflection process has shown to be weakened by pre-deforming
the diaphragms so that they are non-planar. It has also been shown that the
duration of steady flow with acceptable levels of fluctuation in pitot
pressure is increased as the diaphragm thickness is reduced and as the
diaphragm is located further from the tube exit. The latter is probably only
true, however, provided the test gas core length has already approached its
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asy_totic value due to viscous effects (as in the experiments here},
otherwise the time between the passage of the incident shock wave and the
driver-test gas interface will not be n_xindsed.
All of these observations are consistent with the view that the
interaction of the shock reflected from the diaphragm with the driver-test
gas interface is causing disturbances to be propogated forwards into the test
gas at a velocity greater than that of the interface. However, the details of
the interaction require further theoretical investigation (possibly by
computational methods).
Although the conditions tested (especially those with very thick
diaphragms) are unrepresentative of those which would be co,only en_oloyed in
expansion tube experiments, it is nevertheless hoped that the results
obtained will provide a useful experimental database to aid the development
of theoretical models attempting to describe the influence of the secondary
diaphragm on flow quality in expansion tube flows. These, in turn, should
lead to reliable design and operation criteria for such facilities.
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Figure 6: Plot of Pitot Pressure Vs Time
(a) p, = 20kPa
(b) Pl = 4 kPa
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Figure 8(a): Effect of Diaphragm Thickness on Pitot Pressure
Pt = 20 kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
(b) - 13 #m polyethylene
(c) - 25 _m cellophane
(d) - 50/_m cellophane
(e) - 102/_m mylar
(f) - 191 _tm mylar
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Figure 8(b):
Effect of Diaphragm Thickness on Pitot Pressure
p_ = 4 kPa ......
(a) - no diaphragm
Co) - 13 pm polyethylene
(c) - 25 pm cellophane
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(e) - 102 #m mylar
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Figure 8(c): Effect of Diaphragm Thickness on Pitot Pressure
p_ = 1 kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
(b) - 13 #m polyethylene
(c) - 25/am cellophane
(d) - 50 #m cellophane
(e) - 102 #m mylar
(0- 191 #m mylar
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Figure 9('o): Effect of Diaphragm Thickness on Sidewall Pressure
(Measured 15 mm Upstream of Diaphragm)
Pl = 4kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
Co) - 13 #m polyethylene
(c) - 25 #m cellophane
(d) - 50 #m cellophane
(e) - 102/,tin mylar
(f) - 191 #m mylar
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Figure 9(c): Effec{ of Diaphragm Tli-ic_ess on Sidewall Pressure
(Measured i5 _ Upstream of Diaphragm)
p_ = 1 kPa -
(a)-:no:_'agm ;: •
(b) - 13/am polyethylene
(c) - 25 #m cellophane ....
(d)- 50/am cellopha_
(e)- 102_mm_: :
(f) - 191 pm mylar
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Figure 12(a): Effect of Diaphragm Deformation on Sidewall Pressure
(Measured 15 mm Upstream of Diaphragm)
Pt = 1 kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
(b) - 25 _tm cellophane diaphragm, pre-deformed
(c) - 25 tzm cellophane, planar
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Figure 12(b): Effect of Diaphragm Pre-Deformation on Sidewall Pressure
(Measured 15 mm Upstream of Diaphragm)
p: = 4kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
(b) - 25/_m ce!!gPh ane diaphragm, pre-deformed
(c) - 25 #m cellophane, planar
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Figure 12(c): Effect of Diaphragm Pre-Deformation on Sidewall Pressure
(Measured 19.5 mm Upstream of Diaphragm)
p_ = 1 kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
(b) - 25 #m cellophane diaphragm, pre-deformed
(c) - 25 #m cellophane, planar
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Figure 13(a): Effect of Diaphragm Pre-Deformation on Pitot Pressure
Pl = 1 kPa
(a)- no diapfira_m_-__: ___z___ _
(b)- _5-tf_cce_a_'_phi'a:gm, pre-deformed
(c) - 25 _m-_ell_p_ah_, p_nar
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Figure 13(b): Effect of Diaphragm Pre-Deformation on Pitot Pressure
pt = 4 kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
(b) - 25 #m cellophane diaphragm, pre-deformed
(c) - 25/_m cellophane, planar
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Figure 14(a) Effect of Diaphragm Location on Pitot Pressure
p_ = 20 kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
(b) - 102 #m mylar diaphragm, x = 3.736 m
(c) - 102 _m mylar diaphragm, x = 2.111 m
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Figure 14(b): Effect of Diaphragm Location on Pitot Pressure
p_ = 4kPa
(a) - no diaphragm
(b) - 102 #m mylar diaphragm, x = 3.736 m
(c) - 102 _m mylar diaphragm, x = 2.111 m
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Figure 14(c): Effect of Diaplwagm Location on Pitot Pressure
Pt = 1 kPa _ _
__i ..........
(a) - no diaphr_'l_-' _'?_- _'
(b) - 102/_m mylar diaphragm, x = 3.736 m
(c) - 102/_m mylar diaphragm, x = 2.111 m
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MASS LOSS OF TEST GAS IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER OF AN EXPANS|O_)_
TUBE
(R.J. Stalker)
I. Introduction
It is well known that the boundary layer in a shock tube causes loss of gas from the
test region between the shock wave and the interface, and limits the size of the test
region that can be produced. In a similar manner, the continued growth of the
boundary layer after the contact surface can cause loss of gas from that region, and if
this is the test region of an expansion tube, it may cause a significant flow of gas
through that region. Whereas simple expansion tube theory would demand that the
test gas is stationary with respect to the interface, this boundary layer effect would
cause test gas to flow towards the interface in the inviscid part of the flow, and away
from the interface in the boundary layer. This may lead to an axial velocity gradient
in the test flow, and give rise to uncertainty concerning the history of the test gas.
There is therefore a need for a preliminary analysis to determine the magnitude of
this effect.
Mirels I presented an analysis of the shock tube boundary layer effect. He used the
Howarth transformation, and the assumption that the product of viscosity and density
was constant across the boundary layer at a value determined by a reference enthalpy,
to determine the mass flow in the boundary layer. These same approximations have
been used to good effect in conventional high speed boundary layer analyses, and
they were found to yield reasonable agreement with experiment for the shock tube
boundary layer case also. Therefore these approximations will be used here as the
basis of an analysis to determine the effect of the boundary layer in expansion tube
flow.
2. Analysis
The flow situation envisaged is showing in Fig. 1. The frame of reference is fixed in
the interface between the shocked acceleration gas, 20, and the expansion tube test
flow, 5. It is assumed that boundary layer effects in the region 20 are sufficiently
developed to ensure that the mass of gas flowing in from the region 10 is balanced by
the mass which leaves 20 by boundary flow at the interface, so that the distance from
the interface to the shock wave, X,, is constant in time. The boundary layer consists
only of acceleration gas upstream of the interface, but downstream of the interface it
involves a mixture of acceleration gas and test gas. It will be assumed, however, that
acceleration and test gases are the same. In the test region, in general the boundary
layer will grow at a different rate to that in the post-shock region, and it will appear
to originate at a distance X, upstream of the interface.
The momentum in the boundary layer at any station may be written as (for a thin
boundary layer)
Mirels. H. "Shock tube test time limitation due to turbulent-waU
boundary layer'. AIAA Journal, V2, pp 84-93, 1964.
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q liD f_i u 2= . p dy (1)
where u and p are the boundary layer velocity and density, y is the distance normal to the
surface, D is the tube diameter, w signifies conditions at the surface, and 6 is the thickness
of the boundary layer. Using the Howarth transformation, put
p dy : p" dy_ (2)
where y, is the co-ordinate of y in an incompressible flow of density p'. This is the
density determined at the pressure prevailing in the flow, and a temperature determined at
the same pressure and a reference enthalpy given by
h ° = 0.5 (h6 + h,_) + 0.22 (h, - ha)
w'here h,, and h6 are the enthalpy at the surface and at the edge of the boundary layer, and
h, = ha ÷ 0.5 u_is the recovery enthalpy with Prandtl number unit), while u_ is the velocity
at the surface.
It can be shown that, using the Howarth transformation, a laminar compressible boundary
layer is transformed into an incompressible form, and it is assumed that the same applies
to a turbulent boundary layer. Equation 1 therefore can be written
• 2 = 2 d(y,/8)q = p u. fj' dy i p" u. 8i f0' u2 (3)
where u is the velocity in the boundary layer. The profiles of velocity obey similarity in
both laminar and turbulent incompressible boundary layers, wherefore
fo I d(y,/8,) -- k t or k, (4)
where k t and lq are constants depending only on the ratio of surface to mainstream
velocity (essentially the same on either side of the interface). For a laminar layer.
(5)
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andfor theturbulentcase
/1/5,___2_"
a,: _ (p'uw)
x 4___ (6)
where kt and k 2 are constants, x is the distance from the origin of the boundary layer, and
#" is the viscosity at the reference enthalpy temperature.
The effective origin of the test region boundary layer (i.e. the value of X_) can be obtained
by assuming that adjustment from the acceleration region to the test region in the
boundary layer takes place in a few boundary layer thicknesses. The impulse of the skin
friction at the surface is then negligible compared with the momentum in the boundary
layer, implying that this remains constant as the boundary layer passes the interface (there
are no pressure gradient forces). Thus, putting qs = ch0 at the interface equations (3), (4)
and (5) yield
P2o )'_- i' • _"
/ /uw kI -- (x, ke = ps uw kI (x¢)"_k¢
P._o% tp_",,)
which becomes
x,/x, : _o* p_o/ u; p; (7)
for a laminar boundary layer, and equations (3), (4) and (6) yield
• 2
P2o Uw k2 --- ( gs )4/5 k, = p_ u_ i% ( x¢ )_'_ kt
f
which becomes
x,/x, :(plo/p;)(._o/.;)" (8)
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for a turbulent boundary layer, ttere the subscript 20 indicates the region in the
acceleration gas between the shock wave and the interface, and the subscript 5 indicates
the test region. These equations determine x e if x, is known, and therefore allow the
boundary layer in the test region to be defined.
The mass flow within the boundary layer at any station can be written as
mbl HD fS-- py dy
and, using the Howarth transformation again, this becomes
mbl = IIDp'u w 8, f01 u d( Yi / 8, ) = HD p" u,_. 8, k t
U w
where k _ is a constant k_ for laminar layers and kt1 for turbulent layers. Considering the
laminar case first, the mass flow in the boundary layer in the test region may be written.
by equation 5. as
mbt)5
kl /
: "n-D p_ u w J --7---
_PsU, J
(z ÷ x,)'::k:
where z is the distance from the interface, and using equation 7, this becomes
(mb¢)5 = _'D P2o uw kl
P2o Uw/
and, since the mass flow in the boundary layer at the interface is equal to the mass flow
through the shock wave,
z
(mbt)5 = Api 0 Ulo + 1
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where A is the area of the tube cross-section, and ,O_oand U_o are the density and velocity
in the acceleration gas passing into the shock. The mass of test gas which has been swept
into the boundary layer is equal to the boundary layer mass flow less the boundary layer
mass flow at the interface, i.e. (mbt)s - (robe)0, and this may be written as
z +1 -1
(mbe)s - (mbt/o -- AP'° X,
for a laminar boundary layer. For a turbulent boundary layer, a similar analysis yields
(9)
(mbe)s - (mb¢)o -- Apl o U,o + 1 -1 (10)
The axial velocity perturbation, _u s, induced by this boundary, layer flow returning
upstream may now be obtained. At any station, the mass flow of test gas in the inviscid
region towards the interface must match the mass flow of boundary layer fluid away from
the interface. That is, assuming that the boundary layer is thin,
P5 A ,,u s -- (mbt)5 - (mbt)o , (1 i)
and, remembering that Pl0 -- aP_, where _ is the inverse shock density ratio, and putting
= 2 2
P20 Ps a_ / a20 : Ps M2o / M2, equations 9 and 11 yield, for a laminar boundary
layer
/ }z_us • Ulo (M20 / M._)2 z (12)
and for a turbulent boundary layer
AU 5 ;}= eU,o (M2o / Ms)-' _ + 1 -1 . (13)
The significance of equations 12 and 13 can be seen by reference to the wave diagram of
Figure 2. The velocity AUS is constant along lines parallel to the interface, with ,'us
increasing with distance from the interface, implying that the greater
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the distancefrom the interface,the more testgasneedsto be brought forward in a given
time interval to replacethat which is removedby the boundary,layer. To estimatethe
amount of testgasbroughtforward for stationswhich arecloseto the interface,the time
interval canbe takenast, the time sincethe secondarydiaphragmwas ruptured,and the
expansiontube flow was initiated. Therefore the amount of test gas brought forward,
expressed as the length of test region that this gas would occupy, can be written as t,Z =
_xu_ t and since Z, the length of the test region is given by Z = u_0t_.'3,l5, it follows that the
proportion of the test region gas which is lost to the boundary layer at station z is given
by
z_Z au5
Z Hi0
M 5 (14)
For stations which are not close to the interface this expression will be in error, since the
boundary layer no longer develops in a constant pressure region for most of the time 5.
However, it can then be used to provide a useful estimate of the order of magnitude of the
effect.
It is worth noting that factors which may be expected to influence a boundary layer
analysis, such as the Reynold's number and the tube diameter, do not appear explicitly in
equations 12 and 13. In fact, these effects are incorporated through X c. which by equation
7 is directly related to X s, where the effects are clearly evident.
3. CALCULATIONS
To demonstrate the magnitude of the boundary layer effect, calculations are carried out for
a laminar and for a turbulent boundary layer.
(a) Laminar boundary layer
u s = uj0 = 6 km.s _, Pz0 = 50 Pa (0.0005 atm), D = 150 mm, M s = 7.0
By eqn (7), X_ : ( g2o P2o //.t_ p_ ) X_ = (/_,o Ts" / #; T:_) X i
T; : 2,700 k, "1'2o : 6,000 k
X c -- 0.68 X s
,"o
From Mirels o_, X_ = 0.64 m, .'. X, = 0.44 m.
From real gas calculations, _ = 14_, M2o = 3.4
au5 / = 0_44 ÷ 1 -
and AZ_ = 7.0 Au S / ul0, by eqn (14)
az,,/z
eqn (12)
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Thesetwo results are plotted in Fig. 3.
(b) Turbulent boundar_
u5 = 6 km.s l, Pi0 = 500 Pa (0.005 atm), D = 150 mm, M 5
As above, from eqn (8), X c = 0.50 X, m.
FromMirelstl_, Xs=0.443 m, " Xc=0.222m.
From real gas calculations, _ = 13 1, M2o = 3.0
= 7.0
1 (3.0) 2 z + 1 - 1 byeqn (13)
" Aus / ul° - 13 _,7.0) 0.222
and AZ z = 7.0 Au s / u_0 as before
These two results are also plotted in Fig. 3.
The results show that, as would be expected, the turbulent boundary layer has a much
larger effect than the laminar one, yielding a perturbation velocity and movement of test
gas towards the interface which is about four times the laminar case. The magnitude of
the movement of test gas towards the interface, when the boundary layer is turbulent and
the distance from the interface is two metres for example, is approximately one metre
during the time that the expansion tube flow takes place. At the expanded Mach number
of 7, this implies that this test gas, instead of originating approximately 7 cm. from the
secondary diaphragm immediately before it bursts (assuming no shock reflection at the
diaphragm), in fact originates 10.5 cm from the diaphragm. This does not appear to be a
very significant effect.
As mentioned previously, this assumes that the boundary layer two metres from the
interface develops under the conditions of the expanded test flow. In fact, during most of
the time that the expansion tube is operating, the fluid which is to constitute this part of
the flow is at a higher density than the test region, and the boundary flows into an adverse
pressure gradient due to its flow in the upstream direction in the presence of the unsteady
expansion. Both these effects may be expected to reduce the mass flow in the boundary
layer when it is enveloped by the test region. This suggests that the present analysis may
somewhat overestimate the boundary layer effect.
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THRUST BALANCE DEVELOPMENT
by Sean Tuttle
Extensive finite element modelling of the proposed thrust balance with the two twisted
stings (Fig. 1) using NASTRAN has shown that the axial stress wave will propagate down
the stings without distortion (the axial strain in the sting is proportional to the net axial
thrust). The nozzle to be used is a symmetrically diverging nozzle with 11 o ramp walls.
The area ratio is approximately 5.5. Its length is 300 mm - this is to ensure sufficient thrust
is produced and that the pressure hump predicted by Allen (1991) is not spilt.
The scramjet to be used is 600 mm long with a 54x27 mm rectangular cross-section.
Central injection will be used. The nozzle-sting system will be free to move i.e. it is not
attached to the combustor section. The joint between the combustor and the nozzle is such
that there is no flow spillage and no transmission of combustor wall stresses to the nozzle.
The stings are twisted through 90 ° just aft of the nozzle to provide ri_dity and bending
stiffness. The finite element modelling has shown this to be acceptable. There are strain
gauge bridges before and after the twist on each sting. The static pressure along the ramp
walls x_411be measured. The pitot pressure across the nozzle exit plane will also be
measured. The difference between the thrust measured by the pressure transducers and
that measured by the strain gauges is the skin friction.
A simulated tunnel loading has been successfully deconvovled using an impulse
response based on the finite element model of the system (Fig. 2). The results from initial
bench tests performed on the nozzle show encouraging agreement with the finite element
predictions (Fig. 3). The difference between the two signals after the arrival of the
reflection is due to the different end conditions of the stings in the finite element model
and the laboratory test. Therefore, it is felt that it will be possible to measure the thrust
produced by this nozzle during the tests in T4 in August-September 1993.
Allen, G.A., parametric Study on Thrust Production in the Two Dimensional Scramiet.
AIAA, 1991
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Figure 1. Thrust Balance Configuration
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Effects of O_gen Dissociation on Hypcrvelocity Combustion Experiments
RJ. Bakos and R.G. Morgan
The University of Queensland, Brisbane.
Australia
J. Tamagno
General Applied Science Laboratories,
Ronkonkoma, New York
Results of a comparative experimental study are
reported which was conducted to measure the effects of
the test gas oxygen diss_-iation produced in reflected
shock tunnels on hyper_elocity combustion data. An
identical combustor model was tested in a reflected
shock tunnel with test gas containing approximately 50%
by mass of oxygen in dissociated form, as either atomic
oxygen or nitric oxide, and in an expansion tube having
test gas containing negligible dissociated oxygen.
Comparisons were made at two test conditions which
were energy equivalent to flight condit!ons at Mach 133
and Mach 17. Because combustion induced pressure
rise in supersonic ducted flow has a complex
dependence on many flo_ parameters, it is important to
carefully define the test conditions for the two facilities.
A method was developed and applied for selection of
comparison test conditions in the shock tunnel such that
differences in measured combustor duct pressures
should be sensitive to dissociation enhanced heat release
alone. Comparison of measured combustor pressure
distributions sho_s a very similar wave structure is
produced with a small but measurable increase in
pressure rise due to dissodation occurring in the shock
tunnel. The maximum absolute combustion pressure
difference detected over a range of hydrogen-air
equivalence ratios was 11%. This range of difference is
also predicted by equih'brium combustion simulations
and its small magnitude is a result of the relatively high
combustor inlet temperatures (>2000 K°) at which the
tests were run.
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lqOMENCLATURE
mass fraction of total oxygen if the form of
O atoms
mass fraction of total oxygen in the form
of NO radicals
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Specific heats at constant pressure and
volume
isentropic exponent, -- Cp/_ for an ideal
gas
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First Damkohler number, = the ratio of
residence time in the combustor to
chemical reaction time
Second Damkohler number, = Ahc._/ho
the ratio of energy released by combustion
to the sum of thermal and kinetic energy
sensible enthalpy
chemical enthalpy
total sensible enthalpy, = h, + u2/2
Stagnation enthalpy
Net amount of heat release from
combustion
Mach Number
Pressure
Velocity
Temperature
Axial distance form injection
Mass fraction of specie i
hydrogen-air combustion test
hydrogen-nitrogen mixing test
Fuel-off test
Specie i
Reactants
Products
Non-dissociated test gas
Dissociated test gas
INTRODUCTION
Ground testing of air breathing propulsion systems for
hypervelodty operation requires the use of pulse
facilities. Two types of pulse facilities, the reflected
shock tunnel [1] and the expansion tube [3], have proved
effective for producing subscale scramjet combustor data
in the hypervelocity regime, above 3 ian/s. These
devices each produce a short duration of steady test
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environment which is energy and nearly Reynolds
number equivalent to flight conditions. However,
differences in their operating cycles renders each with
potential advantages and disadvantages for credibly
simulating Night conditions over an entire a/s-breathing-
to-orbit trajectory. Presently, comparative experiments
are reported which aim to explore these differences by
testing identical hydrogen fueled combustors in each
facility.
Of concern for high stagnation enthalpy simulations in
reflected shock tunnels is the chemical state of the test
gas as it enters the combustor. At high enthalpy levels
significant dissociated species are formed in the nozzle
reservoir which do not completely recombine in the
subsequent expansion, producing a test flow with a
different composition and energy distribution than would
exist in fight.
The operation of an expansion tube is such that it avoids
this difficulty by adding stagnation enthalpy and pressure
through acceleration in an unsteady expansion process.
Because the high enthalpy flow is never stagnated, it is
not subjected to the static enthalpies necessary for
significant dissociation. The trade-off for this advantage
is that the unsteady wave process restricts the test time
available as compared to the reflected shock tunnel for
test conditions below 6 km/s. This then limits the
length scale of models which can be tested.
For an air test medium in a shock tunnel upwards of
50% of the oxygen content may leave the nozzle in
dissociated species; as atomic oxygen and nitric oxide.
In a preliminary study of dissociation effects on
combustion by Morgan [Zl, it was proposed that there
are three probable mechanisms by which the presence of
dissociated oxygen may enhance the combustion process
in a scramjet. Primary among these is additional heat
release from combustion. In combustion with atomic
oxygen, the atomic oxygen heat of formation adds
directly to the potential heat release. For complete
oxidation of hydrogen to form water, this increases the
heat released from 120 MJ/kg to 215 M.//kg of
hydrogen burned. In an actual combustion situation the
difference in net heat released will be less as some of
the additional chemical energy remains tied up in
dissociated products of combustion.
Second, because formation of oxygen radicals is a
necessary step in the combustion of hydrogen, pre-
dissociated oxygen may exhibit shorter ignition delay
times and a faster overall reaction rate. In a finite rate
chemistry study [4], it was shown that more rapid
chemical energy yield occurs in the presence of oxygen
atoms primarily due to an increased rate of the reaction
O+H2 -* H+OH,
producing additional free radicals and increasing the
overall reaction rate.
Finally, it is not clear to what extent oxygen atoms will
have a direct effect on the mixing of fuel and oxidizer.
Assuming similar macroscopic mixing layer development,
the presence of dissociated oxygen will alter the flo,,v
Reynolds number and Schmidt number affecting mixing
on the mole_la.r level, although evidence [5] suggests
that the dependence on these parameters is weak over
the range of variation expected.
It is the objective of these tests to detect dissociated
oxygen enhanced heat release by testing identical
combustor geometries at comparable test conditions in
each facility. The most reliable means for detecting
heat release in pulse facility combustion experiments is
through static pressure measurements in ducted flow.
To this end a preliminary study was carried out by the
authors and reported in [6]. There, in a similar test
program to the current one, it was found that the static
pressure rise upon combustion was significantly greater
in the presence of dissociated oxygen. Although a
considerable difference in fuel-off combustor pressure,
as measured in the two facilities, left the results open
for further interpretation.
For this investigation test condition duplication is of
primary concern_ Noting that the differences in test gas
composition add energy distribution alter the flow
variables so that combustion similitude parameters
including Mach number, Reynolds number, and the
Damkohler numbers cannot be matched simultaneously,
it is necessary to choose which test parameters must be
conserved in the comparison experiments. This is done
so that differences in measured combustor pressure can
be directly attributed to dissociated oxygen changing the
net heat released and not to other coincidental fuid
dynamic effects caused by test condition mismatch.
This paper presents test methodology and data which
address the influence of test gas composition oil
combustion heat release as tested in two pulse facilities.
The operating principles of each facility are explained
and an analysis of the sensitivity of combustor pressure
ratio to test conditions is described. Using these
criteria, comparison test conditions were developed in •
reflected shock tunnel to be compared with existing
expansion tube data which were obtained at conditions
energy equivalent to Math 133 and 17 flight. Test data
are presented along with results from a simulation
assuming equih'brium combustion which indicates the
validity of the data as well as its sensitivity to minor
mismatches in meeting the comparison criteria.
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The operating principles of the two facilities used in
these experiments are given below. The T4-Reflected
Shock Tunnel is located at the University of Queensland
in Australia and the HYPULSE-Expansion Tube is
located at the General Applied Science Laboratories in
Ronkonkoma, New York, USA.
T4-Reflected Shock Tunnel
The arrangement and operation of the T4-Reflected
Shock Tunnel is shown schematically in Figure la. The
test gas is held in the shock tube which is separated
from the compression tube containing the initially low
pressure driver gas (a mixture of argon in helium) by a
steel diaphragm. The downstream end of the shock tube
is fitted with a nozzle having a throat area of
approximately one-nineth the shock tube area and is
sealed from the evacuated test section by a thin Mylar
secondary diaphragm.
The driver gas is pressurized by means of a single stroke
free-piston which is launched from the breech end of the
compression tube and, propelled by high pressure air
from the reservoir, accelerates down the compression
tube compressing the driver gas until the rupture
pressure of the steel diaphragm is reached.
Upon diaphragm rupture, the driver gas expands into
the shock tube initiating a strong shock wave in the test
gas. The shock wave reflects from the downstream end
of the shock tube creating a stagnant reservoir of test
gas at high temperature (6000-9000 K) and pressure (10-
50 MPa). For these tests the driver gas molecular
weight is chosen for operation in "tailored" mode
resulting in a steady reservoir pressure for approximately
1.0 ms duration. At shock reflection the s,co,._/o,,'y
diaphragm bursts and the test gas expands through the
facility nozzle. A time history of static pressure as
measured on a flat plate at the exit of a Math 5
contoured nozzle is as shown in Figure 2a.
For combustion studies in a reflected shock tunnel, the
useful test period is limited by driver gas contamination
[7]. The interaction of the reflected shock with the _be _;
wall boundary layer in the driver gas results in a jetting
of driver gas ahead of the test gas contact surface and
into the nozzle throat. Using the prediction method
from [7]. at a test condition having flight Math 17 flow
energy, driver gas contamination is calculated to occur
at approximately 0.7 ms after shock reflection, although
no evidence of contamination is evident in the current
experiments until after 1.2 ms. This is consistentwith
mass spectrometer measurements reported in [7] which
showed the analysis to be conservative. .......
For hypervelocity air test flows the enthalpy in the
nozzle reservoir is suffident to significandy dissociate
the oxygen present. The rapid expansion from reservoir
conditions to the test condition results in the
dissociation level freezing at a value above equilibrium
for the test condition. Freezing is a consequence of the
density and temperature in the nozzle falling sufficiently
to _aus6 the recombination rate to become negligible
relative to the rate at which fluid moves through the
nozzle. The remainder of the expansion then proceeds
with little chemical composition change.
tiy_e_u  
A Sc! ematic representation of an expansion tube is
shown in Figure lb. The test gas is initially located in
the shock tube section at sub-atmospheric pressure and
separated from the driver by the main diaphragm
assembly and downstream flora the acceleration tube by
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a light Mylar secondary diaphragm. The HYPLq.,SE
fadlity uses a cold helium driver gas v,hich is inif.adly
contained in the driver at 38-51MPa. The acceleragon
tube is a constant area tube of appro_mately twice the
shock tube length and is evacuated to a low but pre_
vacuum level which is important for proper opera_n.
The test section is located at the downstream end of the
acceleration tube.
Initiation of a test begins by rupturing the main
diaphragm. The helium expands into the shock r_be
sending a shock wave through the test gas. On reach/rig
the end of the shock tube the secondary diaphr'q_
rupturesand the shock continues into the lower pres._are
acceleration gas at greater speed. To balance velo_ty
a_d pressure between the acceleration and test gases, a
centered unsteady expansion wave is formed w_ch
expands the test gas to the desired test condition.
The steady flow begins with the arrival of the expanded
test gas and is terminated approximately 0.4 ms later by
the arrival of the centered expansion wave, or _ its
reflection off the driver gas interface. Driver gas
contamination is not an issue in an expansion tube
because the expansion wave must precede it out of the
facility. A static pressure time history measured at the
fadlity exit is shown in Figure 2b for comparison v,ith
the reflected shock tunnel trace, Figure 2a. It is seen
that although a somewhat shorter steady flow period is
achieved, no time is used for nozzle starting.
The key feature of the expansion tube operation is that
_ntered expansion wave imparts the bulk of the
energy to the test gas. Thus, only a modest primary
shock strength is required to achieve a desired energy
level and therefore a greater performance potential for
a given driver pressure and sound speed is achieved. In
addition, the high energy test gas is delivered without
first being contained in a stagnant nozzle reservoir
permitting greater stagnation pressures to be achieved
and greatly reducing the dissodation level of the test
gas.
COMPARISON TEST METHODOLOGY
For an exact simulation of atmospheric flight condirons
in a propulsion test facility it is necessary to match
identically the primitive variables of pressure,
temperature, velocity, and specie composition entering
the combustor. However, as conveniently set out in [8].
there exist simulation parameters or non-dimensional
combinations of the primitive variables which when
duplicated have the same effect, although it is not
generally poss_le to achieve complete similarity for a
dissociated test gas. For comparison of data between
the two facilities the same general criteria apply.
For simulating chemically reacting flows behind strong
shock waves, hypersonic Mach number independence
has lead to adopting stagnation enthalpy as the primary
simulation parameter to be matched when relating
reflected shock tunnel data to ideal air. It is instructive
to first examine the implications of matching stagnatioe
enthalpy before developing a preferred choice of
similitudes for the present case of a flow where no
strong shock waves occur.
There are three components of the stagnation cnthalpy
in a dissociated test gas,
g2
_fr--he ¢]tm÷ 2
which are defined as follows,
Chemical
ht=EY,k _.t contribution
I
r Sens_le
h, "_Y, ofc,.,d/' contribution
u 2
2
Kinetic
contribution
For a test gas composed of only elemental species, the
chemical enthalpy is zero.
Consider two air flo_, A and B, at equal stagnation
enthalpy, static temperature, and static pressure. Flow
A is in equilibrium at this condition which is such that
no dissociation occurs. Flow B is far from equilibrium
and contains significant fractions of atomic oxygen and
nitric oxide and therefore its chemical enthalpy is non-
zero and may be of the order of the sensible enthalpy.
This enthalpy partitioning is shown schematically in
Figures 3a and b. Because B has positive chemical
enthalpy, the sum of its sensible and kinetic
contributions will be less than for A. However, because
the dissociated gas will have lower molecular weight,
there will also be more moles of B in a given mass and
thus at the same temperature it will have greater
sensible enthalpy per unit mass. This leaves B
necessarily having a lower mass motion kinetic energy
and thus a lower velocity than A. Thus, at matched
stagnation enthalpy the dissociated gas will have lower
velocity and higher sensible enthalpy and hence a
significantly lower Mach number than the non-
dissociated gas.
Beyond these fundamental limitations for test condition
duplication, there are practical bounds to the degree of
accuracy with which test conditions can be contrived in
each facility so that they are matched. It is therefore of
interest to know the sensitivities of measured quantities
to variations in test conditiom. It is assumed fuel
conditions including injector geometry, pressure, and
mass flow can be duplicated.
To identif which parameters must be matched it is
useful to examine a simplified model of a scramjet
combustor. The combustion process in a constant area
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scramjet is approximated by a pre.mixed one-
dimensional flow with heat addition and composition
change. A perfect gas is assumed and no change in the
isentropic exponent with reaction, although a change in
specific heats is permitted be_een end states. Viscous
effects are neglected. These approximations are
necessary to achieve analytical closure and thus
determine sensitivities to the choice of simulation
parameters. A more complete numerical model of
combustion is described subsequently.
From the conservation equations and the equation of
state the duct pressure, entha]py, and total enthalpy
ratio are functions of the reactant Mach number, M,,
and product Mach number, Mv alone as given by the
following:
_(l.yu/)
p,
(1)
(2)
(3)
where,
he=h,(l +VM l)
has been used as is appropriate for a calorically perfect
gas. These equations are a somewhat generalized form
of the Rayleigh flow equations given in [9]. The product
Math number is determined from (3) after evaluating
the total sens_ie enthalpy ratio from the energy
conservation equation,
#%'="Ac'_'r*l (4)
ho,
where Ahc_.er is the net heat release born combustion
and equals the difference in standardheats of formation
between products and reactants. Denoting Dz as the
ratio of net heat release to total sens_le enthalpy of the
reactants (Damkol'der's second number), equation (4) is
rewritten as,
Dl=_-I (4a)
From this equation and (3) it is seen that for given
values of Da and M. the product Mach number and
duct pressure and static entha]py ratios are uniquely
determined.
In the context of the comparison experiments, the
additional chemical energy available in the reflected
shock tunnel oxidizer will alter D z and thus the
measured pressure rise. This change will only be purely
a result of modified heat release if the M, and ho are
matched between experiments.
Because ho depends on the velocity and hence M o Dz is
not independent of Mach number. Another way of
vaiting (4a) that will more dearly show the sensitivity of
pressure ratio to Mach number is to move all of the
Mach number contributions to the fight-hand side giving
an alternate non-dimensional heat release parameter,
_hsc_.__rr=(i.__ M ')(_ -I) (4b)
Jr.,#
Figure 4 shows duct pressure ratio plotted against
reactant Mach number for constant values of D z and
Ahc,,_-r/h,. Practically, for a given heat release, lines of
consta.nt D z may be achieved by adjusting the test flow
Mach number while maintaining flow energy, for
instance by diffusing the combustor inlet flow. Constant
Ahc..,._r/h, lines require adjustment of Mach number
while keeping the temperature constant. For the latter
it is seen that at Mach numbers near three an increase
in sensitivity of pressure ratio to Math number occurs.
Because M, is the mass averaged Mach number of the
oxidizer and fuel, even for hypersonic test conditions, it
will be in this range. Therefore it is important that the
reactant Math numbers be nearly matched between
experiments so that differences in ¢ombustor pressure
ratio may be unambiguously interpreted. If a mismatch
in Math number is unavoidable, its significance can be
minimized by duplicating the sensible enthalpy by itself
rather than the total sens_le enthalw.
The foregoing analysis identifies M, and either ho or lN
as the two prime parameters which when matched will
make the pressure ratio sensitive only to the effects of
atomic oxygen. However, the extent of heat release also
depends on the pressure and temperature of the
reactants in that they influence both reaction rates (first
Damkohler number, Dj) and equilibrium conditions.
Reactant pressure is therefore chosen as the third flow
parameter and IN as the preferred flow energy
parameter. For the conditions of interest, differences in
C_rdue to composition will be small, on the order of 5%,
d therefore matching of IN is nearly synonymous with
matching temperature.
Referring to Figure 5c it is seen that the stagnation
enthalpy for the reflected shock tunnel, test gas B, needs
modification so that the criteria for matching ideal air
conditions are met. At equal values of It, and Mach
number, the stagnation enthalpy of B is greater both
because of its chem/cal contribution and the additional
velocity necessary to match the Mach numbers. For a
perfect gas the velocity required is as shown in the
figure.
_.,fiT CONDmON$
Results of the expansion tube combustion experiments
tests have been reported in [10] and [11] at conditions
simulating flight Mach 13.5 and Mach 17 flow energies.
Test conditions were established in the reflected shock
tunnel which targeted these test conditions subject to the
matching criteria discussed above. Due to practical
experimental limitations, precise tuning of test
conditions in the reflected shock tunnel cannot be done,
and further, uncertainties exist as to the exact value of
some flow parameters.
Expll_ion Tube
Details of the expansion tube test flow calibration
method are given in [12]. Reported facility exit
conditions are given for the two test conditions in Tables
1 and 2a. The table entriesare derived from a
combination of instream #tot and static pressure, wall
pressure, and facility shock speeds approaching the test
section assuming chemical equih'brium of the test flow.
To raise the test gas pressure at the Mach 17 condition
tb :/ level capable of supporting hydrogen/air
combustion it was necessary to diffuse the acceleration
tube exit flow. For this purpose an axisymmetric
diffuser was designed and calibrated as desert'bed in [9].
Pitot surveys of the diffuser exit identified an
uncancelled wave system leaving the diffuser, however,
comparison to a numerical solution suggested that the
wave system was quite weak.
Repeatability of the expansion tube test conditions has
been found to be quite good. Secondary shock speeds
repeat with a standard deviation of 0.7% and tube exit
static pressures with a deviation of 4.6%. No significant
difference is found in operating conditions between air
and nitrogen test gases.
R.c.II_cLSb+fA T_unn_
Two nozzles have been used for these experiments
having nominal exit Mach numbers of 4 (for flight Mach
13.5 tests) and 5 (for flight Mach 17 tests) as required
to match the expansion tube conditions. Previously, full
pitot pressure calibrations have been done for each of
these nozzles (reported in [1] and [13] respectively) over
a range of reservoir enthalpies and pressures. At
conditions near the present ones flow uniformity was
found to be adequate.
: =
Conditions were chosen for Mach 13.5 tests to
approximately match Mach number, sensible enthalpy,
and pressure of the expansion tube condition. Table 1
summarizes the shock tunnel reservoir and calculated
nozzle exit conditions for both air and nitrogen test
gases. Time of flight shock speed measurements and
nozzle reservoir pressure measurements are used to
determine the nozzle supply conditions. The non-
equilibrium nozzle flow is calculated with the quasi-one-
dimensional NENZF program [14]. The reaction set
for air includes 11 reactions for the spedes N2, N, 02, O,
NO, NO', and e'.
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A significantportion of the oxygenis dissociated at this
condition which is primarily a consequence of the
relatively low operatingpressure. (At higher operating
pressuresobtainablein T4 lessof the oxygendissociates
in the reservoir and recombination is more complete in
the nozzle). In comparing to the expansion tube
conditions note that the Math number, sens_le, and
total sensible enthalpies are quite close as required.
Better matching of static pressure between facilities was
not poss_le due to practical considerations. For
nitrogen test gas the nozzle exit pressure is calculated to
be lower than air because of a lack of chemical
recombination effects.
Nozzle exit conditions established to match the
expansion tube Math 17 test condition are shown in
Table 2a. The calculation procedure is identical to that
for the Math 13.5 condition.
Preliminary facility comparison experiments at this
condition, [5], showed that although the shock tunnel
nozzle exit pressure nearly matched the expansion tube
diffuser exit pressure, a mismatch in s,.'-ramjet duct
pressures without fuel injection persisted. Measured
duct pressures in the expansion tube tests were 50%
greater. An attempt to remedy the deficiency was made
by raising the shock tunnel operating pressures, however,
a 25% error remained. In addition the Math number, at
5.17, is below the required value of 5.75.
To remedy the pressure mismatch for the current
experiments the Math 5 nozzle flow was recompressed
through a 0.852 area ratio conical inlet attached to the
model front. The geometrical area change was
completed in 2.67 model diameters with a surface
inclination half-angle of 0.9°. For analysis purposes the
entropy change through the very weak shock wave
formed (normal Math number of 1.05 for Math 5.17
nozzle exit flow) is ignored and the change in test
conditions are calculated from the area ratio giving
approximately the 25% pressure increase desired. These
conditions are summarized in Table 2b for both air and
nitrogen.
Clearly this could make the Math number mismatch
worse. But it is postulated, based on the pressure
mismatch found, that the expansion tube diffuser is
actually compressing the flow beyond the pressure
quoted in Table 2a and hence the Math number is
below 5.75. An estimate of the diffuser exit conditions
based on a further (isentropic) compression to the same
pressure as calculated for the recompressed reflected
shock tube flow is also given in Table 2b. The
temperatures are now nearly equal for the facilities, and
although the total sens_le enthalpies do not agree the
sensible enthalpies do. In Figure 6 matching of lg was
shown to be the preferred matching criteria when a
Math number error exists.
Repeatability of the shock tunnel is similar to the
expansion tube with shock speeds repeating with a
standard deviation of 1.0% and stagnation pressures
with a deviation of 3.5%.
. B T D L N T
Two identical copies of the model shownin Figure 5
were used for the comparison experiments. The
cylindrical combustor has a constant diameter with
approximately five diameters from the leading edge of
the inlet to the fuel injector and 19.3 diameters
downstream of injection. For the reflected shock tunnel
tests at Mach 17, the 1.5 diameter long straight inlet was
replaced by the 0.852 area ratio inlet described
previously.
Two different injection geometries were used. The first
was a circumferential slot injector issuing at Math 1.9
from the combustor wall at an angle of 15° measured
from the model axis. The injector throat area to model
cross-section area ratio is 0.0628. The second consisted
of four discrete wall jets, positioned at 90° azimuth
around the perimeter and issuing sonically inward at 30'
measured from the model axis. Each injector had a
throat to model cross section area ratio of 0.00694. In
both facilities the model was positioned in a free jet
con.figuration, capturing the core of the facility exit
flows.
Fuel flow was supplied to the inje_or plenum by a
Ludweig tube system opened by a fast acting valve in
both facilities. Fuel plenum pressure was monitored
upstream of the injector throat at an area ratio greater
than four. Fuel to oxidizer equivalence ratio was
controlled by adjusting the fuel injector plenum pressure
through the Ludweig tube fill pressure.
Model instrumentation included high frequency, high
sensitivity pressure transducers. Twelve were located at
1.33 diameter intervals downstream of the injector in the
expansion tube tests. In the reflected shock tunnel, 23
were used at 0.67 diameter intervals.
_COMPARISONTEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOI_
In this section the results of the comparison tests at two
flight conditions are presented. At the Math 17
condition data for both injector configurations, the 15"
slot and the 4 by 30° discrete orifices, is compared. At
the Math 133 only data for the discrete orifice injection
is available for comparison.
h_" Slot ln iection
Results for the slot injector at Math 17 enthal_ as
tested in the expansion tube have been reported
previously [11]. Pressure and wallheat flux datawere
obtained at three hydrogen-air equivalence ratios and
fuel-off conditions. Both air and nitrogen test gases were
used. The effect of mass addition and mixing alone on
the combustor pressure distribution were identified by
injecting fuel into a nitrogen test gas. Comparing these
data with results from fuel into air tests, at the same
fuel flow rate, allowed detection of combustion heat
release.
Tests were run in the shocktunnel for each of the three
T6
equivalence ratios tested in the expansion tube. The
fuel flow rate, as dictated by the fuel plenum pressure,
was chosen to be matched in each case. Note that this
choice does not exactly conserve equivalence ratio
because of the different oxidizer mass flows entering the
combustor /n each facility. However, it does conserve
fuel to oxidizer static pressure ratio at injection which
for equal oxidizer Mach numbers dictates the duct wave
pattern generated by oxidizer stream interaction with the
fuel. The calculated equivalence ratios achieved for all
test conditions in each facility, as calculated based on
the test conditions in Tables 1 and 2b, are given in
Table 3.
A comparison of the pressuredistn'butions measured in
both facilities for air test gas without fuel is sho_n in
Figure 6a. Pressure is plotted as a function of distance
from the injector station for each facility. In the shock
tunnel the combustor was fitted with the 0.852 area ratio
conical inlet. Very similar pressure development with
distance and overall mean pressure level is seen
indicating that the effect of the inlet is to approximately
mimic the uncancel]ed waves leaving the expansion tube
diffuser. The closer sparing of pressure transducers in
the shock tunnel tests gives much better resolution of
the distribution. Results for a nitrogen fuel-off test is
shown in Figure 6b compared to the air result for the
expansion tube. The lower pressure achieved for
nitrogen is a result of real gas effects in the facility
nozzle as mentioned previously.
Comparisons of fuel injection results are shown in
Figure 6c and 6d for air and nitrogen test gases. Very
good agreement is seen between the pressure
distn'butions for air with both pressure level and wave
structure appearing similar. For the nitrogen test gas
the shock tunnel pressures are lower because of the
lower inlet pressure. To extract a more instrumentation
independent comparison, the point-by-point ratio of
fuel-on to fuel-off pressures is shown in Figure 6e and 6f
for the two test gases.
Although no clear evidence of dissociation enhanced
release is apparent, a further manipulation of the data
by forming the ratio of the data sets from Figures 6e
and 6f shows that there is a subde difference in pressure
level. This was done for all three equivalence ratios
tested and is shown in Figure 7. A straight line was fit
to each data set to obtain a quantitative measure of the
extent of pressure difference.
Although the differences are small, • trend toward
greater heat release and a larger difference between
facilities with increasing equivalence ratio is evident.
There are two probable contributors to these trends.
First, better mixing results fromgreater fuel penetration
at the higher injection pressures, and second with more
fuel present beyond stoichiometric, more heat release
results as the additional fuel cools the products of
combustion tending to increase formation of water. The
shock tunnel results are more oscillatory which is
probably a result of the combustor inlet Mach number
mismatch between air and nitrogen test gases. Because
wave angles are Mach number dependant, this provides
an offset in the wave patterns produced in each gas.
Naturally, some offset must exist if combustion occurs
and this is evidenced in the expansion tube plots where
the oscillations increase with equivalence ratio and thus
heat release.
Mach 1_- Discrete Wall Jet lnj¢¢fi.o_U
Expansion tube results for the discrete injector are
reported in [10]. Two equivalence ratios were tested at
nominally two and three times stoichiometric. The
anticipated advantage of this injector over the slot
injector was to increase the rate of mixing.
For the expansion tube, the fuel-off data for air was
found to differ slightly from the slot injector test data.
Figure 8a compares fuel-off data from the shock tunnel
with the expansion tube results and a less definite
agreement is seen, although it is considered satisfactory.
Comparison of raw pressure distributions in Figure 8b at
a nominal equivalence ratio of three shows fair
agreement. When the ratio of fuel-on to fuel-off data is
formed, Figure 84, strong agreement of the wave
patterns is apparent while the reflected shock tunnel
appears to give higher pressure levels in the center and
end of the duct.
Figure 9 summarizes the normalized ratio of combustion
and mixing results formed in the same way as for the
slot injector. In both cases a larger combustion pressure
is seen for the shock tunnel. Also of note is that the
shock tunnel pressures for combustion tests seem to rise
immediately above the mixing tests, while in the
._xpansion tunnel a slower separation is seem Although
not conclusive, this may be evidence of more rapid
ignitionin thepresenceof dissociatedoxygen.As the
flowproceedsdown theductthe pressuredistn'butions
tendtoconverge.
_. 13.5 - Discrete Wall Jet Injection
Figures 10a-c show facility comparisons of pressure
distn'butions for fuel-off and fuel into air at 2.4 times
stoichiometric. The pressures values are shown
normalized by the theoretical fadlity exit pressure to
remove the calculated pressure mismatch and
reasonable agreement is seen. When the fuel-on data
are normalized by fuel-off data the duct exit pressure
levels are similarl however the strong wave pattern
caused by injection and seen in the shock tunnel data is
not found in the expansion tube results. Apparently the
transducer spacing is not sufficient to capture the short
wavelength oscillations which appear to be
approximately equaI one expansion tube transducer gap
inlength.
"i'ne ratios of normalized combustion to mixing pressure
for equivalence ratios of 1.2 and 2.4 are presented in
Figure 11. The straight lines fit to the data show nearly
identical combustion induced pressure risewith distance.
Again the shock tunnel ratio appears more oscillatory as
• consequence of the nitrogen and air inlet Mach
number mismatch.
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E.OM l_Llt_l U.M£O MB___TI O N S -
DATA COMPARISON
A more realistic model of scramjet combustion has been
developed to verify the above analytical results and to
correlate experimental results. It is an extension of the
entrainment model reported in [15], to include
equilibrium chemistry, wall heat transfer, and skin
friction. The fuel and oxidizer are modelled as quasi-
one-dimensional stream tubes of arbitrary composition,
with the oxidizer stream held frozen at the inlet
composition. Startline conditions are calculated by
pressure and direction matching the fuel and oxidizer
streams with a specified total pressure loss for one
stream, and the other stream then determined by
conservation of streamwise momentum. At each stream
wise step through the combustor an increment of
oxidizer mass is entrained into the fuel stream (mixing
stream) where it is mixed and reacted to equilibrium.
The rate of entrainment is prescribed by a mixing
schedule. Pressure is assumed to be laterally uniform
and is chosen along with the area of the two streams
such that the conservation equations are satisfied at
each step. Wall boundary layer effects are computed
from and act upon the mixing stream using specified
skin friction and Stanton number coefficients. This
assumes that only the mixing stream is in contact with
the wall.
Simulations were run for the data available. To
maintain an equal means for comparison of the different
injector schemes, all simulations were run assuming a
constant rate of mixing to a fully mixed condition at the
duct exit. Boundary layer parameters of C_.t=0.003 and
St=0.0015 were used throughout. Subsequently the
ratio of duct exit pressure for combustion to mixing runs
was formed and it is compared to the measured data in
Figure 12 for the three test series. Plotted data points
are the combustor exit values of the straight lines fit to
the ratio of combustion to mixing pressure data. Error
bars of __..06 represent the ratio of the shot-to-shot
repeatability, approximately 3% for both facilities.
For the slot injector in Figure 12a, the measured
pressure rise is well below the equilibrium combustion
predictions for both facilities, suggesting incomplete
mixing and/or reaction. Note that the predicted
differences between facilities is approximately consistent
with the data. The test condition corrected data are
simulations run for the shock tunnel test gas at
conditions exactly matching the pressure, Mach number,
sensible enthalpy and equivalence ratio of the expansion
tube tests. The difference between these predictions
and those for the actual conditions run in the shock
tunnel are indicative of the errors in the compari_son
data due to lest condition mismatch.
Similar results are plotted for the discrete orifice
injector at both test conditions in Figures 12b and 12c.
Test condition mismatch appears to have had a
significant effect on the Mach 13.5 data in Figure 12c
where the predicted equilibrium pressures for the shock
tunnel are below the expansion tube. The simulation
run for exact test condition duplication shows the
expected difference.
Overall the relative difference both predicted and
measured between facilities is surprisingly smalL
Representing the maximum departure measured, taken
as the Mach 17 condition with the discrete orifice
injector at equivalence ratio of 2, in terms of a ratio of
absolute combustor exit pressures, only a 11% increase
due to oxygen dissociation has been measured. Ratios
of absolute combustor exit pressures for all tests are
summarized in Table 3.
An poss_le explanation for this small difference comes
from the high static enthalpies at which these tests were
run. The high static temperature inhibits recombination
of combustion products. The additional chemical
enthalpy available from dissociated oxygen goes
primarily toward further dissociating the combustion
products and is not detectable as elevated flow
temperature and pressure.
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C_Q_CLUSIONS
The results of the facility comparison tests have shown
that very similar pressure data can be achieved in a
reflected shock tunnel and an expansion tube. Wave
structure was found to be quite similar once
instrumentation dependant factors were normalized out.
Macroscopic flow features were duplicated between
fadlitles and a valid comparison was made indicating
the effects of dissociated test gas on combustion.
Analysis was presented which identified the key test flow
variables which need to be conserved in the comparison
tests such that the pressure distn'butions are sensitive to
differences in heat release alone.
Subject to these test criteria, overall pressure rise
resulting from combustion was found to be only slightly
greater in the reflected shock tunnel as predicted by
equilibrium analysis. This difference, although small
can be confidently attributed to effects of pre-dissociated
oxygen on combustion due to the careful choice of test
conditions and subsequent data analysis.
The high static temperature level at which these
comparison tests were run is offered as an explanation
for this small difference. This rendered the combustor
exit pressure less sensitive to the additional heat release
arising from combustion with atomic oxygen. The excess
heat does not appear as temperature and pressure but
remains tied up in the chemical enthalpy of dissociated
products of combustion.
The data similarity is in itself compelling because it
serves as validation of the simulations run in each
facility. The difference in operation of the facilities
clearly requires a different flow establishment process.
That these ultimate states tend to agree justifies their
validity as steady state solutions.
In considering future lower temperature tests, where the
effects of dissociation would appear more significantly,
two options exisL The first is to lower the stagnation
¢nthalpyat whichthe tests are run although the
dissociation in the shock tunnel then also decreases,
defeating the purpose. A second alternative is to
expand the test flow to higher Mach numbers at the
same stagnation enthalpy level. In principle this is
poss_le, but requires fadlity hardware which is not
available at present.
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Table 1. Test conditions at Mach 13.5 in expansion
tube and shock tunnel
Parameter Expansion
Tube
(Air & ND
Shock
Turm¢l
(Air)
P. (MPa) 14.2 10.2 10.2
(Ml/k_ to.t lZJ //.6
P (kPa) _5 28.0 24.1
T (g')
M
227O
384O
9.96
u (m/s)
236O
4.01
396O
10.6
2410
4.,34
42S0
11.6
Ih 2.59 2.'76 2.80
c/c, 1._ t.m 1.._
a 0.009 0.4_)
a I 0.036 0.11|
R (J/kg/K) 2/17.6 .312.4
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Table 2a. Mach 17 expansion tube diffuser exit
conditions and nozzle exit conditions for
shock tunnel. Diffuser values assuming
i entropic compression to area ratio.
Pa_am_¢zer
m:_ .am
p= (MPa)
H, (_/"gl
P 0_'a)
T (g')
M
ExpansionTube
Diffu.scrE,6t- Ideal
141.
153
16.4
209O
5.75
Shock Tunnel Nozzle
Exit
4O3
14.5
16.6
2010
5.17
Table 2b. Mach 17 conditions after 0.852 area ratio
inlet for reflected shock tunnel. Expansion
tube conditions modified by compression to
shock tunnel static pressure.
Parameters Expansion
Tube -
Modified
ShockTumlel
aher lakt
4O3
ShockTunael
a.r_er Inlet
0%)
4O.3Pt (MPa) 136.
H. (MJ/h0 t53 t4.S t3.6
P (k.Pa) 20.9 20.9 17.9
T (K')
M
U (m/s)
h.
2"2OO
5.56
5O3O
15.2
2.51
t.294
0.006
h,
c,/c,
2120
5.00
°
4630
132
2.45
1326
0332
0.125
30'73
201o
4740
13.6
2.33
1.309
301.7
Table 3. Nominal and actual equivalence ratios.
Predicted and measured combustor exit
pressure increase due to combustion-
Test Condition
Model Config.
Math 17 Slot
Injector
Equivalence Ratio - ¢
Mach 13.5
Discrete
Injector
Nominal
3
Exp. Tube
0.88
1.75
2.71
Shock
Tunnel
0.98
1.96
3.03
Combustor exit
pressure increase due
to dissociation (%)
Equil.
Comb.
Calc.
6.7
6.0
7.0
Measured
7.1
6.6
Mach 17 2 1.66 1.93 5.2 11.1
Discrete
Injector 3 2.42 2.72 5.5 8.9
1.2 1.21 1.15 -1.5 3.5
2.4 2.32 2.42 -2.0 3.1
8O
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from equations 1-4 for varying non-
dimensiona] heat release.
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Figure 6. Comparative static pressure distributions for slot injection at the Mach
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ABSTRACT
Experimental and computafonal results for thrust
production in an txis_ scramjet with wall fuel
injection are reported. Test toe.dons _,ere established in •
reflected shock tunnel which were energy equivalent to
flight at Mach 17. Thrust _as determined by integrating
static pressure measurements along • conical nozzle.
Computational ax-_e_l[ng of the flov,f_cld v,as done with =
Parabolic-Navier.Stokes code and good agreement was
found between measL_-tdand predicted combustor pressure
distributions. The level of agceement between the nozzle
gross thrust coefficients is also good. Measured nozzle
thrust is found to increase with increasing fuel equivalence
ratio and is primarily a result of the combustion induced
pressure rise. The effect of two-dimensional wave processes
in the nozzle arc also examined.
INTRODUCTION
A primary objective of hyperv_locity scramjet tests
is to evaluate the thrust producing potential of a coml_stof
configuration. For a given nozzle area ratio, a one-
dimensional analysis ignoring finite rate chemistry in the
nozzle shows the thrust forte produced depends on the
nozzle entrancg Mach number and pressure alone, in a
two- or three-dimensional expansion geometry, non-
uniformity of the Mach number and pressure tt the
combustoe exit plane and in the nozzle may modify the
thrust achieved.
The deiPge of modification and whethe.r the Math
number pmfd¢ augments or redoces the UmJstrelative to •
uniform profde &_ads on the eransvers¢location and dgn
of the Mach number gradient, and the shape and length of
=_ ___noz.__ ($ta_c_ 1989). In • two-dimensional
scramjet, opera_g at hypervelocity, a partiaOy mixed and
reacted fuel jet will form a low Mach number region in the
combustor exit plane. The sign of abe Mach number
gradient created by the jet depends on _hctlgr the fuel is
injected along the vrall, or Is centred in the duct, separated
from the wall by unmixed ab'. The latter case has been
studied by Sudl_" end Mcagan (1984) for • plane rwo-
dimensional gram jet. h was found that the interaction of
the centred expansion which ofigl_tes at the nozzle
expansion e.orn_, with the lower Mach number fuel jet.
produces con.,l:m..ssionwaves and a thrust inch:meat on the
nozzle surf,_e rtlali_ tO a fuel-off situation.
To achkve tbe nozzle geometric area ratio necessary
for sufflchrnt _rust production in It working scramjet, •
three-dimensional expansion geo_t W is required.
_esendy, • waD-injected axisymme_c scramjet and
PllOEOhqG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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conical nozzle is sr_diecl. This geometry achieves a larger
geometric area ratio than a plane geomea'y of the same
expansion angle and _erefore includes in a readily
analysable flo_eld sornc of the advantage of a three-
dimensional expam_on.
Experiments _,ith an axisymmetrie scramjet with •
conical thrust nozz._e are described and me.asuredpressures
are compared to a computational .solution. The no,,I e
thrust produced is ca2cula:ed and the in_uence of fuel
equivalence ratio on nozz.;e performance is e'.aJuated by
examining _ nozzle thrust coefficient.
EXPERI'MEN'TAL CONDITIONS AND APPARATUS
The tests _ere .L'wat"onncdin a reflected shock
tunnel with a eomo_red noz:d¢ producing unifon'n air flow
at Mach 5.3, pressare of 16.0 kPa. and temi_ratur e of 2000
K. The pressure level at Og exit of the facility nozzle was
confirmed by flat plate sta_ pressure measurements. The
Maeh num_r and _mpera_re values _re dezerrnined
from It finite rate chemistry calculation of the nozzle flow
(Lordi et •L 1966) terminating when the static pressure
achieved the measured value. The test gas was calculated
to be out of equilibrium having 33% and 12.5q_ by mass of
its oxygen in atomic ox),l_ n and ninic oxide forms
respectively.
The axisymmettie combustor and nozzle
configuration are sho_n in Figure I. Hydrogen fuel was
injected at Maeh 1.9 from an annular _,ali jet at an angle of
15" from the combustor wall. Fuel conditions were varied
by adjusting the injector plenum pressure to achieve
equivalence ratio_ of 0.93. 1.91. and 3.05. A thrust nozz.l¢
is formed by a conicalexpansion of I0" half angle. "It
begins from a sharp cortw_ and terminates at an exit
geomeu,ic area ratio of 9.17. Upstream of injection s short
0.851 area ratio conical inlet captured the facility flow
producing a 25_t increase in _de pressure. This inlet was
necessary to fine tune the test condition to achieve desired
combustor inlet conditions. Combustor and thrust nozzle
instrumentation i.ncluded wall slatic pressm'¢_ansduce_ at
/.3 mm intervals in the combustor and nozzle..
COMPUTATIONAL .MODELLLNG
Simulations of the complete scram jet and nozzle
flows were done using the SHARe _mputer code
developed by Brescianini (1992a). SHARC is a two-
dimensional, steady, parabolic Navier-Stokes solver using
the finite volume trgthod of method of Patankar tnel
Spalding (1970) with the pressure field calculated by the
SIMPLE algorithm, fEIghobashi and Spalding. 1977).
'i
__ com o.o. -"
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,377 _ 219207 _I.._
Figure I. Configuration of t.Jdsymmeo'iescrarnjet
cue•cat thrust nozzle (di.nxnsions in man).
Turbulence was modelled using a compressibility corrected
k-e| turbulence model described in Brescianini (1992b). It
was implemented in the manner described in that reference:
For hydsogen-air reaction chemisuy the S-reaction
mechanism as given by Evans ar,d Sche_ayder (1980) was
chosen to allow rapid rum around of computer solutions.
A spot check comparing to a mort complete 25 reacdon set
from the same nference shov.ed negligible difference in
predicted scramjet pressure dis_-ibution.
The portion of the model from the inlet leading
edge to the injection staten v,as modelled using the facility
c_t condi6ons quoted above as initial condhJons. The
computational grid v.._slighdy compressed to_'ard the wall
and 80 grid points weR used over the duct ntdius. Foe
fuel-on simulations the calculation was rest•ned at the
injectoe s_t_ using t modified g_d which included the
inclined fuel jet. Again _ 80 point grid was used, slightly
compressed toward the outer will. The tit inidal
conditions were calculated to give the same bound,uy layer
thickness on _ injector will aS the inlet solu6oe without
re:aJning the details of the weak wave system forn'md in the
inle',.
MEASURED AND COMPUTED PRESSURES
Measured and SHARC predicled distributions of
wall surface pressure tee shown in Figure 2a. Scane: bars
_prescnt the spread of' data points o_' se_'cnd (up to
seven) tests and sr¢ seen to be typically within +/- 10_ of
the mean. No normadisatkm of tl_ data was done to
ren_ve the iealwJ' associated with repeaLtbifily of facility
pressures, which accounts foe approxilmldy +t- S% of the
s_ancr. When: no bar; are shown inm_l'_iont data points
(less than three) were available to evaluate data scarier.
_¢ the fuel-off ca-_, the mean pressu_ kvel is well
predicted while the measured wave panern c_,.iled by
inlet appears to damp more quicldy than is pwaticted. The
thrust sudtce pressure is of the correcl magnitude although
the shape of the diswibution is n_ picked up by Ib¢
calculadon.
Foe the feel-on case, s luge amplitude standing
wave pancrn has been ere•tedby the sllghdy lnmsverse
fuel injeetoe which is underexpa_led by approximately •
factor of three a! the injector lip. Agn_menl Jn the
combusloe it ¢xcellenl with tl_ wave panern and
combustim and mixing induced pressume rise well
predicted. "rn¢ cakulated injection shock persists intothe
thrustnozzleasseenby thebump in thecompuled solufio_
d_re, while m clearly defined perturb•don appeJursin the
dam at this location.
Measured and computed prcssu.,_s for the other
equivaknce rados tested are shown in subsequentFigures
2b and 2c. The injection induced shock sysaem and the
mixing/combustion pressure rise d_ in intensity foe
lo_er equivalence ra6os and the eoa_puted location of
shc_k reflection in the nozzle moves downstream. The
level of agreement be_*een the comlx_afion and the data in
the combustor is again s_n to be 11oo_
MEASURED AND PREDICTED NOZZLE
PERFORMANCE
The no_le thrust,Fr,is obudned from the measured
nozzle surface pressure dismibution and geometry by
numerical integration using Sampson's rule. The _cur_cy
of this in|egra|ed value is limited by the number of points
in the pressun: d_swibution and the degree of data scarier
noted previously. However, the relative smondme_ of the
nozzle pressure dismbudons should make the numerical
integration procedure reliable. "rbe_fa_ b IS ezpecled
that the thrust values are of a_ura_ co_parabk to the
combustor dauL. +/- 10_. Foe com_soa, values of Fv
were calculated from the SHARC eozzJe Pressun_
diso-ibutions.These are summarised foe d_ three fuel
equivaknce ratiosand the fuel-offrum,along with the
measured valuer,, in Table 1. The values computed agn:e
with the data to well withinthe dasareliability limit of'
10_.
Table 1. Nozzle thrus_ as measured and predicted by
SHARC
Equiv. MeasuredThnm SHARC Thrust
Ratio F_T_) F_q)
0 $1.7 48.0
0.93 6"/.3 66..$
1.91 80.3 77.0
3.05 89.0 89.0
Both measurementsand Ixtdklk_ show increasing
thrma is produced by O_e no.de _th increasing
equivalence ratio. This increase rtlkets changesin both
the mean pressure at d_ combustoee.xk,which •Jeersthe
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pressurelevelin the rmzz./e,a.,xlchanges to the Mach S0
number distributionat thecombustor¢._it,which resultsin
a modificationof the wave pa,em in the nozzle. TY,¢
tel,tireimportanceof the wave l_tte_ changes alone_ 40
examined by forminga dvustc:oeffDcient.Cr. def'medas
the nozzledu'uslnon'nzlisedby d_ecombustorexitLre.and
mean pressure. A mcam e_k pressure was deten-nincd for _ 30
each equivalencerado by area avcngin_ _ SHARC ..x
calculatedpressure dis_ril_. Ccmfidering the good
agreement found between the SHARe soludo_ aM lhe n 20
combusmr pressure dau_ this mean pr_ssun: was used m
form both the measuredrod SHARe _ values. I 0
Ttu'ust coefficicn_ (Ta_e 2.) from Ix_ the
n'_'s_ernentS and the SHARe solutions show only dighl
v,_ui:,tion (up to 69c) with fuc] equiv_dence ratio, while _e 0
thrust itself varies considerably. "ram, the rn_jor f_'loe 0
influencingthe thtu_ as the equivtlcnce rarlo changes is
the mean stabc pressure m _he co¢0bustor exit. while
•hera•ionof the Mach numbar d/su'ibudo_and subsequem
noz.zk wgve pattern ch_ges do no_ s_l_onglyinfluence the
_hi'us( produced. This s_ong pressure, weak wave l_nm,,a
dependence is co_sistcm with the fuel being well robed
acrosslhe duct, rcsu]lingill• r¢l_l_ve]y uniform Mace
number dislrlbu_on which only ,_.A]d¥inse_ with _lve
propagation.
Ahhough only a sli£hl&Ixndence of _u'us_on Table 2.
wave p_qternchanges due to fuel addiuon has bee•
dcrnonsu'atod for_s flow. k is of imcm_ _o detem_,w_
how clo_ I]_ conicaJ nozzle b Io an optimum Ilmm
comour foe d_e givea m r_o and combuuoe ¢_iI Equiv.
condilion$. Aa optimum comour ac_ !o caJ_CClill _'_vel Ratio
inlersecfing iu surface, producing a uni/orm pressure e._t
phme. 0
To see this. SHARC ,_'as rue for the four fuel
conditions wi_ • uniform btcrd pressure condidon 0.93
imposed in tl_ combusloe and nozzJe_ The nozzle thrus_ 1.91
found is thus nczrly cquiva.lcnaIo • perfect, wave
cancelling expansio_ in • conloured nozzle of the same 3.05
l
/.A
-"-+:i ":i
.
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Figure2c. Compa_isoe for forJ-offaM equiv_encertdo
of 0.93( • -- ) tests.
Thrus_ coefficients dc_ermined from
measured nozz_ pressurt and prodic_ed by
SHARe foe conical aM comourod nozzles.
Me•sued SHARe
c, c,
Conical ConicaJ
1.49 ! 39
1.47 1.46
1.50 1.43
1.41 1.41
SHARe
c,
Comoured
1.55
1.55
1.50
J ! .47
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geor_mcarea rauo (Shght differences arise m the
combustor exit ccmditions from the absence of _aves in the
combuslor, however, combustor exil s_eam thrust is found
to agree to v,ithin 1% of the full wave capturing soluuon).
The "contoured" _rust coefficients calculated are given in
Table 2. It is seen that the conical nozzle performance, as
simulated by SFL_LRC,approaches the ideal contour for the
highest equivale_,:-e ratio, and i.s within g9q_ of the
optimum for the worst, fuel-off case. Therefore, it is
exacted that the thrust measured in the cor_icaJnozzle is
within approxima;ely 10q¢ of the thrust that v.ould have
been achieved had a perfccdy conlo_ed nozzle been tested.
CONCLUSIONS
Surface pressure distributions have been measured
and thrust values calculated for a scrams! with a conical
expansion nozzle when tested in a shock tunnel at
conditions equi,,a.lent to flight Mach 17. Flov.field
simulations with a parabolic Navier-Stokes code were
found to predict the combustor press_e c_smburlon and the
thrusl produced by the noz.ale to within the data scatter of
+/-10qE. The de_Is of the pressure dJsmbudon in the
nozzle, including the location of rejection generated wave
reflections, is n<x v.ell predicted, however, considering the
a_eement in integrated thrust, this discrepancy appears less
important.
T'he noz._ thrust coefficienl was examined to
determine the effect of fuel addition on the combustor exit
plane Mach number dismbudon and on the wave pattern
formed in the nozzle.The additionof fuel_as found to
alter the thrusl coefficient by a maximum of 6% for both
the measured an,el predicted nozzle flows. However,
changes in absolute thrust were much greater indicating
that combusfoa induced pressure rise was the major
conu'ibutot to thrust.
An ideal wave cancelling predict/on of nozzJe
performance for the calculated nozzle exit Math number
dis_buhon '.,.as found to gi,,eup lo life grraler _.rust
coefficient than the conical nozzle geometry v.hich v, as
tested. It is expected thee!fore that the measured chs_st
values are also approximately 90_ of the ma-xlmum
achievable for the nozzle geomch'-ic area ratio.
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SCALING AND IGNITION EFFECTS IN SCRAM JETS
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Mechanical Eng,neerino Department
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QLD 4072, AUSTRALIA
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ABSTRACT
Somc cff¢cLs that could influence pressure scaling in
a scr:d_jct are presented, namely viscous effects, ignition
time, and complete reaction time, Results are prtsentcd from
the first scra.mjet model _hich is the large.st tO be tested in
the study For stagnation pressures from 13 to 40 ,MPa and
SLH;,_ation enthalpys from 54 to 107 MJ_g ignkJon ,.t,as
achl¢_eJ in all combustion runs. As thcorctic_ly ¢xpecLc.d,
ignition time dccre._cd _,ith increasing stagnation enth,dpy
and s_gnalion pressure. In addition, the ratio of the pressure
at t_ etit of the scramjet to that at th_ beginning _r _ found
to d¢cre2_,ev,ith incre_ing sLagna6on enthalpy.
NOTATION
C spc_ it3 concentration
kf forward specific reaction rate constant
I length
I_1 ignition Icngth
M Mach numbcr
p pressure
R specific gas constant
R¢ Re)nolds number
T temperature
t Lime
U velocity
x _id distance
e equivalence ratio
"If ratio of Sl_Cific heats
p absolute viscosity
p density
1_qt i[:nition time
INTRODUCTION
There is at pro.sent no facility capable of testing a full
size scrarnjct engine over the full operating r'ant_e. Scaling
laws are t_'reforc nccd_ to r_latc the data obtained by
testing scaled down models to a full size _ramjct engine.
Ramjet en_.inc data scales with a pressure-length scaling
factor, meaning thai keeping all other propcnies (M_h
number, vclocity, species conccnlratlon.% etc.) the .tame the
data v,ould scalcthe same fortwice the prcx_ureand halfthe
length. This may b¢ associatedwith viscouseffect. In a
scramjctengine,however, therear_ a number of factorsthat
can pou_ndallyaffocl the scaling,the most importantof
which _e the viscouseffects,the ignitiontime,thecomplct¢
reaction Lime. the mixing process, and the effoct of
temperaturt lind pressure on e.4uilibrium heat release. With
the_ effects acting simuh.a.neouslyit v, ill be difficult to
deterrni_ v, hich effect is dominating the scaling factor. An
experiment has therefor¢ been s_t up tO deter-mine how
scra.mjet engines scale v, ith pressure while keeping aJl offer
flOW propertiesconstant. The expcr_mcnLscover a rangeof
length scaJes with similar geometric.s, m_nt_ning the
pressure length product constanL Ignition delay, re?nolds
numl:xr ¢ff_ts _ possibly mixing are etl:_ted to scaJ¢
dirocdy _.ith this paras_el_r.Therefore the experiment should
give a.n indication if other effects which do not scale this u,.ay
have a significant influence on the static procure which is
fundamental for e_,aluadng the p,¢dorrnanee of a scramjeL
THEORY
viscous efrecu scaJewith Re).noldsnumber. With
Mach number, vcloclty,entropy,and spccie.sconccnuatiom
held constant,viscous effectswill scaleby the pressure-
lengthfactor.
(I)
I_= p
,s_ To°.__7I_ = (Pi) T .t.2 M go (2)
The ignition reaction is a two body reaction. Thus it
may be shown that the fractional change in concentration of
one of the reactants is direcdy proportional to the
concentration of the other. One may then int.'grate to find
t_at the r_lative reacLion ram is proportionalto the
concentrationof one of the reactantsand thusthe pressure.
Hence ignitionlengthwillscalcby thefactorpressure-length.
A+B ._C+D (3)
dC A
=- kfC B dt (4)
I
I
_i_- _ (6)
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The final combustion r_Lion which produces H20 is
a l.tur_c-body reaction. In an analogous anaJysis to the two-
body ignition reaction it may bc shown that the relative
reaction rau_ will Ix: proportional to the concentration squared
and thus to pressure _uare, d. Thus the reaction length will
scale by L_ factor pressure squared-length.
A+B+C._D+E (7)
dC A
:- kzcs cc dt (s)
i
Till = _ (9)
I
'rig= _ (IO)
EXPERIMENTS
Mixing and combustion experiments have l_en
lX'fform,.M in the Uni_,ezsity of Quc.cnsland's reNec_-d shLx:k
tunnel (T4) using a 1.32 metre long scram_t model. This
model is the largest of d_ scram_[s to be Icstc_l in Lhisstudy.
The model was two-dimensional v,ith a duct height of 48 mm
and a width of 100 mm. It was instrumented with thirty PCB
pressure transducers to red sudc pressure and twelve thin
film he.at flux gauges manufactured at the University. The
now was procc.ssod by a contoured mach g nozzle, a set of
opposing 15 ck'gre_ v.eclges and _ internal expansion inside
the duct. This was don_ in order to match all the now
co'titans (roach number, k'mf_rature, cknsity, species
conctntrations) except pressure which were exp_c_d when
u_stin& the smallest scram_t using a mach 4.5 contoun:d
no_Jc.
Seven test conditi_s v._re chain in order to show
the ©ffcct of stagnation prcs._u,:and stagnation enthalpy on
I_.t'_ure scaling. Figu_ I shov,s t_ variation of slagnaLion
I_r_ssurc and stagnation enthalpy for the seven _st conditions
used. Holding the stagnation prcssun: es._ntially c,mstanl,
stagnation cnthalpy was vazk,d from 5.7 to 10.7 MJ/kg
causing variations in static temix'ratun: and vel_'ity in the
model from il00 to 2i00 K and 2.9 to .1.9 km/s.
n:spec(ively. Also. while holding stagnation enthalpy
constant, stagnation pressure _as vaned from 1.1 to .18 MPa
causing variations in sulic prcssun: in the model from 6.6 to
17 KPac Table ! shows t_" Now prolx, rGes at the point of
fu_l in_.'ction f,*r the seven h.-stcondhion._.
DISCUSSION
In all cases ignition _a._ achieved. Figure 2 shows
pressure distributions for a c(_rnbu._tion,mixing, and tare run
at condition I. (A tan: run is a run in which air is the b:st gax
and no fu_l is ink.'cted through |h_ central in_._.'tor. A mixing
run is w_'n ga_ous hydrogen is in_cted into Nitrogen and a
¢_wnbustion run is _n ga._.-nushydrogen is in.k_.'_ into
air.) The pn:ssure rise in a tan.-run is due to viscous efl_.,cts
at _ walls. By comparin_ th_ pressure distributions
helwt_n a tare and a mixing run one can _'e the cxl£nt of eh_
pr_ssur_ rise due to mixing. The diffen:nce in pressure levtls
between the comhuslion and mixing runs. therefor, can h_
attributed to combustion alone. From figun: 2 il is quie easy
IO _ thai combustion has occurred.
The i£niuon poLnc, as well. can qui_ easily be
ckmrmirmcl from figure 2 as the poinl where the pressure
level of the combustion run rises suckk'nly above that of the
mixing run. Using the duct velocity for each run, ignition
Umes can be ck_u_rrninod. Figure 3 shows the variation of
ignition Limes with stagnation enthalpy. Not_ how the
ignidon Lime ck'cn:ase.s v,ith increasing stagnation enthalpy.
This trend agrees with t_ theoretical r_lation for ignition
time by Pergament (1963) _hieh follows.
,rig = I._ = 8 x I0 -9 e((_x_ ")P (11)
This global model for ignition was developed on the basis of
an eight-reaction, six species chemistry system. The pressure
and _mpermure in the relaLion correspond to the IocaJ static
pn:ssure and t_mporature at the point of ignition. Hence the
t_mperature used in the n_lation is the mixture temperature at
the ignition location. Hul_r et at. (1979) found that for cold
Hydrogen in_ct-_:l into a scramjet, self ignition would most
likely originat_ in a mixing layer v,here the equivalence ratio
(_) was 0.2. From an energy balance bct_c_n the fuel and
air, neglecting heat transfer a._ dis.sipaLion effects, the
mixture _m_rature can h."ck't,:rrnined by the following.
0327,
Tmix = Tair " I • 0.32_ (Tair "T/uel) (12)
The values predic_l using the theoretical ignition relation,
however, do not match the experimental results very well.
Table 2 shows tJ_ diffenence _lv,._n the experimental
values of ignition ume oh_ned in the large model and the
I.heoret_cal relation. For conditions 2, 3 and 4 the theon:tical
relation under predicts the ignition Lime. This could be due
to the fact that the Lheoret_calanalysis did not take mixing
into account in detcrrnining the Ume to achieve five percent
of _he complete reaction wmp,.'ratur_ ris_ (i_niLion time).
The lowest enthalpy condition (condition I), however, had a
lower exfx.'rimental ignition lime than the thcoreLical value.
The theatrical r_lation hat a strong non-li_,ar variation with
temperature at lower tcm_'ratur_ due to the r_quir_d
activation energy which must be overcome to start the chain
reaction. The cx_rimcntal n:sul_, however, do no_ show
this strong non-lin_a.rity al tbe low tcm/x.'ratures. This could
hc Ix_'au_ the now may have s_m¢ fn.'e radicals or chain
carriers such as atomic oxygen in it due to the fact Ihat the
now was _tagnated at t_" end of th_ sh_'k tube and th_.'n
el_mically fro_,.'n through _ nordic.
Figure 4 sho_s the variation of ignition tin'_ with
stagnation pn:s.,cun., "i'_.- pn:dicted trend of ck'cn.-a.,_ing
ignition time _ith increasing stagnalion prc_xurc is observed
for all four condilionx. TaMe .1shows tK' diffen:ncc Ix.'tween
the exl_rimemal values of ignilion time obtained in the large
model and the th¢oreLicai relat,m. The theoretical values
over Em.,dK.tedthe ignition lime in all four cases. "Ibis again
can he due to tl_."fact that my now did not cxhihit a strong
non-lint'arity of ignitixm at low k'mf_.'raturcs. The most
surprising n:suh was t._., fact that ignition was achieved for
condition 5 and 6 wh,:r_ it _'a._ thought thai for such low
pressures ignition should take four and six mod_! lengths,
reslx'CUvely, to ignib:.
Th_ ratio of the final pre_ure at t_, exit of the duct to
the initial pn:ssun: in the duct Ix'fore in,k'ctlon is shown as a
function of stagnation emhalpy in figure 5. From this figure
on_ can s_ thai the pn:._u_ ris_ due to comhuslion
decn:a._ with increasing s_agnation ¢nthaipy. This is a
g2
result expected from _.ory since at the higher _mperatures
the dissociation process will work against the final
combustion reaction.
CONCLUSIONS
Ignition was achieved for stagnation enthadpys from
5.4 to 10.7 MJ/kg and stagnation pressure from 13 to 40
MPa. Trends of decreasing ignition time with increasin|
stagnation enthalpy and increasing stagnation pressure were
observed. These trends match theoretical trends, however.
the ignition time predicted by the.ory was less than the
experimental ignition time foe stagnation enthalpys gmal_
than 7.6 MJAg. This was most probably due to the fact that
the theoretical model did not take mixing times into account.
For enthadpys less than 5.9 MJ/kg the etperimental ignition
times under prtdicted the theoretical values which may be
due to the presence of chain can'iers in the flow wavier the
nt-r.d for activation energy to initiate the reaction.The ratios
of final to initial pressure._in the duct were found to decrease
with increasing stagnation enthalpy as was expec_d from
theory due to the higher levels of dissociation at the higher
enthalpys.
Further work includes the design and _.sting of the
smallest scramjet in this study. This scrtmjet will be one
fifth the size of the large scras_)et with a 2 mm central
injector. Experiments are scheduled for early 1993.
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Table I : Tcs; Conditions in Large $cramjet
cond. cond.
I 2
Mai r 4.42 4.36
PTair 38
tMPal
4O
HTair 5.7 7.6
{MJ/klO
P;,r 17 19
fkPal
"rai r I100 1500
tK_
U.fi r 2.9 3.4
!k iII/_,1
I 1.23 1.36
e
cord.
3
4.38
g.5
14
1600
3.5
1.26
coati, coati, coati, coati.
4 5 6 7
4.26 4.38 4.47 4.45
36 13 19 32
10.7 S.S 5.4 5.9
21 6.6 7.8 13
2100 1100 I000 I100
3.9 2.9 2.8 3.0
1.32 1.23 1.53 1.29
Mfuel=3.4 I
TTfuel-296 K
Table 2. Experimentally and Theoretically Obtained
Ignition Time for Various Stagnation Enthalpys
Conditicm
"_ 7.6 171
3 8.5 129
4 10.7 25
Hstag tiI (_-_) _ig (_s)
(MJ/kg) (experiment) (theory)
5.7 183 487
29
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]'able 3. Experimentally and Theoretically Obtained
lgnitioa Times for Various Stagnation I_ssures
Cor_.'lition Pro|
(MPa)
13
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38
Till (_._) til I (IJs)
(e xperin_ent) (them-y)
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219 493
IR3 487
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I. %ntroductLon
Scramjets have been proposed as the main
propulsion system for hypersonic reusable aircraft
such as the gationa% Aerospace Plane (N/_P),
Hermes and S enger. A significant amount of the
research into scramjet propulsion systems has been
done in Australia using the hypersonic shock
tunnels T3 and T_. Unfortunately, the application
of this research to an Australian funded project
of the size of the above lentioned aircraft is not
likely to be realized. However, a scrasjet has
also been proposed as the propulsion system for a
disposable launcher vhich deploys small payloads
into low earth orbit. Such a project could be
The scraajet model used in these combustion
exper|ments is shown in figure 2. Tt a constant
area duct into which fuel is injected centrally.
The duct is 27 N high and 54 m vide and 800mm
long. The injector which extends the full width
of the duct is Su thick. The splitter plate, or
upstream edge of the injector, is 76 n vide and
extends 74 -- upstream of the scraujet intake.
The splitter plate has been designed so that all
shocks and expansions created by the leading edge
of the splitter plate are spilled outside the
intake to the scramjet.
4. Experiments! Result|
funded in Australia and furthetlore,
for Australia to enter the space industry based on
technology which is to be used for future launch
vehicles. It is such a project that this research
into scramjetS is directed towards.
2. Experimental Alms
The experiments reported here were undertaken to
determine to what extent both hydroKen and ethane
would burn at hypersonic conditions. They were
required to determine the extent of mixing and at
what distance downstream of the injector was
colbustion colplete, it is important to determine
this length as too short a ctmbustion chamber viii
result in inefficient burning, whereas too lone a
coebustinn chamber could produce sufficient drag
to offset the thrust production.
Results are presented for hypersonic burning of
hydroKen and ethane in I rectangular duct. ¥•1!
pressures were measured downstream of the
injector. From these _asure_Pnts it is sho_n
that, in contrast to r_nerai belief, mixin#_ _ of
hydrogen fuel with air occurs quit rapidly.
Furthermore. Significant c_bustinn do_s occur at
hypersonic conditions.
Hydrogen was used as a fuel because of its good
heat release and therefore _ood p_rf_rNnce in
thrust production. The disadvantage with hydrn_en
is a means Tvodifferent experiments viii be presented. In
the first set or experiments the effect on the
pressure distribution downstream of the injector
produced by inject ing d_ fferent amounts of
hydrogen is displayed. In the second set of
experi_nts a comparison between the coobustion of
hydrogen and ethane is Mde.
_.1. EquLvalence ratio study
In these experiments the measure of the amount of
fuel nnjected into the freestream is Bade in terms
or the equivalence ratio ('}. A fuel rich mixture
has an equivalence ratio greater than one, uhereas
a fuel lean mixture's equivalence ratio is less
than one. The equivalence ratio for hydrogen fuel
is equal to $ times the fuel mass flux through the
injector divided by the mass flux of oxygen
Ihroul;h the intake.
The mass flow of oxygen into the intake |s
determined nu_rically from conditions upstream of
the shock tube nozzle using Ihe code NENZF (Lords
:_et.a| 11966)1. _ This program is a one-dimensional
nonequi I ibrum real gas calculations which
determines the physical and chemical properties of
Ihe test gas at the exit of the nozzle. Input to
the calculations are the nozzle contour and the
sta_na!ion temperatur(, and pressure.
The stai,.nat ion pressure is _asured and the
is that it is a very bulky fuel. Ethane on the _ stagnation temperature is deter_iced numerically
other hand is relatively compact and van believed frc_another real gas calculation I_rformed by the
to have a similar chemistry to that of hydrol_on program ESTC (Mclntosh 11q68)). The inputs for
when burnt in air and is thus an attractive fuel. this calculation are the shock l Ube shock speed
and the shock tube fillin_ pressure, both of vetch
3. Experimental Apparatus are measured.
Th_ experiments reported here were done in Ihe Fuel was injected at equivalence ratios nf O, I.I,
free plslon driven hypersonic reflected shock 1.8 and 4.1. The pressure measurements taken
tunnel TA (Stalk_.r 11q66)), figure I. Typically, down•treaD of the injector are displxyed in
the nrd_.r of the test timw in this facility is I fil_ures 1. 4 and S. Also displayed in these
ms. 9afa was recorded frem each transducer every figures are the effects of injecting similar mass
2 s. fluxes of fuel intn a nitrol_em test gas.
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injected. It is be]ieved that this rise is
produced by boundary layer growth, If the test
gas was assumed to be isentropicly coopressed froa
16.4 kPa to the leasured value of 24.] kPa at the
end of the duct then this would correspom:l to a
boundary layer thickness of approximately 2.5 =m
at the end of the duct. This is not unreasonable
when boundary layer theory is considered.
If this boundary layer growth iS assumed to remain
the same even when the fuel is injected and =f it
is assumed that the fuel and air do not mix but
are compressed by the effect of the boundary layer
then it can be shown that the static pressures
would rise from 17.* and Ig.6 kPa to 25.9 and 2g.O
kPa, respectively for :1.! and 4,2. However, as
can be seen fro= figures ] and S, this still does
not fully explain the increase in pressures vhich
are observed, especially at the higher equivalence
ratio.
Figure 2, Co=buster schematic
Due to the different chemistries of nitrogen and
air the nitrogen test gas properties at the nozzle
exit differ to that of the air's for the sale
stagnation pressure. The ti_es at vhich the
pressure profiles displayed in figures 3, 4.and S
have been taken, vere chosen so that the static
pressure of the nitrogen test gas at the nozzle
exit matched that of the air. This can be done as
the shock tunnel vas run Jn an under taylored mode
and therefore the static pressure vas falling with
time. Hence, a time cnuid be chosen for vhich the
static pressure vas a[ the required level. The
properties of the test gases for each figure are
Kiven in table I.
it can be seen that the pressure rise due to the
injection of fuel into air is always greater than
that vhen injected into nitroKen which in turn is
greater than that when no fuel is injected: The
greater pressure rise produced vhen fuel is
injected into air than that when fuel iS injected
into nitrogen suggests that the fuel is burninR. To include the effecls of mixing Morgan
et.al.(IqqOl has assumed that
Another phenomena which is apparent when th? .... (a) the fuel and the lest gas mix after their
results of figures 3 and S are compared is that static pressures have been matched and
the pressure rise associated vilh the injection of
fuel at :_,.2 iS significantly lar_er than that
for :I.I. It might he concluded that the
inject ion of more fuel somehow increases the
mixin£ and thus leads tn greater combustion and
lherefnre an increase in pressure. H_,wever, it is
not believed [hal extra cnmbustinn produces the
j:reater pressure rise ubsrrw, d in fir.ure S.
A.I.I. Mixing analysis
To underslund the m'chani_m which produces the
increast- in press.re at the hit'.her equivalence
ratios the injecticm i_f fuel into nifrni;en sht_uld
be cons_d,.rvd. Here there is n_ c_mbus[ion and
y_.t the.re is st _ !I a sir.n_f,can_ snc]ease in
pr,.ssort, at [ha- hie.her t.quivalenr,, ral in.
II the fm.l did no! m_ with the air lh,,n th=.re
would b,. an -bylaws incr,,a._e in i_resSurv when m¢_re
fm.[ _s inj_.cted, re ohtain an esllmate of the
pres_ur,* rise expecled due l- lh_ inj,,ctiun uf
fm.l il was assum,,d thai the h,st ras and the fuel
vould V_l,and isenir_i, icly frtm their i, rnl,erii¢, s al
the" ¢'xil plane of !he injeclnr t. tsn_ at which
their static pressures were _atched. If this is
d,me lh,;n the, final slalic pressures for :I.I and
4.1 are 17.& and lq.6 kPa, respocliv=.ly. If fu(_,l
w,re not injecled the static pressur=, voutd be
16./, kPa.
Yl_e r,, i s an added ('¢_mpi !cat ion in the
i,f_,r|,ri, lat ion of these resulls. The above
pressure, ris_s ar_. SUl_ri_posed on a pressure rise
which occurs in the dqct l,ve. when fu*'i is tint
(b) the oo®enlum loss observed in the fuel off
results is also lost from the mixed gases.
If these assumptions are made then by enforcin R
the conservation of mass, momentum and energy it
can he shown that lhp final pressures for a fully
• ixed nitrogen test I'as uith the hydrogen fuel
vould expected to be 27.1 and 35.3 Eel for ":1.1
and /,.21, respectively. It can be sevn frog
fil:ures "t and b Ihal these pressures correspond
r_'as(mable veil with those _easured at the end of
the. duct. it is concluded that mixing is cr_lete
at the lales/ by the. end of the ducl.
_.1.2. Combustion _nalysi$
An _'slimale of the pressure r,s,' due to the
,'fleets of c,_mbustlnn are nov oblained in the saD=
v;_y that I_orl'.an et.al.(10g01 has prnposed. Nhen
Ih_, ft,el mixes v_th a)r and c(_busl]nn occurs
the.re is enert:y released and new pr_luct$ are
f_rm_d. The of feels of comhusiinn are then
_ncluded by assuming that
(a) Ih*. r'nerl'.y released for Oral,It, re cnnsul_lion
,)f the availatil(, oxy/:en is added to Ihe enerr, y
_',luat ion,
fbl lh_ change in specific heal and ras constant
due to the c-mhustion products arv accounted for
in the final mixture, and
(el the I_a_entim luss due Io th,. Imundary layer
l',rovlh determined fr(_ the fuel off results is
the sa_, whea combustion _'eurs.
Although this technique vould appear [o Ix, a v,ros$
simplification of the ¢'ombustinn process, it is 4
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first order approxinatton |o cnmhustton and _ives
insight into the main mechanisms involved in
combustion. If the liultations of this
approximations are understood, this type of
approximation can be valuable in the understaodin_
of such comq_lex phenolefla.
UstnR the above assulptJons it can be shown that
tl_ pressures at the ezit of the duct could be
expected to be &3 kPa and _7 kPa for ',1.1 and
A.2, respectively. Pro_ these _sli_lteS the
experimental results indicate that all oxygen iS
consulled at both equivalence ratios.
It ;S concluded that the hiT, her pressures observed
at hi_her equivalence rat[ns results frou _re
unburnt fuel nix_n_ vith the combustiOn produclS
rath_,r than uore cr4plete coehustion.
S.|.$. Cosbustlon lensth
Figure 6 displays the difrerence between hydroi_en
injected into air and hydrogen injected into
nitrol_en at :I I, I.I and _.2. These pressure
differenres have be averaged over spatially
adjacent pressure differences to display the trend
in pressure differences rather than tl_ actual
pressure d_lferences, Tlw actual differences in
_envral undvrKn lar_e variations between aojacent
spatial points. 1_his results fr(_ the different
O_+L P_ _-h rim.barsor _, ,+r and,it,,,,.en 'e"
l I ¢ "_ "*'
I "::::_' " :'
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figure S. Pressure vs Distance frc_ intake
leading ed&e t:L.7
_ases producin_ different Math wave an_les. Thus,
the expansion and compressions vhich are
travelling dovn the duct will be observed at
different lateral locations. Spatial averaging
over the adjacent points removes this separation.
Tun observations can be made from ficures 6
(al The pressure r{se increases as the equivalence
ratio increases and
(b_ a sil_nificant junp in the pressure can _e
ubserved at the vail at x:350 mm dovnstreaa of the
_njector at the higher equivalence ratio.
The first observation was discussed above and
results fr_ mixing. The second observation
suK_ests that either there is a significant
increase in mJxinK at this point or combustion
occurs rapidly at this point.
Free fiKure 6 it is seen that for ":l.I and 1.8
the pressure difrerence #t 200" is essentially
the sa_e as that at the end of the duct. This
would indicate that combustion was complete at
200N (i.e. 115 om downstream of injection). This
d_s nut contradict the induction lengths
predicted by Nettleton (1992) which indicate that
stoich(_ettiC mixture of hydroKen and air has In
induction length of approximately $Oml for the
intake conditions of these exper|aents-
If it is assumed that combustion also takes place
at the sa_ rate for "=&.2 as :.I.I and ,I.8 (as
is indicated in figure 6 for x<300) then the larAe
jump in pressure observed st the hiKher
,.qulvalence ratin al _,)SO is probable caused by
significant u|xinA at this point. It can be seen
fr,_ figure $ Ihat at this point there is a shock
aml expansion syste_ which is ernest:stinK throuKh
ihe mixture at this point. It is possible that
this system enhances mixin_ and is lhus imssibly s
,sefu| mechanism.
1.2. Ethane-Hydrogen compar|son
The comhustion of ethane via c(mparud with that of
hydrogen at the stal_nation enthalpiPs of 8.6 and
I1._ Kl/k_. Table i lists the fl_ I:arameters-
It can be seen thai at the hil_her staA naticm
a,nthalpy Ihe pressure rise produced hy ethane and
hydroKen vere almost iodistinl_ ishable" Whereas,
at the l_er enthalpy the net increase in pressure
i,ruduced by the ethane Vii approximately half that
produced by the hydrogen. If th- duct vere IonAer
tl is n_t clear vhether or n,t Ibis would Mve
bt_u the case. Ethane wy Ix* _ixinK limited.
9T
:f.. a
IU _0
i *
0 -_--
Tliure 6, Pressure difference betveen fueJ
into air and into nitrogen vs Distance from the
intake leading edge for different equivalent
rat ins.
got-uith-standing the pressure rise associated
vith ethane, even at the higher enthalpies, vouid
indicated that ethane is not as an efficient fue!
as hydrogen if efficiency is based on specific
impulse. This follovs because for the Same
equivalence ratio the •ass of ethane is 15/? tiles
that of hydrogen. Hence, to produce the sale
thrust per unit •ass of fuel the pressure rise
produced by the ethane vou_,d have to be |5/7 tiles
that produced by hydrogen.
Hoverer, it should be understood that efficiency
based upon specific i•pulse is not necessarily
applicable vhen coaparing different fuels for
fliDht vehicles. This is because lore dense fuels
require s•atiet fuel tanks and therefore tess drag
vi|t be produced by the vehicle which runs on
higher density tunis. Hence, dense fuels with
smaller specific i•pulses than less dense fuels
may in fact be lore efficient overall.
Conctusionl
At the enthalpy o[ 15 I_J/kr, hydrogen can be lad'e
to burn effectively. The burnJnlw, process does
appear to be lilited hy oixinr,, but the
experimental results indicate that it is not I
server li•itation. In practical tares these
nixing liaitalions would not prise a probleo to the
desil'_n of a vorkible enRine.
The induct ion process for the coebustiun or
hydrnKen predicted by gettletnn (19q2) vould
appear to by consistent, at least (o an nrder of
ma_|tude, to that _asured.
F.thane fuel produces pressure rise which iS at
mo_t equal to that produced by hydrol_en. Hence,
if efficiency is based upon specific impulse it is
expected Ih_l elhane vould not be as an efficient
fuel as hydrot_en.
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ABSTRACT
"T'hn:c turbulence models of vu3'ing sophistication ar_
compared in a high-Mach-n_mbcr reacting flow field which
is typical of many shock-runnel scram jet exp<rim,cnts. The
simulations confirm that d_cr¢ are some significant
differences in the predictions obtained with the different
models. A comparison with experimental data shows that
none of the models give completely satisfactory results over
the entire length of the scramjet engine, however, all models
hndicate that the fuel/air mixing rate is insufficient to achieve
complete mixing within the given engine length.
NOTATION
Cot. C¢2, Clj constant coc113cientsin turbulence
models
Hj in, clot step height
k kinetic energy of turbulence
t m m=xing length
dissipation length scale
p pressure
p, inlet pressur¢
St. Stanton number bas.cd on inlet
conditions
u axial velocity
v tr'anst¢r_ velocity.
x axial distance measured front injector
y tr'dnP,ers¢ distance
YG chaJ'acteriStiCwidth
£ rate Of turbulence dissipation
qmlx milJni Cf_tCiencY _
qxx reaction, raze e._cien O'
_. constant in mixing-length model
IJi turbulent viscosity
p density
O "'Prandtl" number
INTRODUCTION
The sophisticated inserumcnts required to measure
detailed profiles, such as velocity, temperature, composition,
etc.. in hypervelocily, short-duration flows created by a
shock-tunnel, arc only in the development stage. As a
cons_qtsence, heavy reliance must Ix: placed upon current
CFD (Computational Ruid Dynamics) to extract detailed
information from a shock-tunnel scramjet experiment.
However, a large amount of' unccnainty is attached tO
gg
present-day CFD. particularly if the flows being modelled are
turbulent, since the turbulence and combustion models used
unlikely to have been validated in h,,-pcrvelocity flov,s.
Turbulence models are usually H,,'veloped from
reference to simple, incompressible, tow-s_ed flows,
However. it is well known that these nx_lels can gi,.e poor
pr_dicrlonsif they areextendedto flows whichcon_n (a)
compressibility effects, (b) pressure _radients, (c) w=Jl-
d.arnping effects, and (d) combustion. A scnu'njet,
unfortunately, can suffer from all of d_s¢ complications
simultaneously Ses'eraJ methods have bc=n suggested in the
literature for improving these models in "complex" flows, eg.
by incorporating algebraic Reynolds seress_s and also by
incorporating muldpk-tirn¢-scale effects. Ho_,evez, the
complexiD, of the turbulence models increase subst_tially
with _es,¢ mocbfications, and it is no( clear whether lhes¢
modifications will have a substantial effect on the pre,d_bons
in a scramjet flow, or even if d_ effects will 1_ beneficial. In
this cun'¢nt study, a series of numerical scra.m_t exper'_nents
u.ere performed using different turbuknc¢ _ls to se_ how
the predictions were affectedby I_ different turbulence
models. "f'ne test conditions chosen for d_ Stud)' con'_spond
to a p_icul_ flow condition produced by d'< 1"4 shock
tunnel at the University of Qu_nslu_d, and I_nce, some.
¢xp¢fin'_nta] data was also available forcomparison.
TI.:RBULENCE MODELS
Three turbulence models were chosen for the present
study. "The f'=rst was Prandtl's (192.5) MLting LtnBth
H)pozhesLs (MLH). The model assumes that the turbulent
viscosity ma x be cvaluaicd from the formula
(!)
here the mixing length. Im.is determined from the relation
lm = X yG (2)
_,here 1. is a constant, and YG is a chasacteristic width in the
flow For the current study, the flow field was divided into
sevtrzl regions with different characteristic widths. The
method used to determine the chasacteHstic widths was that
suggested by Spalding (1977). A value of X = 0.118 was
chosen for the present scramjet computations. This vldue b
slightly higher that II!¢ value of 009 suggested by Spalding.
however, it is slightly lower that the value of 0.125 u._ by
Launder et at. (1973). A value of 0.118 wu found to give
satisfactory pre.dictions for the spreading rates of single-
stream, incompressible, fete shear layers.
The second model chosen was the well-_own k-¢
model (see eg. Launder and Spalding, 1974). The /u'&h-
Reynolds-number version of the model evaluates the
turbulent viscosity from the formula
k 2
where the valuesof k and ¢ aredeterminedfrom so,lyingthe
followingtransportequations
ak I a.,
(4)
and
Pu_x + Pv_ "
a ,. au, (5)
The k-¢ model is generally applicable in a larger range of
flows than the simpler MLH model. The "standard" model
constants recommended by Launder and Spalding (1974)
where used during the computations.
For simple, parabolic flows, both the MLH and k-£
models areusuallyreliable (althoughtheMLH model usually
requiresan adjustment of X from one flow g_try to
another). However, it is well documented that the predictions
from these models can break down under certain "complex
flow" conditions. One of the shortcomings of the k-{ model
is that it dnes not allow for the transport effects on the
Reynolds stresses (eg. E_). Rod/ (1976) proposed an
extension to the k-£ model to help introduce these transport
effects. The extension proposed by Rodi effectively converts
the k-¢ rnoclel into an Al&ebraic-Reynolds.Stress(ARS)
model. Experiments have also indicated thatthe Reynolds
stresses uv and v: may be decreased in the proximity of
wails,and thatthiscan decrease the spreadingrateof wall
jets.Ljuboja and Rc_ (1980)have proposed a similarARS
model which allows these wall-damping effectsto be
predicted.
Another significant advance in turbulence modelling
has been the development of Muhiple-Time.Scale (MRS)
models (Hanjali_,Launder, and Schiestel,1979). MTS
models are similar to thek-£ mcx_l,except thatthey require
the solutions of four transport equations, rather than the
customary two associated with the standard k-¢ model (i.e.
F_.qs.4 and 5). The MTS model proposed by Hanjalic et al.
also included a dissipation equation which was sensitized to
irrotationnl strains. Such a modification is often beneficial in
flows with adverse pressure gradients. Fabris, Harsha and
Edelman (19gl) have indicated that MTS models are
probably the bcs! available for scramjet-combustm"
calculations.
The third model tested (which will be referred to as the
ARS-MTS model) was effectively a hybrid model which
incorporated the ARS and MTS ideas together. Full details of
this model, and the model constants used, are available in
Brescianini (1992).
Because all three models were being used in highly.
compressible flows, compressibility corrections were also
applied to etch model, For the MLH model, the
compressibility correction suggested by IGm (1990) v,-u
adopted. For both the k-¢ and ARS-MTS models the
correction su_ested by Bresciani.ni (1991) was adopted.
Predictionsobt_-;nedwiththese "corrected" models have beta
found to agret well with compressible-free-shear.layer data
taken in conventional wind tunnels, however, their
performan_ in high-enthalpy flows remains relatively
unexplored.
The fluxes of heat and shear-stressto the wallsof the
scramjet wen: evaluated using wall functions. The wall
functions used _,ere similar tO those developed by Spalding :
(1977), except thatthey were extended to account for the
compressible flow.
TEST CONDITIONS
The scramjet test condition used corresponded to an
actual k-ramjet experiment pcrforrn_ in the T4 shock tun.,',e.J
at the Universityof Qu_nsland, and reportedin Brescitnin/
and Morgan (1992). In this cartierscrarnjetstudy, four
numericaVexpcrir_ntal test cases were exan"fined, with the
numerical simulations being based on a k-_ model.Three o[
the test cases were found to give quite sar;sfactory
agreement, however, • fourthcondition(namely Run 697)
was nor predictedso well.As a result,itwas _cided to
conc_n_ate on Run 697 for this currentstudy to see if the
predicdons _ substandaUy altered or improved by using
different turbule_e models.
A schematicof theconstant.area scramjet engine used
to perform the experiment is shown in Fig. i. The main-
stream flow within the combustion chamber consisted of a
Mach 3.6 air stream, w/th a static temperature of 1500g_ and
static pressure of 40 kPa. Hydrogen fuel was inhered from t
step along the wall of the model with a slagnarion pressure o(
357 kPa, stagnation Icrnperatur¢ of 300 K, and a fuel/air
equivalence rado of !.5. The _i was essentially two-
dimensional,withaductheightof 25 mm and a fuel-injector
stepheightof 5 msrcA lipof 2.25 rnm was presenton the
wall injector. This lip could not be modelled with the
Parabolic Navier-Stokes (PNS) code used in the current
study, and as a result, the initial hydrogen fuel was assumed
to expand to the fuO hydrogen step height. In view of the
modeling assumptions required near the thick lip, the initial
bounda_ laytr on the injector Was also ignored. The two-
dimensional, supersonic-combustion program developed by
Brescianini (1992) was used to compute the flow field, and
the finite-rate hydrogen/fir chemistry was modelled using the
basic hydrotea/air mechanism and the nirrosea.oxide s
supplement recommended by Oldenborg et at. (1990). The
effects of turbulence on the chemical reaction rates wert not
considered.
RESULTS
Figure 2 compares the numerically predicted pressure
distributions along the wall of the model which contalns the
fuel injector. None of the models predict the experimentally
noted wave structure correctly, however, a large part of this
discrepancy may be due to the thick lip on the injector. Row
visualisation was not available during lbe expcdments, and
hence the true source of the waves withinthe scramjet was
difficult to identify. "l_e large wave suucturc present in the
numerical results is due to the initial mismatch in the
hydrogen/air uatic pressures (Pn_/PAta = 0.2) at the injector
step.
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The MLH model clearlypredictsa significandyhigher
pressure risethan eitherthe k-£ model or the ARS-MTS
models. Between x = 200-300 me, the MLH model over-
predictsthe experimemal pressures,however, towards the
rear of the duct the MLH predictionsaxe in quite good
igre.._mcnt with the expcrffncms.
The k-( and ARS-MTS predictions ate very similar.
The pressure rises predicred in the cenu_ of the duct are in
good agreement with the experimenxs,however, towards the
rear of the duct the predictedpressuresfallsho_ of
expcrin_ntad pressures.
The Stanton-numher predictions obtained with the
tlurce models an= shown in Fig. 3. The MLH model clearly
predicts tl_c highest heat-u_sfcr ra_, with the beat-uansfer
rate near the injeclor heing significantly larger than the
exl_rimental measurements. Around _ x=200 mm position,
however, the numerical and experimental beat-u'ansfer rites
are quite similar, in comparison, the k-£ model predicts the
initial heat-uransfer rate, and the film-cooling length, quite
successfully, however, further downsueam the hcat-u-ansfer
ate is significantly under-predicted.
It should be noted thai the predicted hcat-n'ansfer rate
obtained with the k-£ model near the injector is quite
sensitive to the initial turbulent length scale _ - C_ k)¢2/£). It
is possible to improve the heat-uansfer prediction at the x -
200 mm station by increasing the initial value of !c, but only
at the ex_nme of the film-cooling-k:ngth prediction. The
value of _./Hj which was adopted bere (namely. 0.002). as
'_ll as the initial turbulence levels, were the same as those
used in Brescianini and Morgan (1992). In a simihur fashion,
the film-cooling length ixtdicted by the MLH model could
bc improved by d¢crtasing X, but only al the expen_ of the
downslream hcat-lzansfct and pressurepredi_ior+.
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Fig. 3 Sta.nton.numher variation along wall of scrarnjet.
For the ARS-MTS model, an initial length scale was
chosen which was iden6cad to the k-£ model. It can be seen
that the Stanton number predictions obtained with the ARS-
MTS and k.£ models an: very similar, with the ARS-M'I'S
predictions being only slighdy lower.
Two of _ major parameters of interest in _ scrarnjct; -.
nan'_ly the mixinl and reaction.rate e_ciencies, are shown
in Fig. 4. (The mixing efficiency is defined here as the
amount of reacted hydxogen ifall mixed hydrogen reacted
completely, divided by the same quantity if mixing had heen
complete. 'r_ reaction-rate efficiency is defined as the
reacted hydrogen, divided by the amount of reacted hydrogen
if the hydrogen which has mixed _ith oxygen reacted
completely), h can be seen that the MLH n'o:I¢l has
predicted a significantly larger_unt of mixing than either
tl'_ k-£ mo_l of the ARS-MT5 models. However, what is
also imponam is the fact that all O_ree models predict the
fuel/air mixing to be far from complete by the time the flow
has reached the end of the duct. This is in genend agreement
with the results obtained hy Brescianini and Morgan (1992).
In comparison to the mixing efficiencies, the reaction-tale
cfficiencies shown in Fig. 4 are vmually identical for dl the
turbulence mock:Is. 'This shows that a change in O_ fuel/air
mixing rate has not _.q'ected the overall reacdon rite.
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Fig. 4 Mixing and reaction-rate efficicncies along
length of scramjet.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
turbulenct motels of va_/ing sophis6catioe were
compan_l in a supersonic scramjct flow, A significant
difference between the MLH model and the k-£ rno_l was
noted. The k-£ resultsand the ARS-MTS results also
dfffen_l, but by a much srr_l]cr exlent. The MLH model
prr_ctc'dthehighestmixing rate,whiletheARS-MTS mcx:lel
predictedthe lo_,tst.All models showed thattl_ fueQa_"
mi_qg ratewas insufficiento produce complete mixing
withinthegiven lengthof combustion chamber. None of the
models appeared to prr_ct the experin'_ntalmsuhs
accura_lyover the entlsc lengthof model.The k-£ a.ndARS-
MrS models appeared to give the best results _ the
injectof,however, further downsu-cam the MLH model
appeatrxlto perform better.The n_asons why none of the
models appears to be complelely satisfactoryo_er the en_e
model length is uncertain at this stage, although u-ansi6on-to-
lurbulence effects, and also the injector's thick lip.
poss_le explanations.
ROD[ W (1976) A new algebraic n_ladon for
calculating the Reynolds stresses.
A n_2ewandteMathematik und Mechanik.56, 219-22 I.
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ABSTRACT
[merest in scra.rnjet powered flight has led to the study of
shock induced mixing and combustion effects. To provide
further understanding of phenomena associated _dth shock
induced mixing and combustion, an experiment investgating
the interaction of shock waves and a mixing region was
undertaken. Hych'ogen was injected parallel to a co-flowlng
stream of nitrogen, from the base of a central strut injector.
Pitot pressure measurements were taken within the mixing
region. After the pitot rake _as removed, static pressure
measurements _ere made do_nstzeam of the shock wave
mixing layer interaction on the surface of 3 different shock
inducing wedges. The flow was turned through angles of $,
I0, or 15 degrees with l_ wedges. Theoretical
calculations of the staticpressure were performed using a
shock inleracdon model based on the lime average flow
properties, and the results from the pitot survey. Agreement
between the theoretical model and experimental ntsults wss
reasonable, but more data is required to fully validate the
shock interaction model, and to &rnonsmate its usefulness in
understanding the processes of shock induced mixing.
INTRODUCTION
if hypersonic flight using scramjet (supersonic combustion
ramjet) propulsion is to be realized, the problem of
significandy enhancing supersonic mixing and combustion
must be solved. The scram,jet is an airbreathing concept
which requires the injection of fuel (usually hydrogen) into
the high speed air stream entering the engine. The fuel is
resident within the engine for only shon periods of time and
must mix and bum rapidly in order to produce Ihe required
thrust. Unfonunalely, supersonic flow is not conducive to
rapid mixing, h has been known for some time that mixing
can be profoundly influenced by compressibility effects
(Papamoschou and Roshko, 1988). Therefore, methods to
enhance the mixing rates in super_nic flows are eurremly
being sought.
The impingement of shock waves on mixing regions has
received some attention as a candidate m¢lhod for improving
the mixing in supersonic streams. Varying defies of shock
induced mixing augmentation have been observed in recent
supersonic mixing layer experiments (e.g., H).ck ¢t al.o 1990,
Sullins et al., 1991, and Roy, 1991). Based on a survey of
previous literature, Kumar et al. (1989) state that through the
interaction of turbulence and shock waves, the turbulence and
mixing may b= amplif'_.d by = factor of 2 to 5. Numerical
studies of their own (presented in the same paper) sur_es_
that an oscillating shock wave may also provide efficient
mixing enhancement. However, fluctuations in either the
pre-shock flow or the shock itself are not essential for mixing
augmentadon. Jacobs (1992) experimentally demonstrated
the mixing enhancement resulting from shock wave
impingement on a cylindrical gas region of lower density.
Additionally, it is well known that vorticity is generally
discontinuous across a shock wave in steady compressible
flow (e.g., Hayes, 1957).
It is evident therefore that the passage of a shock wave
may influence n'fixing through modifications to both the
fluctuating and steady flow properties. Rucruadons
associated with the interaction process have been deah with
previously (e.g. Kuma¢ et at., 1989), however, there is a
paucity of research _atng the interaction process on a time
average level. Therefore. the true influence of the fluctuating
flow pmpe_es cannot be fully assessed. In the current
study, thcoredcal rnodclling of the interaction process is
achieved using a simple ste.4,dy flow shock interaction
analysis, it is felt that a steady flow analy_s of a shock
mixing region interlcton provides a useful benchmark for
assessing the influence of' unsteady turbulence effects, and
gives good physic._ insight into d_ shock propagation
process. Experimental invesligations of shock wave
interactions with mixing felons were performed using |
central strut injection model, in conjunction with a shock
tunnel facility:
INTERACTION MODEL
The cun'¢nt interaction model is based on steady flow
pmper6es ahead of the shock wave. No inte_ction b¢lWe..cn
fluctuating quantities and Ihe shock is utated with this
approach. A stable oblique shock wave generated by a
s_ight wedge, which does nm decelerate the flow to
subsonic velocities, is assumed. Since mixing typically
occurs slowly under supersonic conditions, a non-uniform
distribution of properties is likely within a supersonic mixing
layer. The mixing region ahead of the shock wave is t_.ated
as unidirectional with a uniform pressure, and is modelled
using Ihe distribution of the steady Mach number alone. A
constant value for the ratio of specific heals is also _sumed
to exist across the mixing region. Modelling of the shock
wave is achieved using the Rankine-Hugoniot relations
(Licpmann and Roshko, 1957).
Consklcr the :,itualion depicted in Fig. la. By employing
I1'1¢conditions of matched pressure and flow direction on
either _ of the dividing sueamline, it is possible to derive
an exp_ssion describing the prol_tgation of the shock wave
in the variable Mach number region. This expression lalccs
the form,
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_--_-= ft(Mt, O) (t)
aM!
The function fl(Ml, 0) is xndytic, but quite complicated
and v,_ll not bc further detailed in the current paper. The
Math number distribution ahead of the shock is the initial
factor causing the shock wave to change direction. However,
further shock curvature may arise due to the nonuniform
pressarc field behind the shock r_sulting in iscntropic waves
impinging on the shock wave from behind, Fig. lb. In this
case, the equation which describes the effect on the shock
wave shape takes the form,
- f2(Ml.0) (2)
Again, the function of M1 and 0 is analytic, but will not
be further defined in the current paper. If the dismbution of
Mach number and the s_ength of the waves impinging on the
shock from Ix:hind are Lnown. the shock wave shape through
the mixing region may be calculated. The change in shock
direction will then be given by
dO = fl(Ml, O)dMt + f2(MI. 0) do. (3)
M l+ 6MI e +_"
scr_amIine _ iseno'opic
a) Primary shock curvature, b) Secondary curvature effects.
Fig. | Shock wavein[erac[Ion model.
A rn_thod of characteristics solution was used to
implement Eqn (3). Calculations begin with the solution of
the Rankin¢-Hugoniot shock relations at the leading edge of
the shock-inducing wedge. The Mach number distribution,
the wedge angle, and the ratio of specific heats are the only
parameters necessary for solution of this problem. Steps of
equal size are taken across the Mach number distribution, and
Eqn (3) is employed at each calculation point on the shock
wave to find the new shock angle.
EXPERIMEN'I"
An experiment investigating reflected wavesgenerated by
the oblique shock as it passes through the mixing region
(with the general arrangement given in Fig. 2) was perforraed
in the T4 free piston shock tunnel facility at the University of
Queensland(Stalkerand Morgan, 198B). A contoured
nozzle,norninaJlydesignated"Math 5," was used Io
accelerate the stagnated tesl gas to the required flow
conditions. For the pre._nt experiments, the tunnel was
operated using an argon driver at a volumetric compression
ratio of 60 with a 2 mm mild steel prim'wy diaphragm. The
shock tube was filled with nitrogen to lO0 kPa. An example
of the stagnation pressure signals recorded at this condition is
presented in Fig. 3. A relatively low cnthalpy condition was
chosen forthe present study (Table !). so that the velocity of
tbc shock tunnel and the injected streams would be
approximately equal. It was thought that matched velocities
would simplify 6cscripdon of the mixing region, and that the
shock interaction process for such a region would be
amenable to solution via the seedy flow interaction model.
At this condition, a conservative estimate (Gourlay, 1992)
based on the analysis of Stalk_ and Crane (1978) suggests
that 3 ms of test dn'_ should be available prior to drivel gas
contamination.
mixing region _ _"-vplc ,,... _
"%.
Schematic ofexpedmenlal arrangement.
0
Fig, 3
Fig. 2
15
L ',
_'loL
" 5:- i
0
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Example of shock tube stagnationpressure.
An estimation of the flow conditions generated by the
tunnel was achieved through a two stage calculation process.
From the shock tube filling conditions, the measured shock
speed and stagnation pressure, the conditions at the end of the
shock tube (the nozzle supply conditions) were calculated
with a equilibrium shock tube calculation, ESTC (Mclntosh,
1968),These conditions were then usedin a nonequilibrium
nozzle flow calculation. NEN7_.F (Lordi et at, 1966). The
nozzle flow expansion calculation was continued until the
measured pitot pressure was reached.
Table i Initial primary and secondar
pararr_tcr
141(MJ/kg)
M
p (kPa)
u(km/s)
T(K)
0 (kg/m_)
Primary Sa'eam
(nitrogen)
3.0S
6.42
3.18
2.33
317
0.0338
stream conditions,
Secondary S_am
(hydrogen)
4.24
2.68
5.13
2.24
121
0.0102
M _ n "
A rectangular duct.164 mm highandgOmm wide (Fig. 4)
was located at the nozzle exit plane. Hydrogen was injected
through a contourednozzle(Fig. 5) from thebaseof a central
strut which had a thickness of 5.38 mm. The hydrogen was
supplied to the injector by a Ludwieg tube and fast acting
valve combination (Morgan and Stalker, 1983). An
asymmemc design for the leading edge of the soul injector
was chosen to facilitate spillage of the shock away from the
primary shock inducing wedge. Using gas dynamic relations.
the pressure mismatch causedby the ssymmeu'yof the sour
was estimated to be less than 0.! %. The contoured
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nozzle was designed using a method of characteristics.
During IJ_ experiments, attempts _ made to match the
uadc pressure of the injected flow with that of the shock
lunnel flow. To [his end, a pilot ndccwu sctup at the exit of
she injector nozzle, and the Ludwieg mbc wu ru_l ILl a
number of different filling pressures without running the
shock tunnel. Using the 8.r_ ratio of the nozzle, and the
average piw_ pressure over [he nouJe disunce surveyed, Fig.
6. i condition was chosen which approximately matched the
caJculsted static pressure supplied by the shock tunnel.
However. on re-exam_nation of the result, k was found [hat
d_ injection condition w,, probably undcr-exp,_ed (see
Table D.
shock runnel now
(primary slTcam)
(s_onda_, stream) I
station i 2
Fig. 4 Experimentalmodel.
Y$
X
Fig. S Sketch of Ihe Injector nozzle.
6O
.v
20 -
.., -.
0 L | . ..(..__ __
-20 - I0 0 l0
z (ram)
Fig. 6 Pilot pressure at exit of injector nozzle.
2O
Three different wedges were employed to compress the
mixing region through $, 10, and 15 de_'ces. Eleven
pressure tran_uccrs were mounted on each of Ihe wedges, in
two srreamwisc rows 4 mm either side of the centreline of the
wedge. The _nsducer spacing along both rows was 8 mm.
To invrsLigate [he distribution of flow properties, a 7 probe
pilot rake with a 5 mm spacing I_twten the probes, was
utilized.
RESULTS
Pitol Survey
Two pilot surveys at the stations shown in Fig. 4 were
made over a number of runs. (An example of the pitm
pressure histories obtained from the probe are presented in
Fig. 7.) To implemcm the model of the interaction process, a
knowledge of the Mach number dislrlbution ahead of the
shock is necessary. 'The assumption of a coest_mt sta_
pressure aeTOSS[he width of the pilot survey pennju easy
caJcularlon of t Mach numbe.r disa'ibudon from the me.asured
pilot pressures using [hc Rayleigh supersonic pito_ rcladon
(Liepn'u_n and Ros_o, 1957). The Mach numhe#
cLiswibudons ca.lculated from [he pilot pressures jut prr..sented
in Fig. g. The value of static pressure assumed f_- t_ Mach
number calculadons was 3.1g kPa (the static pressure in the
undisturbed primary stream). This is a r_asonable
assumption since, at the second station, the prts.su_ was
calculatedto be within 3 % of 3.18kPa acrossthe widthof
the survey, for the initial mismatch of pressures ipven in
Table I.
250
200 i
='_x 150_-
_soo i
_" 50,
0
i.
(b)
j
l 2 3 4
t (ms)
Fig. ? Sample pilot pressure signals from a probe a) in
the shock tunnel flow, and b) near the centre-line of the
Injected flow.
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Fig. 8 Calculated Math number dlslrlbulJons from
pito( pressure results.
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Rg. 9 Stalk pressure signals from the lransducer
midway along the n_lrix, 10 degree case. a) InJector
removed, shock tunnel flow only. b) shock tunnd plus
inJeded flow.
In orckr to tcst the shock interaction model, measure.menu
of the pmssure along _r 5, 10 and 15 de_ee turning angle
wedges were ol_ained. Signals from themmsduc_r midway
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along the transducer matrix Ln the l0 de&roe ,.edge are
presented in Fig. 9. For each of the wansducers, results
ob_Jned with hydrogen injection (eg. FiB. 9b) were
normalised using the signals obtained _'ith the injector
removed (e.g. Fig. 9a). Normalization in this manner,
provides a degree of compensation for non-uniformities
present in the nozzle flow and arising tlvough shock wave
boundary layer interac6ons. The mean levels for the I I
normalized signals over a time period from 2 ms to 3 ms (for
the IJme base displayedin Fig.9) are pn:scntedin Fig. I0.
The standarddeviationsof each signalover the same time
interval are represented by the bars given in Fig. lO.
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Fig. 10 Normalized slalic pressure results. _., =
experirtwnlal results," = results from theoretical model.
By Issuming the Mach number distribution (Fig. 8b)
inferredfrom the pitot pressure at station 2,the appropriate
wedge turning angle, and that 7 = i.4, it _raS possible to
apply the shock interaction model. The solid lines given in
Fig i0 are the resultsfrom the model, calculatedusingthe
method of characteristicssolutiondescribedbrieflyin a
previoussection,
CONCLUSIONS
Examination of Fig. I0 indicates that there appears to be
some agreement between the theoretical model and the
exi_rirncntal results.Unfortunately.the experimental Mach
number distribution was much broader than anticipated,
resulting in • clustering of transducers near the bottom of the
dip in the pressure distribution. The lowest pressure
expcrknced on the wedge is in reasonable agreement with
the theoretical model, except for the l0 degree turning angle
case. The current interaction model is limited to conditions
of uniform pressureand flow directionahead of the shock
wave. Furthcn'nore,the Mach number disuibu6on used in
the theoreticalmodel was obtained from a single strearnv,ise
location(station2. Fig.4),whereas the mixing regionwould
have developed over the length requiredfor the shock to
traversethe mi_ng layer. More data willbe requiredto
vaJidatc the curr_nt model and assess the influence of
fluctuatingpropertieson theinteractionprocess.
Fm'_er experiments _c planned in which attempts will be
made to more closely match the static pressure in each
stream. The development of the mixing layer will be closely
monitored using the pito_ rake •t • number of sutamwise
locations. In addition, the distribution of the oansducers in
the shock inducing wedge willIx:alteredin an attempt to
dcrex:t the spacia.lform of the changes in staUcpressure.
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A Time-OLRight Mass Spectrometerfor Hi__hS_.d Row__
K. A. Skinner andR. I. Stalker
ABSTRACT
A time-of-flight mass spectrometerhas been conslructedto measuretime resolvedconcentrations of gas
molecule.s present in hypersonic, high enthalpy flows. Sampling is a:hicved in-situ by forming a molecular beam
from the flow using a compact series of 3 hollow conical "skimmers.Ionization of molecules in the molecular beam
by a repetitively pulsed elex.lron beam allows many mass spex:ua to be obtained during the test flow of an impulse
facility, effectively giving a time history of species conc.entrations. The instrument has been used in a free piston
reflected shock tunnel flow and has demonsmale.xldetection of all species present at levels higher than 2% in the
flow, allowing measurement of relative concen_tions of major molecular species.
INTRODUCTION
At present, Lmpuls¢facilities such as shock tunnels and expansion tubes are the only practical ground-
based means of simulating aerodynamic conditions at speeds in e.xcess of 2.5 hn/s. The duration of test flow
however, is only about a millisecond, requiring _ instrumentation. It is especially desirable to measure spies
concentrations in the test flow since the chemical state of the test gas may be altered by the high transient
temperatures produced. Also, the flow of lest gas in a reflected shock tunnel is followed by a flow of driver gas,
usually of a different composition. The breakdown of the interface between these two gas slugs causing mixing of
the driver and test gases limits the available test time. Measurements of species concentrations are the most
sensitive method of dcterm/ning the duration of test flow and in the past have been the basis of most estimates Ill.
Furthermore, studies of supersonic combustion ramjets have, to date, primarily relied on pressure and heat transfer
meastLrements to infu the behaviour of the fuel.air mixing and reaction rues. Profiles of species concentrations
downsucamof a fuel jet injectedinto a hypersonicairs_eam wouldbe a moresensitive measureof the appropriate
valuesof mixing rates,ignitiondelay timesandreaction rates for modeling supersonicombustion.
A quadrupole mass spectrometer was used by Crane and Stalker 12lin a reflected shock tunnel. They used a
two stage hollow conical skimmer gas sampling system. The shon duration of the flow meant that the ions from
only a tingle species or'molecule could be recorded during each lest flow. To ob_in relative concentrations, Crane
and Stalker relied upon sampling multiple lest flows and me.a.c.u_ the lotal ion production each shot for
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normalization.Thismethod assumed repeatability of the test flow and of the behaviour of the mass sl:g_trometer
despite variations in total ion production. They estimated errors in their relative species concentration
measurements of 30%.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The instrument reported here was designed for use in T4, an existing free piston reflected shock tunnel[3].
At the upsa'cam end are three co-axial, hollow conical skimmers _ to sample the flow. (Figure 1). Behind the
second and third skimmers are vacuum chambers evacuated by diffusion iszmps. There is no vacuum chamber
behind the first skimmer as the flow through it vents back out into the free stream flow. Gas passing through the
skimmers is expanded and coLlimated into a molecular beam entering the interior high vacuum chamber. 20 mm
behind the final skimmer, an electron beam intersects the molecular beam, causing ionization of some molecules.
The ions produced are accelerated along a metre long flight tube to an eJe_ron multiplier particle detector. The
signal from this particle detector is recorded on a digital storage oscilloscope,.
Extractionof gas samples by forming a molecular beam from a continuum flow is a technique developed in
the 1950-60's[4)ls|i6l.Ideally,theaxialstrcamtube experiencesno disturbanceotberthanthestrongexpansions
insideeachskimmer.Inpractic¢,astheflowexpandsfromcontinuumtofreemolecular,thereisinv.rferencefrom
flow particles reflecting off the outside (for large half-angles) or the interior (for small half-angles) of the skimmer.
Theseparticlescanpenetratehebeam andscattertheundisturbedparticles.Birdl'qexaminedtheeffectofKnudsea
number and sLimm_ geometryon moZecularbeam interferenceusing• Monte-Carlomethodand concludedthal
with correct design the interference can be negfigible. Correct design consi_ of short skimmers, a lip radius much
less than the orifice diameter and a Knudsen number based on orifice diameter outside the range of 0.1 to 2. The
Knuds_n number at the third skimmer is approximately50 and the _ of the skimmer is _ than half a_
length of that studied by Bird. Very little interference flom the third skimmer was expected.
A further influence on the sample is that an expansion of a mixtm-e of gases to free molecular flow can
cause a relative depletion of lighter particles on the axis. Sebacherlzl and Sherman19]suggest that diffusion in the
strong pressure gradients near the start of the expansion inside the skimmer is the mechanism responsible. The
work of Fenn and Ande.rsm[lO!indicates scattering from background molecules penetrating the flow after the beam
has translationally frozen as the cause. Either explanation allows for a variation with massratio, the lattel"allows
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for an additional variation with moleculardiameter.Whatever the physical situation, the stateof knowledge abom
the processis not sufficientto make purely theoretical correctionsto speciesconcentrationsand thus calibrationis
requitedto account for itselTecc
An essentialspectof thesuccessof theinstrumentisthattheproductionof themolecularbeam be
achieved as quickly as possible. The front skimmer served to both decrease the density and irmrease the Macls
number of the flow entering the second skimmer. After the initial strong expansion, further increases of the inter.
skimmer distance had diminishing effect on the density-. The second skimmer samples this expanded flow on the
axis. Off-axis flow passes around the second skimmer experiencing a normal shock recovea'y of pressure to t
stagnation pressure higher than the free stream static pressure. This flow can then vent back out into the fret
stream. For an incident Mach number of 5.5, the recovery shock Mach number is at least 10.8 for a ratio of specific
heats from 1.3 to 1.4. The maximum inter-skimmer distance was then found from a method of characteristics
calculation. This gave the density at the second skimmer as 0.03 times the free stream density. To produce the
fastest possible expansion, the orifice diameter of the second skimmer was chosen to be as small as practicably
manufacturable (0.5 ram). The third skimmer colimates the flow 40 mm behind the second skimmer. Aplxoximal_
calculations give the density in the molecular beam as 0.0001 times the free stream density. For t free meam tea
flow of air at 0.05 kg/m 3 and an enthalpy of 9 MJ/kg, (typically a low density shot) the expansion through the
skimmers results in a molecular beam density of 5 x 104 kg/m 3, or a flux of 10I1 pm.tlcl_m2/ijzec. The
productionofthisbeam isachievedina distanceof75ram withanexternaldiameteroftheskimmersofonly50
mm. This is small enough to allow the probeaccessto complex flow fields suchas scramjetnozzles, a rcgim
inaccessibleto opticalmethods of speciesmeasurement
MassSr,latati 
Separation of different mass components of the molecular beam is achievedwith an ion dme.,of-fligll
systemilll. An electron beam intersectsthe molecular beam20 mm behind the third sldrnmez'.Thisregion is heldIt
a potentialabovegroundbya surroundingcylindricalelectrodeco-axial with the drift tube. Thepotential gradient
within the intersection region is set by adjacent co-axial electrodes at the either end (see figure l). The electrm
beam is formed by accelerating electrons emitted from a 6W tungsten filament througha gale eJectrode, through• 2
mm diameterholeinthesideofthecentralcylindricalelectrode.The electrongun canbepulsedon for200nsec,.
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producinga beam of 1 to 2 mAmps. The beam diametea is estimatedms3 mm from an analysis usinga charged
par_cle trajectory simulation program S_ON l!21. The ionsare formed at a pozential of 250 V in a field gradient
of 20 V/ram, which for a 3 mm beam diame_ gives an energy spreadof +/-12%.
After ionization, the ions are accelerated down a potential field gradient to a field.flee drift region Im
long. The flight time, t, along this region dependson the mass simply as:
t=L mf_
whereL is the lengthof the drift region, m/q is the m_to charge ratio and E is the energy given to the ion. As
the ions ate produced in a field gradient, the spatial variation in the electronbeam causesa variationin energy of
the ion beam.This cau.s_a proporuonal arrival time spread. The _ectron gun _s pulsedon for 200 nsec every
0.055 _, Pr°ducing a packet 0 f ions which w_e then detectedand recorded on a gorage c_cilloscope. The
oscilloscopesampledthe signal at 10 M_ for 6.4 msec, allowing 11'7complete specu'ato be obtainedduringeach
f_ng of Theshock tunnel. The limiting resolution is detc_rminedby the sampling rate of the dam storageand the
degreetowhichthepeaksspreadathighermassnumbersbecauseoftheenergyspread.
From the tree s=cam values, the c0ncenmations of the speciesp_.s_t are altered by tl_ measurement
process in three wa_. Fzmly, the possibility of light molecule depletion on the axis of the expa_on inside the
skimmers. This can be expressed as a relative calibration factor, F.
_]'=
whereprimedquantitiesareactualconcentrationsinlhemolecular_ andunprimedconcenl]'ationsarevaluesin
the_ _eam whicharetobe measured.Inthe molecularbeam,therelativenumberofionsformedforeach
species is proportional to their ionization cro_-secfion. Henc_ in the ion beam, the concentrations are given by
Theefficiencyofcollectionorionsofeachspeciesmay vm-y.Againtheconcentrationscanberelatedbya
constantcalibrationfactor,providedexlemale_eclssuchas vacuumleveland accelerationIx_n_ areheld
constanL This leads to a fu_ expression
Measi dB =
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That is,alleffectson the sample are proportionaleffects,and a singlecalibrationfactorissuJTJcienttodescribe
them all. However it also indicates that _ber¢ F and C are not unity, calibration using Imov,'n gas mixtures must Ix:
performed. Calibration factors were obtained for mixtures of ]-'k-N2. H2-N 2. and A.r-N2. The._ fact.ors showed no
variationwith enthaIpyor densityover the range examined and so were taken to be constantfor a particular
geometry.For moleculesofverysimi.]armass and size,(forexample N2, NO and 02),F and C we_'eboth takento
be unity.
For a d_mic molecule. _ _iative ionizatioo complicates the measurement of pre-dissociated
products in the test flow. For example. N2 molecules produce N atoms under electron impact ionization. The
collection efficiency of these atomic nit.,'ogem will be di/i'erent from pre-existing atomic mtrogen in the test flow
because species produced by electron impact dissociation have a random kinetic energy up to the energy of the
chemical bond broken. Assumptions then, m_t be made about the values of F and C for dissociated species.
Figure 2 shows spectra from air test gas at an enthalpy of 9 M.I/kg. The noi.._ in the baseline was generated
within the preamplifie,. TM presence of a peak can oftan be recogniz_ when the area of the peak is only 2% of the
area of the peak of N2 (typically the largest peak in most flows studied). Measurements of mole fractions of the
components of the test and driver gases for this run are shown in Figure 3. _ are calibrated using
measurements of peak siz_ from rum with test gas mixture, of He-N 2 and A.r-N 2 at similar conditions. The
compositionof thedrivergas was known tobe 15% As-85% He. The indcT_ndendycalibratedmc_c_u'e.ments
retativeconcentrationarrivedatthesame ratio.The errorsineach data pointareapproxima_y 5% absolute.
The insu'umentwas usedfor147 sh<xsoftheshock tunnelwith a turnaround timeofone and a halfhours
when all went well. Some difficulty was e.qxzie_:_ from charged particles in the fat, stream flow. These often
(mused arcing and loss of electric l:X:)_nti*1_in te.e,.s at higher enthalpie.s and densities. Some s_..otss tt overr, oming
thiswas found with a temporary e.lectrostafi¢ filterahead of the thirdskimmer. The tungstenfilamentand
electronicsdid not sufferoverlyfiornthe runnelenvironm_L Vibration did not have any e.Eeaand the three
skimmea's were not physicallydegradedby theflow.
The drne.-of-flight mass spectromewa has been coupled with a compact sampling sy_ to measure specie,
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concenwafionsin hypersonicflows.The ability to deaectmolecularspeciespresenta[ levels of only 2% by number
has bccn shown. The current limitaUon on dc_ Uon is the background noise generated in the signal preamplifier,
which leaves the possibility of a more sensitive instrumenL The limitations on measurement are the ability to
re..solvethe peaks, the knowledge of the ionisation cross-section and the ability to calibrate for gas dynamic mass
separation of disparate mass particles. When these problems are minimised, the error can be less than 5% for
relative concentrations of major species. This is the same level of accuracy that can be achieved by most shock
tunnel instrumentation and is superior to other methods of six, its concentration measurements.
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ABSTRACT
Presented in this papa" is a prelirrunary investigation into the
effect of nose bluntness on the drag of a conical body in
hypersonic flows at Mach numbers above 5 and velocities
above 5 kms"l. Experiments ha,.e been performed in the T4
hypersonic shock tunnel facility. Since the test time in this
facility is of _ order of I ms, conventional drag measurement
techniques can not be used successfully. The new drag
measurement teehniqu, e designed and developed by Sanderson
and Simmons (1991) especially fo¢ use in short flow duration
h)'pervelocit 7 shock tunnel facilities has been used.
I INTRODUCTION
that this newly developed technique could be relied upon to
provide accurate and reliable measurements of drag. The
second aim was to obtain a preliminary measurement of the
influence of nose bluntness on the drag on a slender cone. h
is envisaged that once having shown that the technique can be
used to detect small changes in drag on a cone a more
comprehensive investigation into nose bluntness effects can be
conducted.
2 EXPERIMENTS
2. ! Facility
The experiments were performed in the T4 free piston
driven shock tunnel facility (Stalker and Morgan, 1988). A
contoured axisymmetric Mach 5 nozzle was used to expand the
The past decade has seen a renewed interest in the gas from the stagnation region to the appropriate test
development of hypersonic vehicles. A number of different conditions. The nozzle exit plane was 265 mm in diameter and
concepts have emerged for the design and application of such the nozzle throat diameter was 25 mm. The tunnel was
vehicles but one issue common to them all is the problem
associated with the choice of nose geomen3,. This is also an
issue in the design of an axis)rome(tic scram jet being
proposed as the propulsion system for a disposable launch
vehicle where the forebody of the centrebody of the scramjet
will be conical, ldealb, in each instance a sharp nose ,._ould
be used to reduce the pressure drag. However, a pointed
slender nose is difficult to cool and does not offer the
capability to carry large payloads. These practical limitations
have moti,,ated research into the aercxJynarnic characteristics of
a blunted cone. The blunted cone simulates the nose geometry
of interest while at the same time may be analysed using
simple models. Research into nose cones in subsonic and low
supersonic flight regimes is quite extensive but at hyper_nic
(.Mach number greater than 5) and hyper-,elocity (flight speed
greater than ._kms "t )ccx,x:lhions =his is not the case.
The drag force is a fundamental parameter in the design of
an)' flight vehicle but its measurement in hypersonic impulse
facilities is inhibited b) the ,.'cry short test times involved If a
conventionaJ force balance or accelemmeter balance v.ere to be
used to measure drag then the time for a stress _.ave to
tra,.erse a test model v,ould be required to be two orders of
magnitude less than the characteristic wind tunnel test time.
For an aluminium or steel test n_'=del in _.hich the speed of a
one-dimensional elastic stress wa_e is approximately 5 kms "t
this requirement would give a maximum model size of 50 mm
operated in a tailored mode so that the static pressure and
enthalpy would be constant throughout the flow test time. The
results to be presented here were performed in a test gas of air
with a frees(ream Mach number of 5.2. The test gas was at a
nominal stagnation enthalpy of 14 M]/kg and a static pressure
of 16 kPa. This condition corresponds to a flight speed of
approximately 5.3 kms "1-
2.2 Drag .Vl¢_u_emc_nlTet.__nh_qu_
The model is attached to a "sting" in the form of a slender
elastic bar (see Figure I ). The sting is suspended by vertical
threads to allow free motement in the axial direction. Strain
gauges located on the sting record the passage of stress waves
resulting from the impulsb, ely applied drag force as they are
_ansmiued from the model into the sting.
The dynamic behaviour of,he rra:x]eL/stingcombination may
be modelled as a time.invariant, causal, linear system
described by the convolution integral.
i
y(t ) = ,_ g(t - t) u(t) dt (I)
(t
where u(t) is the single input to the system, y(t) is the resulting
output and g(t) is the unit impulse response function. The
in a facility having a te_t time of ! ms. This is impractical In unit impulse response function is the response of a system to
order to measure the drag on a larger model in the shorter test an impulsive force acting over a _ery short tin_ (in the limit as
time flov, s the flexibility of the model becomes quite time goes to zero), but with a time integral _hich is finite.
significant and the pa_,dge of stress _.aves g ithin the model
needs to he considered. A novel technique for drag
measurement in hypersonic impulse facilities has been
developed by Sanderson and Simmons (1991). This
technique takes into account the distributed mass effects and
depends on the interpretation of the transient stress waves
propagating within the nxvJel and its supporting structure.
"The aims of this in,,estigation were twofold This v.as the
first time the technique had been used in an experimcmal
program. Thus. it v,a,, intended to prove through this gork
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Knowing the response of the system to a unit impulsive force
it is possible to determine the response of the system to
excitation by any arbitrary force via Equation I. Ahemalively.
and what is done here, y(t) is obtained from the strain gauge
output and a numerical deconvolution process is perfom_ed to
obtain u(t), the time-histor 5"of drag applied to the nx'x:l¢l.
The unit intpulse response function may he obtained
numerically from a dynamic finite element program. It has
been demonstrated (Simmons et al.. 1992) that the technique is
insenstive to small changes in the impulse response and that
[/,, 41117 J:,-,_-=_ ,.._ ,, ,.__.. :p_J ::',_ ! ll,_Af.Lg 8(_!(
? T
lVm,m
Figure I. I_'ag balance configuration.
the unit impulse response function is in turn relatively
insensitive to the loading disu'ibution, which will change with
varyinlll nose bluntness. The unit impulse response
dcterm,ned for the sharp cone has thus been used In the
numerical d¢convolution to obtain the drag for all the tests. A
complete description of the drag measurement technique is
given by Sanderson and Simmons (1991).
Figure 2 shows a diagcam of the model/sting an'angemcnt
with the finite element mesh used tocalculat¢ the unit impulse
rts_ponse function superimposed.
Experiments were performed on a 5' semi-vertex angle
aluminium cone of length 571.5 ram. A total of II variable
nose tips was used ranging_n nose radius from 0.:2 mm to
lB.0 mm in steps of 1.8 ram. These correspond to bluntness
ratios of 0004 to 0.36 _,herc the blunmess ratio is the ratio of
the nose radius to the cone base radius. As the no_ bluntness
is increased, the length of the coee decreases as the base area
is kept cOnStanL
Theoretical analysis of i distributed mass model of the
modeL/sting system as performed by Sanderson and Simmons
(1991) shows that the rr'_hanical time constant is proportional
to the mass of the model, in order that the mechanical time
constant of the drag force balance be kept small so that a
measurement may be obtained in the small test times, the base
area of the cone model was hollo_ out to reduce the mass of
the cone by almost 50_. Choice of model and sling materials
was also dictated by the system time cons!ant (Sanderson argl
Simmons, 199i). The resulting mechanical time constant of
the system was 500 psec.
Behind the base of the cone therewas a PVC buffer to stop
motion of the freely suspended model after the tcsl flow.
Remo,,ing the mass from the cone base served the additional
function of ensuringthat the pressure in the cavity betwecn the
cone and the PVCbuffer was negligible by providing a large
volurnc for gas to fill. The base pressure was monitored
th'oughout the tests and the results confirmed this supposition.
The sting had a length of 2.5 m and was constructed from
brass tubing of 34.92 nun outside diameter and 1.63 mm wall
thickness, making its bending stiffness high. The sling length
was chosen so that interference from the stress wave reflected
from the end of the sting would nol occur during the flow test
time. As the speed of propagation of stresswaves in brass is
3.600 kms "1 a sting length of 2.5 m allo_,ed a test lime o( 1.3
ms. This estimate of test lime takes into account the
positioning of the strain gauges _ mm fron_ the nwdelAting
interface (Figurc I).
;LLl_anL,_xr_ai_
Kulite UI"IP-5000-060 sembconductor strain gauges were
used _measure the system output Y(0. These gauges have •
gauge tactor of 155 but they are highly temperature sensitive.
This made it necessary to use a modified Wheatslon¢ bridge
circuit to compensate the gauge output signals against
undesirable temperature effects. Four strain gauges were
used. Two gauges were attached to a separate piece of the
st_ng material and placed near the sting so that they saw the
same thermal environment but no mechanical strain. The two
strain measuring gauges were arranged so that tbc circuit was
sensitive only to axial loads. This was achieved by aligning the
gauges in the axial direction and locating them along the
neutral axis of bending of the sting so as to eliminate any
possible bending effects created by the two wire support
system of the sting (Rgure I).
The experiments were conducted in two stages. The first
stage was to establish the flow condition and its repeatability.
To do this centreline measurements of the static and Pilot
pressures in the test flow wen: obtained. Measuring the drag
on the cone model for various nose bluntncsses comprised the
second stage of the experiments. Throughout these
experiments Pilot pressure measurements were obtained to
monitor the test flow properties from one shotto the next.
Measurements of the pressure in the base area o(dx cone wee©
also obtained. Additional instrumentation consisted of the
rrurasurement of the shock speeds in the shock tube and
stagnation pressures. This is standard proc_ure as it is these
quantities which are used to determine the conditions of the
test gas.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3,1 Test Flow Conditions
The conditions in the test section were numerically'
determined using ESTC (Mclntosh. 1968) and NENZF (Lcx'di
et at., 1966). The shock speed in the shock tube and tho
stagnation pressure v,ere measured and used as inputs to
F-.STC to determine the temperature of the test gas in the
sta_gnation region after shock reflection. The test gas
unc_rgoes a steady expansion from the stagnationregion to the
test flow properties at the eJcit plane of the nozzle. NENZF is
a one-dimensional non-equilibrium code which predicts the
propemes of the test gas at the exit plane of the nozzle given
the stagnation pressure and temperature. The test flow
properties thus calculated are shown in Table I.
Measurements made of the test section Pilot pressure and
static pressure were found to agree well with those predicted
by NENZF. Typical Pilot pressure and staticpressure traces
are given in Figures 3 (a) and (b). The tesl ,ow properties
were found to be repeatable to within 10%.
•_2,.__,lg_M ea sur¢rn¢n t Results
Figure 4 shows the raw signal output from the semi-
c'o_uetor strain gauge bridge. Signals from two separate runs
at a nose radius of 0.2 mm are shown here to establish the
rcpe.atability of the experimental results, h canbe seen that IJ_
strain gaugc measurements of the system output, y(t), wer_
repeatable to better than 1%.
The strain gauge signal was deconvoluted numerically as
de_ribed in Section 2.2 to obtain the time hi_qory of the drag
Model
. __:T---.y- r-:_ ''-_ _ Sting
Figure 2. Finite element model of sharp cone model and sting.
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Figure 7. Drag force versus nose radius.
on the model. This drag measurement technique is inherently
noisy as ihe deconvolution process tends to amplify any noi_
pre_nl in the original output signal, yil). The strain j_auge
output signal itself is noisy as a result of the stress wave
propagation within the model and sting. It was thu._ r_c_s_ry
to pass ,,11the drag measurementsresuhing f.ron_the numerical
deconvolution process Ihroul_h a 2 kHz, 6 po_ Bulterwonn
low-pass digital fihcv.
Figure 3 shows the measured drag.in its time-averaged form
foe • nose radius of 10.11 mm in comparison with its
corresponding strain I_uge output signal before
dcconvoluzion. The time dunn| v,.hich Ihe static pressure is
steady tO within 10'2, variation (Figure 3) indicates the dine of
the flow in which the tesl flow conditions are deemed Io be
steady. This lest tin_ may b¢ ickntificd by the region_ of
steady drag in the plots of the time history of the drag force
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acting on the med¢l (Figures S and 6). Figure 6 gives a
comparison hetwcen the ring measur_ for the three different
nose radii of 02 mm, 126 mm and 180 ram.
Comparison between the static pressure traces (Figure 3)
and the drag forc¢ traces (Figures 5 and 6) show that the drop
in U_:drag force beyond the test flow time seems to follow the
drop in the static pressure after the test time. This indicates
that the drag measurement technique is givin_ faithful
measurements of the drag even beyond the test time. The
measured drag would be expected to drop with a drop,in the
static pressure because the drag force on me co¢_. can o¢ spate
into a pressure drag and a skin friction drag aria me pressure
drag component, dependent on the flow static pressure, is the
larger of the two,
3.3 The Effect of Nose Bluntness on Drag on • S|_
- The results from this preliminary in_vestigatio n into the
effects nose bluntness has on cone drag axe summarised in
Figure 7.. It would appear that at the smaller nose blunmesses
the efl'ec_ on the total drag is relatively minor. The drag shows
an increase flora the sharp nose value of about 20 q_at a nose
radius of 712 mm (bluntness ratio of 0.144). However,
beyond this radius the drag increases more rapidly so that at a
nose radius of 18.0 mm Cotuntncssratio of 0.36) the value of
drag is about 24590 greater than for the drag on the sharp
cone.
It is uncerlain whether the small increase in the value of
drag at the 1.8 mm nose radius is due to a real physical effect.
It is difficult to draw any conclusions based on this single
preliminary resuh.
A theoretical prediction of the total drag on a sharp cone has
been made and is also shown in Figure 7. The pressure drag
was predicted using Taylor-Maccol! theory ('Taylor and
Maccoll, 1932) and found to be 159 N for the case being
studied here. An estimate for the skin friction drag on the cone
was made based on laminar boundary layer theory (White.
1974) and found to be 36 N. This gives a Iolal drag of 19S N
for a sharp. 5" semi.vertex angle and $71.5 mm long Cone
travelling in air at the condition at which the ¢xp<riments
resented here were conducted. The value of drag measured
the sharp cone was 200 N. thus reinforcing the accuracy of
the &ag measurement technique used.
4 CONCLUSION
These preliminary results show that the dr',g measurement
technktue has been d¢_elopnd to the stage where it can be used
an accurate and reliable research tool. It has been seen that
the techn_ue gives a faithful measurement of the time history
of drag on a model and can resolve small changes in drag
_ureme_nt.
The preliminary drag measurement results reveal a steaclily
increasmgeff_t of nose bluntness on the drag on a cone. The
effect at the smaller nose blunmesses is rela6vely small, with a
20_ increase in drag at a nose bluntness ratio of 0.144. This
is encouraging foe the design oft hypers_cmicspace plane or a
centrebody foe an axisymm¢_c scramj¢t where a.slightly
blunted nose is requir_ to reduce stagnation point heating.
However. further experiments need to be performed at these
smaller nose radii and at a finer resolution to determine the
significance, if any. of the jump in drag at the I.$ mm nose
radius.
Further investigation at the larger nose blunmesses would
Llso be of interest. The results presented here indicate that the
dral_ on z slender cone will continue to increase beyond a nose
radms of 18.0 mm. Future experimentswill be needed to
reveal what effect a fro'thee increase in nose radius will have on
the drag.
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ABSTRACT
Skin friction measurements have been made in T4, the
University of Queensland's h)pc_.clocity free piston
shock tunnel. The mca._urcments _ere made on a flat
plate in a compressible boundary layer. They are
compared with heat t_ra_sfer measurements made
simultaneously. It is found that in the region there the
boundary layer was lamina; the results compare
favourably with those predicted by Reynolds analogy.
The onset of transition can Ix cle_'ly seen with both types
of instrumentation.
I?_TRODL'CTION
Hyl:_rvetocity impulse facilities, such as free
pislon shock tunnels and expansion tubes, have an
important role in the de_,clopmcnt of technologies for
hypersonic flight. They axe capable of generating the
high-enlhalpy flows associated wi!h external aerodynamics
of space planes at near orbital velocities and the internal
aerod)namics of scramjel propulsion syuems. Important
model test parameters are drag and skin friction but thetr
measurement is complicated greatly by the very short lest
times of impulse facilities. Skin friction measurement is
complicated further by the fact that the wall pressure can
be an order of magnitude greater than the wall stress
generated by skin friction. Skin friction gauges for use in
conventional shock tunnels ha_¢ been reported. Hov,ever,
their ability to perform satisfactorily in the _,'ery short
duration nows associated _ith free piston shock tunnels
and expansion tubos does no( appear to have
demonstrated. This paper reports the development of a
transducer capable of measuring skin fnction with a rise
time of about 20 /as. Results prove the ¢ffecli_tness of
the concept u,hen used to measure skin friction on a flat
plate. Reynolds analogy is examined by comparing the
output from heat transfer gauges and skin friction gauges.
The onset of transition is also observed using bo(h
devices.
GAUGE DE.SIGN
The gauge design is sho_n schematically in
Figure I. it comprises a thin metal disk or thermal cover
(10 mm diameter and 0.4 mm thick) mounted flush with
the surface of the model and bonded _o a stack of two
piezoelectric transducer elements (each 7x ? mm and
I.S mm thick)• The materiad chosen for the elements wu
the piezoccramic PZ'T-?A. Its rigidity _ density were
such that, for the configuration in Figure I, gauge natural
frequencies _,ere a_ve 300 kHz. In theory, _ elements
appropriately orientated _ with elecl.rod¢$ On the
appropriate surfaces, respond only zo shear force
generated by skin friction, but in practice there was •
srna]l pressure dependency (normaJ to the disk). For this
r_ the t'_,o-elemcnt gauge v,,'as d_signed, with O_
piezoceramic clement in_ened with respect to the o_her
Patzo(ecomks.-_ Ther_l cover. 10 w= clio *
t_l_ plot. -_\ t-t_z,, •
O r_ ,w \\ _ \ t" Ct.,=,x, ,, 0._6 --
._o,=,..=,=/ \ \ _\ f"
j=,::=!
Figure I Schematic of skin frictioe gauge
One element provides an output e, proportionad to
Ihe sum of the effects of skin friction t a,,KI pressure p
app|ied to the disk, and the other provides an output e_
proportional to t_ differences [Equations (I) and (2)
betowl
A weighled summation of the two outputs
therefore provides a direct measurement of shear sue_.
e, =' ad' + b,p (I)
e_ = a_r- I_p (:2)
A calibration procedure would involve using •
known laminar boundary layer for • condition in the
shock tunnel to determine constants a, And at. To
determine the pressure sensitivity it is necessary Io apply
a transient pressure, with r = O. to Ibe transducer to
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dclermine the ratio of constants bl/lh. Hence. an
unknown shearstressr can be determined from F,,quation
O) and simul_cous measurementof outputse, and _.
e, + (b,/h)e,= In, + Co,roga,.l, (3)
P_ezoceramicsexhibit a Curie temperature above
_hich they begin to depolarise. To avoid this. the
thicksw,ss of the thermal cover and its material were
chosen to prevent unacceptablelevels of conductive heat
transfer from the hot test gas in the boundary layer.
,_,,vet_i materials were evaluated, lnvae was finally
chose_nbecauseit has • very small coefficient of thermal
exparision, thereby preventing the transducer elements
from beingsirained due to thermalexpansionof the disk.
The impulsive nature of the flow in floe piston
shock tunnels results in stresswaves in the model, with
the skin friction gauge exposed to • vibration-induced
acocleradonenvironment. To counteract this, rubber and
kit vibration isolation was included in the design
(Figure !). The technique effectivelylowered
acceleration induced output from the gauge to a level that
could be handledby filtering during signal processing.
The shear stress levels on the models were
typicaJly 200-1000 Pa, but for some of the flow
coodit_s they were less than 100 Pa. Sinoe the charge
peoduc_l by the piezoceramic elements is small (of the
order of 5 PC for some conditions), amplification of the
signal v,_ required. To minimise noise contamination, •
charge amplifier was located as close as possible to the
file of signal detection.
EX PEJ_l_t LN'T
To determine bJIh a small shock tube was used to
apply a t3"ansientpressure and no shear su'essto the skin
friction gauge. The shear stress calibration yielding a,
and a_ _as determined as mentioned previously usingheat
transfer measurementsin a laminar boundary layer for a
co_ition in the shock tunnel. Measurementswere made
of the heat transfer close to the site of the gauge and
Reynolds analogy was then used to determine the skin
friction.
Reynolds analogy can be stated as
c, . _: r,_' (4)
c, 2
where Cx is the coefficient of heat transfer and c, the
coefficient of skin friction. Pr is the PrandO number.
Using van Driest's determination of skin friction in a
compressible, flat plate, laminar boundary layer (van
Driest. 1952) and the assumption that the free stream
conditions remain effectively constant,Reynoldsanalogy
ea_ be reducedto
-e,w' c,p'.(: •, T-I _V_ - r,J
¢,,. 2
v U. (5)
W11w_To - fm¢trum lempemcu_. K
V, - fr_ slram _locil_.
M. = frw ImmmMKE Numl_r
q = kerntrimS, kWlad
v - _e_r ItMm. kl_
c. - q_cihc
r - mcov_ f.,:loe
Having determined the sensitivities of the gauges to shear
stress from one test condition, these values were rhea
used for the other three test conditions,
The flat plate model used was made of Lluminium
with a leading edge of steel (Figure 2). it was 600 mm in
lengthand 228mm in width. There were six skin friction
gauges in the model, the first at a distance 145 mm from
the leading edge and the others at 65 mm intervals
downsu'eamof it. At the site of every skin friction gauge
a piezoelecu'icpressure transducerwas positioned to one
side and a thin film heat transfer gauge to the other.
Their centres were set at the same distance from the
leading edge. The sensing element on the skin friction
gauge was a I0 mm diameter disk. The heat transfer
gauge was !.7 mm in diameter and the pressuretappings
were 2 mm diameter. The available test time depended
on the condition used, since for higher enthalpy
conditions the signal was contaminated by noise earlier.
For higher energy flows vibration travelled through the
model earlier, reducing the available test time. The range
of conditions used is listed in Table I. Condition I is that
used for caJibrationpurposes. Figure 3 shows the heat
transferdistributionalong the plate for the calibration trst
approximately 500 _s after the start of the flow. This
was the condition used tO de_rmine the shearsensitivities
of the gauges. These sensitivities have then been used to
determine shear stress profiles for the throe other
conditions,
Sku_ f;<t_On 0#u045-\
Pi'¢$SuCe ttlnsduC4rl _ _ - 1"141,111triter, let GaUgeS
\ \ \
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Figure 2 Schematic of flat plate model
RESULTS
Figure 4 shows the time-historiesof heat tnmsfef
and the corresponding skin friction at position I. 145 mm
from the leading edge for condition 2. This condition
was not used for calibration because transition occurs.
The scale on the vertical axis is for bo(h shear stressatJd
heat transfer. The units are kJ_a and M',,V/n_
respectively.
it can be seen from this trace that whilst the skin
friction and heat transfer exhibit the same trends, rapid
changes in the heat transfer due to transitionlend to lag
the skin friction. This is consistent with the development
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Of the thermal boundary layer. Basically the thermal
profile de_]ops more slowly 1ban the vclocity profile.
Initially when the thermal bounda_ layer is thin U_ heat
uansfer rate is high and the re.s_nses of both the heal
transfer gauge and the skin friction gauge are virtually
.... simulla_:ous. Later in time, as the boundaO, layer
grows, the heat transfer lags the skin friction. This efToct
becomes more marked downstream where the boundary
layer is thicker. As the bounda_ layer thickens the heat
transfer rate decreas_.
Table ] Four lest condidous
! 2 3 4
It can be seen I_l the heat transfer trace and the
skin friction trace follow each o_er. As noted howeve.r,
in unsteady flow one la&s _e other u expected. It is
• erefore very important to calibrate one against the otbet
only when conditions are _eady and only in laminar flow
(condition 1).
Figure $ shows condition 2 at approximately
O.S ms into the test time. Figure 6 shows condition 3. In
both figures the rapid departure of skin friction and heat
transfer distributions indicates the onset of transition.
Figure 7 shows the theorr_cal prediction for shear stress
from the heat tras_sfe.r measurements and Reynolds
analogy (open circles) for condition 2, The closed
squares On this figure indicate _ experimental shear
stress measured in the flow.
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It can be seen horn Figure 7 that when the flow is
laminar (for the first three locations) agreement l_ween
theoretical predictions and experimental measurements is
excellent. However, once d_e flow undergoes transition
the measured values depart from theory. Although
measurement and theory still follow the same trend, there
is no longer a uniform scaling factor. For Figure $ u
well, it can be seen that when the flow is lamimu., tbe
skin friction and heat transfer results decay at similu
rates and it is only once the flow undergoes transition that
this pat_m is disturbed. It musl also be remembered
the heat transfer results lend to lag the skin frictio_
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output. When change occurs, as in the onset of
transition, this effect becomes noticeable.
Figure 8 shows resuhs for condition 4. It appears
that transition is occumng by the second gauge. The
Reynolds number at gauge 2 is approximately 1.02x10'
amd the unit Reynolds number is 4.gxl0' m':. From
results previously reported by He and Morgan (1989). it
C,all be seen thai for these v_ues one would expect
transition to occur somewhere between 200 a,'KI 260 mm
from the leading edge. Gauge 2 is positioned at 210 mm
from the leading edge.
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O
Z
1
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F_gure 8 Heat transfer and skin friction along plate for
corKlition 4
The discrepancy in Figure 8 between the skin
friction and heat transfer trends at position two is a direct
result of the lag between skin friction and heat transfer.
it is evident though that the traces generally follow each
other although only at the first point does Reynolds
analogy hold. This once again is in agreement with the
fact that Reynolds analogy is only purported to be held
_hen conditions are laminar. It is interesting that during
transition the genera] trend is still followed, although the
factor bet_,een the two traces is no longer consistent.
CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that where the flow is laminar,
measurement of skin friction and h_t tras_sfer ate
consistent with Reynolds analogy. With the on_ of
transition Reynolds analogy, as expected, breaks do_,n.
Also the skin fricuon gauge is shown to be an
effective means of measuring shear stress. The gauge has
a rise time of about 20 _s, sufficiently short for most
shock tunnel applications and approaching the rise times
needed for expansion tube applications.
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ENERGY REDISTRIBUTION OF NONEQUILIBRIUM HYPERVELOCITY FLOW
IN A SCRAM JET DUCT
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ABSTRACT
C%emical]y and vibrationally frozen shock tunnel test flow
is passed through a model scramjet duct with the aim of
examining heat release and its effects on the flow in
analogy to the heat release resulting from combustion.
Experimental investigations arc Ca;Tied OUt using a
differential interfcromcter optics system for a range of
shock tunnel test conditions. The rtsuhing images arc then
compared to a numerical simulation using chemical and
vibrational nonequilibrium flow theory fined to the duct
shape imposed boundary conditions.
NOTATION
P = pressure
T = temperature
p = density
O = flow direction
M = roach number
ct = dissociation fraction
e, = vitx-ational energy
¥ = ratio of specific heats
15 = intake wedge angle
p = shock angle
t = time
Cl.C-a,q=,_= = chemical rale constants
C,K= = vibrational rate constants
O,_= characteristic temperature for dissociation
O. = characteristic temperature for vibration
p= = characteristic density for dissociation
¢, = equilibrium vibrational energy
t = vibrational relaxation time
R = gas constant
h = cnthalpy
hq = partial derivative of h with respect to q
u = velocity
u, = component of velocity normal to shock
= frozen speed of sound
n ffi refractive index
! = interferogram intensity
£ = divergence angle of wollaston prism
= wavelength of laser light
w = displacement of wollaston prism from kns focus
fz = focal length of main lens
x = distance along centreline of model
W = width of model
P, = stagnation pressure
1", = stagnation temperature
h, = stagnation enthalpy
INTRODUCTION
As a means of investigating the gas dynamic effects
of the heat release produced by combustion of h)drogcn in
a scrarnjct duct it is intended to simulate such heat release
by using chemically and vibrarionally excited shock tunnel
test flow to provide the energy release instead of
combustion. Energy stored in the dissociation of
molecules and in vibrational rn_es can be con_crted to
heat energy. This evades the problems of imperfect
mixing and flow disruption caused by an injecto¢, and
isolates the heat release process from the ignition-process
present in combustion.
The T4 shock tunnel is capable of producing high
emhalpy test flow which oontains significant levels of
dissociation and vibratiomd excitation. These art frozen in
the fn:e stream flow and energy redistribution only
recommences _tcr the flow crosses the intake shocks of
the scramjet, in much the sarnc way as combustion would
occur in a prcmixed scrarnjct. See figure 1.
In this paper it is aimed to investigate this heat
release in a scram jet model over • range of T4 test
conditions. For this study a nitrogen test gas is chosen.
Experimentally it is difficuh to =K:curately measure
now conditions using electronic gauges without disturbing
the flow. Also, such rncthods involving gauges only
provide data at disczete locations, allowing fine detail in
the flow to be misse.d. To avoid such problems the
experirr_mal investigations _st carried out using optics to
study the flow through the scrlmjet.
The optical system used is the Di_crenrial
Inzerfcromczcr,or $chlierenInterferomezer.A variationon
the basic system is used making it • double pass system,
largely because of space consuaints but also because this
configuration doubles the sensidvity. See figure 2.
This system provides interferograms in which fringe
shifts are related to gradient of refractive index within the
Now field.
These experimental results obtained from the T4
shock tunnel arc then compared =o a numerical simulation.
Chemical and vibrational non-equilibrium th¢o O, is used to
computationally predict the flow pattern through the
scramjet duct for the free stream conditions con'esponding
to the experirnents.
EXPERIMENTAL METIIOD
The differential interfcromet¢r used to
experimentally investigate the chemically and vibrationally
non-equilibrium flow in the scramjet model as produced by
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the T4 shock tunnel is sho_,n schematically in figure :2. A
pulse..A ruby laser is used as the light source and all mirrors
lure &,round to an accuracy of one tenth of" a wavelength or
better. A spatial filter with t 5 pm pinhole is used to
clean up the light source and a precision qua,-lz wollaston
prism is used _ith a 4 minute prism angle. The image
reu-ieval system consists of CCD camera v.ith 210 mm lens
close mounted connected to a triggered frarncgrabber.
Pressure gauges at the end of the shock tube trigger the
camera to then trigger the laser before clearing the CCD
rtgistfrs and storing the image in rnen'or 7 of an IBM 286
compacter. This is then viewed and printed.
The model used is 150 mm wide with open sides
and is rear mounted in the T4 test secdon. Hardened
gauge plate steel is used on all leading edges of the model.
The intake wedges are 204 mm long and 10 degrees. The
shock, tunnel test section is fitted with 200 mrn diameter
precision cro_n glass _indows, flat to within one tenth of
• u,avelength. A pitot probe is fitted above the model to
check the timing of the laser against [he test flow period.
NUM ERICAL CALCULATIONS
The computer program predicts flow variables
throughout the scramjet duel from the free stream before
the leading edge shocks to the parallel duct behind the
shocks after crossing. The test model for the T4
experiments has a gap at the cad of the angled intake
wedges to allow the shocks to escape ,,_ithout reflection.
and the pa.rallel duct ,,,,as designed to be narrow enough to
ckny enu 3, to the expansion from the end of the _,edge.
This allo,_,s the definition o4"three 'zones' of flow, as
shown in figure 3. The flow is symmetrical about the
centre line, so only the bottom half is calculated.
The first zone is assumed to be chemically and
vibrationally frozen, and the now to be steady and parallel.
Consequently pressure P, tem_ratu_ T. density p, flow
direction 0, math number M. dissociation fraction cz and
vibralional energy e, are all constant,
The shock angle p for the shock emanating f.rorn
the leading edge of the intake v,edge. of angle 8. is
calculated by solving the following equation derived by
continuity considerations and the Rankine-Hugoniol
equation for density ratio across a shock:
un(8._) , y._/I ( /P,_(8-v) ) (!)
um p 2 I. y- I M_s_(8.p)
2
The flow valuables are then found behind the shock using
the Rankinc Hugoniol equations for pressure, temperature
and Mach number ratios across a shock.
As the flo_ passes gong the surface of the wedge
it adjusts chemically and vibrationally, as described by
Vinccnti and Kruger (1965). according to the following
e'qu;tliOns:
_=[C,T"a.CzT'_(]-_)Ip[(I ,)c 'dr- P-Ea '] (Z)
Pa
and
d_`, ¢`," -c`, (3)d_ z
_rhere
,Re,,
e, - _ (4)
ee,'T !
C e (r'/° w
p (5)
As it does so the tempera'aa-c changes according to:
d'r • - T-i (A,da • k, de ," udu) (6)
"r
when: the cnthalpy h is given by
h'-2_-_'-3=)RT'=_"(!2" -=_- ('7)
and for sorr_ q I_ is the partial derivative of
hCT.0c,e,) with respect to q
and the component of velocity normal to the shock
changes accordir,g to:
da - "" (,_,_'= - _, ae,)
p A, (u2/a/ - !) (s)
v,herc h_ is hen: the pas_ia] derivative of
h(p.P,ct.e,) _/zh resl_ct to q
The pressure changes according to:
d.P - - p _ (9)
from conservation of momentum.
Thes_ diffenrntial equations are integrated using a
second order Runge-Kuta n'cthed to obtain the chemically
and vibrauonal]y adjusting flow along the surface of the
intake wedge.
As u, changes the flow direx6on changes due to the
component of u tangential to the shock remaining constant.
At the surface of the v,edge however the flow direction
must be parallel to the y,all. This boundary condition
requires the superposition of • weak Prandtl-Meyer
expansion/compn:ssion on the chemically and vibrafionally
adjusting flow. For a deflection of -d_ at the ball for the
adjusting flow the PrandtI-Meyer penurbafion provides the
equal and opposite deflection, and gives a penurbation in
the oqher flow variables according Io:
(10)
aM (t'_ u_)
" d_M (II)
(12)
These perturbations are communicated along Mach |inca
throughout zone 2. They arc added to the adjusting now
base values which are calculated for each streamline
leading off from abe leading shock. In this way the flow is
calculated in zone 2, and the shape of the leading shock is
altertd in accordance with the ptnufl)e,d conditions behind
it caused by the Prandd-Meyer Fenurbations,
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The flow in zone 3 is calcuhted in a similar way,
using the symmea'y imposed b_zndary condition of flow
along the duct c¢n1_¢ line heing parallel to t.h¢ duct centre
line. Foe each streamline f'mal conditions ahead of the
second shock are used to calculate conditions behind the
shock which ate then s[a.,'dni conditionsforthe integration
of the chemically and vibratioaally adjusting base flow in
zone 3. To these base conditionsthe Prandd-Meyer
pcrlurbation$Ire added.
From the flow variables thmughom the duct the:
refractive index of the flow n and iu gradicn! dn/dx can be
calculated using the Gladestone-Dale equation, applied to
niuogen molecules and gas with Gladestone-Dale constants
as given in Alpher and White (1958), as described by
Merzki_h (1974):
n- ! - pC.g_Ct-a).g_) (t3)
From the gradient dn./dx, a knowledge of the T4
test section and model gcomc_ies and specifications of the
&ffemnfial interfcrometer opticssTstem the fringe intensity
| of ihe resulting interferogram can be calculated using the
ecluatJon:
Z _" Iz =
The numerically pre_cted differential intcrfcmgram
is imported into the sang electronics _,h_ch holds the
experimental interferogram, in this way a pictorial image
can be produced, ar,,d this can then be compared to the
experimental image.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A set of experiments was carried out using the T4
shock tunnel, the results of which are presented here.
Chemical pr_esses were initially assumed to
dominate the non-equilibrium flow so the test conditions
were chosen to maintain a high dissociation fraction a
whilst varying the flow pressures and then to choose some
other conditions with much lower a to compare. A roach
five nozzle was used over this range of enthalpies and
pressures. A differential interferometer image was
recorded for each shot together with o'acesof shock speed
within the shock tube, stagnation pressure at the entrance
to the converging-diverging nozzle, pito_ pressure at the
model and the laser high voltage output trace.
The images accorded shov, ed a curvature of the
fringes after both the leading edge shock and the second
shock, decaying away quite quickly in zones 2 and 3
respectively. See figure 4.
The displacement of these fringes was observed to
vary for different enthalpy and pressun_ conditions, but in
all cases the deflection of the fringes was upstream after
both the fu'_t and SeCOnd shocks. Fringe curvature upon
entry to ihe heated outskirts of the boundary layer can also
be clearly seen.
At the conclusion of the experiments the images
were analysed and the deflection of the wollaston prism
calibrated. Consequently it was confirmed that a
d¢flectioe upstream signifies a raising of refractive index
gradient from zero and thus increasing density. This is
verified by examination of the fringe shift entering the
boundary layer. This ¢ormslx:mds to energy obwrp6on
rather than heat release.
The implicatioe of this is that despiz the wide
range of test condiuons chosen there was not
recombination in any of them.
In order to complete nurncrical simulations for the
lest con_Lion$ the free stre_t/n conditions at the entrance to
the scram_t were needed 'These were obtained by using l
non-equilibrium nozzle flow (NEWZ,F') program to integralc
from the shock tube fill pressure, the stagnation pre._sure
during the shot and the shock speed in the shock tut_
Numerical simulations obtained using flee svzeam
conditions found in this way predicted recombination in
zone 2 at least, and an effect which was almost too small
to detect when chemical rate constants ts given by
Vinccnti and Kruger (1965) were used Itwas at this stage
that the previously describ_ ueatment of vibrational non-
equilibrium was included, using more re.cent values of the
vibrational rate constants as given in Sharma and Park
(1990). The fr_ steam vibrational energy used was as
predictedby the method of Phinney (1964). Vibrational
non.equilibriumeffects_¢re found to bc highly significant
to the flow.
Skinner (1992) found that at the high cnthalpies at
which th_se experiments were carried out helium
contamination of the test gas from the driver gas was
resulting in observations of zero dissociation of nitrogen
test gas. in cont;,adic_ion to the pun: test gas case
calculated by the NENZF pmgra.m. When this was used in
the numerical simulation, coupled with the more complete
non.equilibrium ctlculafon involving both vibration and
chemistry, the computational results were found to be in
quite good a_e,,ement with experiment. .See figure 5 for
the nmnerical simulation corresponding tO figure 4.
Although the fringe displacement at the stm of zone 2 is
not suffg'ient to be clearly observed for this calculation.
when the calculation is cuffed out using a lower value of
the vibrational relaxation time constant C and _ I
consequence a lower free stream vibrational energy, the
fringe shiftis clearlyseen and matches experiment well.
As there is an accepted high level of uncertainty in these
rate constants comparison against this result is justifiable.
See figure 6.
h appears that t mort thorough non.equilibrium
nozzle flow calculation, incorporating chemistry and
vibration, and further knowledge of T4 conditions which
produce helium contamination will be important in the
selection of shock tunrgl test condilions for future
experiments. It is expected that conditions wig be
attainable in which the nonequilibrium flow through the
scramjet model duct produces heat release rather than
absorption, allowing combustion simulation, although this
was not the case in the experiments covered here.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Experimental difl'ertntial interfemgrams'of shock
tunnel test now througha model scramjet duct have been
oblained over a range of high enthalpy test conditions. In
all of these cases heat absorption after the intake shocks
has been observed. Helium contamination is postulated.
Numerical simulations of the flow. when incorporating
chemical and vibrational non-equilibrium, have been found
to be in good agn:ement with experimenL Future
experiments will involve a complete non-equilibrium
nozzle flow calculation to select test condilmns which
produce heat release.
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Figure 4 Experimental differential intcd'crogram for !'_ •
22 MJ/kg, P, = 33 kLDa, T, = 9400 K.
Figure ! Heat release in a model scramjct duct.
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Figure 2 Differential intcrferomctcr optics system.
Figure $ Num<rically simulated differential intcrferogram
for H, = 22 _,_J_g, P, = 33 MPa, 1", = 9.t00 K, frozen
' fr¢eslream oE = 0 and ¢. = 0.60 MJ.&g. Vibrational
relaxation lin_ conslants used are C = g31xlO 7 secJPa
and Ka = 1.176,,10' K.
Figure .t Geometry for numerical flow calculation.
Figure 6 Numerically sim,lalc'd differential intcrferogram
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FLOW MEASUREMENTS AND CALIBRATION OF A SUPERORBITAL EXPANSION TUBE
: A.J, NEELY and R.G. MORGAN
Oepartmenl of Mechanical Engineering
University of Queensland
QLD 4072, AUSTRALIA
ABSTRACT
A small pilot facility has been set up at The University
of Queensland to demonstrate the concept of the Superoebital
Expansion Tube, a free piston driven, triple diaphragm,
impulse shock facility that utilizes the enthalpy multiplication
mechanism of the unsteady expansion process. The pilot
facility has been operated to produce quasi sleady test flows in
air with shock velocities in excess of 13 kms-t and with =
duration of usable test flow approaching 15 Its Experimental
conditions with total enthalpies of 78 M./and 106 MJ and total
pressures of 15 and 37 Mpa respectively a,"ereported. A flow
model that accounts for non-ideal rupture of the light teniary
diaphragm is discussed It is shoran that equilibrium
calculations more accurately model the unsteady expansion
process than caJcularions assuming frozen chemistry.
INTRODUCTION
The Supcrorbital Expansion Tube is a free piston
driven, triple diaphragm, impulse wind tunnel This new
hypc_elocicy facility is designed to produce flow conditions in
a variety of test gases at velocities exceeding Earth orbital
velocity. Even the most capable existing ground testing
facilities such as flee-piston driven shock tunnels and
expansion tubes are limited in the maximum Row enthalpies
they can produce. With Ihe incrrasing interest in the design of
vehicles to be used to enter the atmosphere of other planets or
return to Earth's atmosphere from beyond Earth orbit,
experir'ncntal facilities such as the Superorbital Expansion
Tube will be required to allow acrndynamvc ground testing of
Right ,,'chicle concepts and components. This paper outlines
experiments in a small pilot facility in operation at The
University of Queensland which has been ur,cd to demonsa'ate
the capabilities of a Superorbital Expansion Tube u_ing air as
the test gas. The techniques used to model the flow prcx'esses
involved, particularly around the tcniar 7 diaphragm are alsodiscussed.
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE FACILITY
The operation of the Superorbital Expan,,ion Tube is
described in Morgan & Stalker (1991). h uses the
phenomenon of enthalpy multiplication of the test flow
through an unsteady expansion as used in the standard
expansion tube, described originally by Resler and Bloxsom
(1952). The total enthalpy of the flow is detemlined by the
extent of this final unsteady expan,,ion of the zest gas.
The facility with secondary dri_,er, shock tube and
acceleration tube sections all of constant area (3g ram), is
shown in Figure I. The tunnel is driven by a helium filled,
free piston driver which is u.,_'_:lto shock heat a helium filled
secondary driver section (2.111 m), separated from it by a
heavy diaphragm (52.5 Mpa burst pressure).
The facility can be operated in Iv.o driver nmcles:In II1¢
first or reflected mode the driver gas is stagnated at the end of
Ihe secondary driver section and exhausts into the test gas
contained in the shock tube section (of adjustable length,
initially 3.1.50 m), which is separated from the secondary
driver by a thin steel secondary diaphragm (Imm. 12.4 Mpa
bur_t pressure). In the second or stra_:g/u.throu&h mode the
thin steel secondary diaphragm is replaced with a lisht
cellophane diaphragm (23 pro, 90 kPa burst pressure) which
ruptures with the arrival of the shock. The second mode is the
preferred mode of operation Because the primary shock speed
is ovenailorcd, the reflection of the shock in the first mode
would be expected to contaminate the driver gas.
Figure 1. pilot Superorbllel Expansion Tube h)clllty
In both modes the resulting shock wave propagates
into the shock tube and accelerates the quiescent test gas. The
shock wave traverses the shock tube and ruptures the light
tertiary diaphragm (9 pm grocery wrap, 20 kPa bursl
pressure) and then accelerates to a higher velocity as it passes
into low pressure accelerator gas (helium or air) contained in
the acceleration tube (I.299 m). The test gas following the
shock is also further accelerated as it is expanded unsteadily
into the acceleration tube. At the exit of the acceleration tube
the test gas pa,_sesover the model mounted in the test section.
Helium is the preferred accelerator gas as it has a low densily
and subsequently lower Mach number giving lower pressure
and tcm._ra[ure .ratios than air foe the same shock speed.
it esme aOd tion of the secondary driver section which,
under the appropriate operating conditions, is able IO boost the
_fformanc¢ Of the facility beyond that of a standard free
p=stondriven expansion tube as reponed by Neely and Stalker
(1991). In an expan._ion tube the performance of the facility,
that is the flow enthalpy that can be produced, is a function of
the strength of the initial incident shock wave produced by the
driver. Morgan and Stalker (1992) describe the performance
enhancing mechanism of the seconda:y driver with the useof a
wa_e diagram of the flow (Fig. 2).
The primary and secondary driver ga_es in regions 2
and 3 respectively, which arc both helium have the same
pres.,,ureand vclocily. Thus if the free piston driver is o_rtled
so that the primary shock is ovenailoeed then the helium in
region 2 will have the higher speed of sound and will thus be
able to drive a higher shock speed through the lest £as
contained in the adjacenl shock tube than would be possiT_le
for a single driver arrangernent where region 3 drives the lest
gas shock directly.
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
To investigate the perforn_nce of the Superorbital
Expansion Tube concept, a series of runs were ca,,Tied out in
the pilot facility using a range of filling pressures in the
secondary driver (40-200 kPa), shock tube (150-10000 Pa)
and acceleration tube (1-380 Pa) sections. Two distinct
experin'_ntal conditions produced in the facility are set out in
Table !.
Tsble l. experimental conditions
now condition
run number
secondary driver fill pressure (kPa)
shock tube fill pressure (Pa)
acceleration tube fill pressure (Pa)
acceleratOr gas
shock tube length (m)
final primary shock speed (ms"1)
final _econdary shock speed (ms"t)
final leniary shock speed (ms"|)
78 MJ
22O
6O
5OO
17
air
3,150
64.5O
6 88O
1O5OO
106 MJ
231
6O
800
I0
He
1.625
? 28O
13000
FOr the lower enthal_y condition, wilh a final terliary
shock velocity of 10.5 Eros" . a period of quasi-steady flow in
excess of 50 ps was observed It was observed thal for the
high shock velocities produced in the shock tube (> R Eros"t)
there was severe attenuation of the flow with Ih¢ shock being
slowed by up to 2 kms "l when it reached the lerliary
diaphragm. To avoid the rtsulling decn_as¢in performance due
to flow allenualion, sections of the shock tube were removed
to reduce its length (to 1.625 m) so that the secondary shock
reaches the leniary diaphragm before any significant
atlenuation has occured. Tbe secondcondition was produced
wilh this configuration. Final tertiary shock velocities in
excess of 13 kms "t were achieved where a period of quasi-
steady usable lest flow of 15 ps duralion was ob_rved.
Static pressure levels were recorded at a number of
stations down ibe length of the three seclions. A lypical recOrd
of wall static pressures measured in the acceleration lube is
shown in Figure 3, illustrating the developmenl of a region of
sleady flow belween the tertiary shock wave and the trailing
expansion wave. which terminate5 the te_l flOW. as the flow is
expanded.
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Figure 3. sccaleratlon tube wall static pressure
histories tar 711 MJ condition
A standard PCB piezoelectric pressure transducer,
shielded from the direct flow, and an aluminiun_ead bar
gauge, utilising piezoelecldc film, were used ahernately to
measure the centreline pilot pressure levels in the test flow.
Typical wall static pressure and centreline pilot pressure
histories recOrded at the exit of the acceleration tube art shown
in Figure 4 for the two different enthalpy conditions For the
106 M.J condition the static pressure trace shown is from an
equivalent run (R226) as the exit trace was corrul_ed. High
frequency oscillations visible on the u'aces are consistent with
ringing of the gauges and are not a flow phenomenon.
Pilot pressure levels were observed to rise during the
period of test flow as expected from the analytical model of the
test flow which pnrdicls non uniform gas stales in region g.
The calculated pressure levels that bound these lest flows are
indicated on Figure 4 and can be seen to follow the observed
behaviour. As can be seen from the pressure u-aces, problems
were experienced with the rise time of the gauges used to
measure the pilot pressure. In the case of lhe PCB gauge this
was due to the filling of the cavity between the transducer and
ils shield. While the bar gau_es, which were CUSlOmmade, do
nol require protective shielding, calibration tests indicate long
rise limes of 4 - 6 ItS. Developmenl of the bar gauges is
continuing in house, and an improved response is anticipated.
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Figure 4 (b) centreline pilot pressure histories and
oorrespondlng exit wall static pressure histories for
106 MJ test condition
ANALYSIS OF THE FLOW
This paper deals with the analysis of the flo_. of test
|as through the shock tube and acceleration tube resulting in
the final test flow in the test section. No attempt is n'ta_e here
to mockl the driver flow although the perfect gasanal)sis from
Morgan and Stalker (1992) was used to help determine the
optimum driver conditions.
The observed shock speeds in the shock and
_ctleration tubes are used in conjunction with the known
quiescent lest gas pressures in these two sections to calculate
the secondary and tertiary shock strengths Real gas
cadculationsof these conditions are made using an equilibrium
analysis. The static pressure and the entropy level behind the
shock arc determined and these are used to determine the full
gasstate via an equilibrham scheme (Riz.kalla 1990).
It should be noted that although the shock heated test
gas in region 6 is nominally indicated as being a region of
uniform flow in Figure 5, it is in fact a region in which there is
t velocity gradient induced by viscous effects. The Mirels
analysis (1962) was used to predict the velocity of various
points in the the region and this was found to have a
significant effect on the final values of pilot pressurecalculated
for the expanded test flow.
The lightest possible tertiary diaphragm is used to
separate the air test gas and the helium accelerator gas. Ideally
this diaphragm would rupture instantaneously and would have
no further influence on the flow. But as has t_en reported in
previous expansion tube work (Shinn and Miller 1977) even
the lightest diaphragm does not Ix:have ideally resulting in two
principal non-ideal effects. These are reflection of the incident
secondary shock wave into the oncoming test gas before the
diaphragm ruptures and momentum loss from the expanded
flow due to the energy required to accelerate the diaphragm
mass after rupture. This nonideal behaviour can be observed
on a morn detailed wave diagram for the flow in the vicinity of
the tertiary diaphragm (Fig. 5).
These non-ideal effects must be accoumed for and have
a significant influence on the calculated test gas conditions.
T_ slug of shock heated test gas that arrives at the tertiary
diaphragm (Fig 5, region 6) is processed by the reflected
shock wave (region 8) and then pasts through the unsteady
expansion which develops behind the accelerator-test gas
interface. The source of shock heated test gas for the
expansion is non uniform. The first part of the lest gas slug to
arrive (region gal, is stagnated by the shock that is reflected
from the tertiary diaphragm and is then expanded from this
slate. Once the diaphragm ruptures though, this stagnation of
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the flow no longer occurs as the reflected shock is washed
downsu'eam by the flow and the reflected shock attenuates
(region 8b .z). The test gas is thus expanded from a range of
initial states.
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Figure $. wave diagram for the flow near the tertiary
diaphragm
Calculation of the expansion process aM the resulting
state of the test gas _usl thus be made for a range of starting
conditions. It is perhaps easiest to consider the two bounding
extremes of the starting flow. The first is the initial pan of the
test gas slug (region 8a) which is taken as initially stationary
with conditions determined for a fully reflected shock bringing
the gas to rest. The other extreme is the terminating c'_e
(region gz) where the interface separating the test gas anal
secondary driver gas catches up with the attenuated reflected
shock. The calculation of this state is less straightforward.
To determine the strength of the reflected shock at
interface catchup it is necessary to model the behaviour of the
tertiary diaphragm after rupture. The residual influence of the
tertiary diaphragm after rupture is represented by the inertia of
the diaphragm as it is washed downstream (Morgan and
Stalker 1992) in a similar form to the action of a free piston.
The massof the ruptured diaphragm is accelerated downstream
by the pressure behind the renected shock. As this occurs
expansion waves propagate upstream from the diaphragm,
eventually attenual_ng the reflected shock to a Mach wave The
accelerating diaphragm also sends compression waves
downstream into ihe accelerator gas which converge to form
tbe tertiary shock.
As the reflected shock and the diaphragm are initially in
close proximity and the sound speed behind the reflected
shock is very high, it is assumed that the expansion waves
emanating from the diaphragm imm_iately catch up with the
reflected shock, thus specifying a region of uniform gas
veloci-t), between the reflected shock and the diaphragm
remnants. The velocity of the diaphragm remnants is
determined by the integration of its acceleration from rupture.
The diaphragm velocity may then be used with the known
incoming test gas velocity to determine the strength of the
shock at e_ch moment As the reverse shock traverses the test
gas it induces an entropy change in the gas which must be
determined. The period it takes the shock to traverse the slug
of test gas is small (< 15 laS) and it can be shown that only •
small displacement of the diaphragm will occur in Ibis time
indicating that it is permigs_l¢" to determine the reverse shock
strength from simple theory. It should also be noted that as d_
initial press.ure Ioadings on the tertiary diaphragm lure snmU
(less than 1/25th of the burst pressure) there will be no
significant pre-deformation of the diaphragm suggesting one
dimensional behaviour and circumferential failure of the ligM
diaphragm material
To determine the velocity of the gas hehind the
attenuated reverse shock at the point of interface catchup, it is
assumed via Mirels (1963) theory that the velocity of the test
flow contained between the reflected shock and the up_slfeam
interface is matched to the velocity of the intcrface. ]_ gas
velocity across the shock is calculated and is thcn expanded
through the unsteady cxp•nsion.
Once these starting conditions are determined the
remnants of the diaphragm on thc flow ant disregarded as they
can have no further effect on the flow entropy. The two
starling conditions arc used to calculate the limits of the range
of test gas flows produced •t the end of the unsteady
expansion. Calculation of the changing state of the flow
through the unsteady expansion is implemented in a stepwise
manner. The expansion process is divided up into a large
number (I00) of velocity increments which proceed from the
calculated starting vclochy of the test gas (State g) to the final
velocity after expansion (State 12). This final velocity is set
equal to the obsetwed tertiary shock speed by the assumption
of full Min:ls development of the slug length in the accelerator
gas. Calculation •cross each increment is _ovcrneo oy me
standard equation for an unsteady expansion wave which
relates the change in slatic enthalp) to the change in velocity
and the local speed of sound.
dh = - adu (l)
A calculation of the entropy and static enthalpy of the
flow is made at the initi•l st•to g. For equilibrium or frozen
flov, the expansion is isentropic. The gascondition is uniquely
defined by the enthalpy at'xl entropy and the EQSTATE code
(Rizkalla 1990) is used to iterate, at the end of each computed
step, a solution for pressure, temperature and gas
composition. The CREK subroutines developed by Pratt and
Wormeck (1976) are used to calculate the equilibrium
composition at each poinL The process proceeds until the final
velocity is reached, thus supplying the final state of the test
gas. The calculated gas statesof the test flow (region i2) at the
end of the acceleration tube, arc set out in Table II for the two
cnthalpy conditions discussed in the previous section.
Table Ii. final test flow states calculated using
equilibrium end frozen theory
now condition ?g MJ
-calculation method cquilib, frown
-velocity (ms-t') I !0 500 I0 500
temperature (K) 5 901 236
pressure (Pa) 13914 96
density (10--"kgm-}) 0.57 0.072
Mach number 5.7 20.I
ratio of spec. heats !.40 1.64
pitotpressure(kPa) 626 79.g
total _essure(MPa) I 15.2 31.0
106 MJ
cquilib, froien
13000 13000
5 526 g
6 103 0.017
2.'76 0.0004
7.4 95
1.39 1.62
466 0.6
37.4 16.__L
The resulting calculation of static and pitot preSSure
levels for each starling condition can also be seen in Figures
4•. and 4b., superimposed on those pressures me•surer in the
extxrimcntai flow. A comparison can be made here with the
effect of assuming a frozen expansion process. Calculations of
the expanded state of the test gas required to match the
observed final velocity for a frozen expansion were made by
fixing the chemical state of the test gas after processing by the
reflected shock (State g). The resulting expanded states are set
out in Table !1. h can be seen that the resulting temperatures
and static and pilot pressures of the expanded ieSfgis are
unrealistically low giving support to the assumption of an
approximately equilibrium process occurring through the
unsteady expansion. It can thus be seen that to achieve the
high enthalpy flow conditions produced by the Superorbital
Expansion Tube in experin)enls, the now energy used to
dissociate the test gas _,hcn it is sh(x.'kheated in the shock tube
must be at least partially restored to the flow through
recombination of the test gas through the unsteady expansion.
If this energy,remained frozen as chemical energy the ob._rwd
test condition.'; could not be achieved. In the S.l_rorbital
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Exoansion Tube, the total enthalpy is not fixed at any point in
_e'flow as it is in shock tunnel facilities. Rather it relies on the
enthalpy multiplication mechanism of the unsteady expansion
the unsteatlY expas'tslon Will _ i|lUltlVlZW _ r
produce _ elevated fine enthalpies recoroe_-
CONCLUSIONS
A small pilo_ facility has been set up at The University
of Queensland to demonstrate the concept of the Supcrorbital
Ex ansion Tube, • free piston driven, triple diaphragm,
imPUlse facility.The pilot fa.ciI!tyhasbeen operated to produce
quasi,steady testflows with shock velocitiesin excesso_ tkms" and witha durationof usabletestflow of 15 ItS.Such
high enthalpy flows are of interest in the design of any vehicle
used to traverse an atmosphere at velocities exceeding Earth
bital velocity.
or Consideration of the effects of bounda_, layer.growth
and non ideal diaphragm rupture on the flow nave attowco a
bener understanding of the flow mechanism _d enabled more
accurate matching of calculated and observed test now states.
it has also been shown conclusively that much better
agreement with experiment is achieved if the unsteady
expansion process is modelled as an equilibrium process rather
thanas a frozenchemistryprocess.
These initial results have demonstrated the viability of
the Superorbital Expansion Tube concept and while further
testing on the pilot facility will continue, work is now
proceeding oct the design of a larger scale, rrgdium size facility
at _ University of Queensland.
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